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PREFACE

This is the Inspection Panel's Report on the Request for Inspection (the "Request")

relating to the proposed Nepal, Arun III Hydroelectric Project and restructuring of the Arun III

Access Road Project; Credit 2029-NEP, granted under Development Credit Agreement, dated

August 8, 1989 between the Kingdom of Nepal and the International Development Association

("IDA") (collectively referred to as "Arun III"). The Request was filed with the Panel on

November 2, 1994 and registered by the Chairman on November 3, 1994. On the same date the

Notice of Registration and text of the Request was transmitted to the President of IDA. The

Chairman and Panel members note that prompt registration is required by IDA Resolution 93-6

(the "Resolution").

The Panel received the Management Response (the "Response") on November 22, 1994:

it addressed the substance of the Request rather than impeding and delaying an independent

review of the issues by questioning formalities. The attached report likewise deals with the

substance of the Request.

The Panel's initial findings are based on the information contained in the text together

with a limited review of supporting or referenced documents in the Request and the Response;

and in addition, supplementary clarifications from the Requesters, Management, the proposed

borrower and the executing entity. On the basis of this preliminary review and in accordance

with the Panel's Operating Procedures of August, 1994 (the "Procedures"), the Panel is satisfied

that conditions required by paras 12-14 of the Resolution have, in substance, been met.

In accordance with the Resolution the Panel consulted the proposed borrower and the
Executive Director representing the Kingdom of Nepal on the subject matter of the Request.

The Panel wishes to thank all those who assisted them both in Kathmandu and in

Washington, D.C.
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A. BACKGROUND

PROPOSED PROJECT

1. Management of IDA is planning to seek approval for an SDR 99.5 million development

credit to the Kingdom of Nepal ("HMG/N" - the borrower) and the restructuring of an existing

credit for SDR 24.4 million (Arun III Access Road Project - Cr. 2029-NEP) to help finance the

proposed Arun III Hydroelectric Project.! The revised project components include a 122

kilometer access road through the Arun Valley, construction of a 201 MW run-of-river

(including a 68 meter dam) hydroelectric power scheme (the first phase of the Arun III 402 MW

scheme) in the Sankhuwa-Sava District and 122 kilometers of transmission lines from there to

Duhabi. The Arun basin is about 170 kilometers east of Kathmandu.

2. The proposed credit would be on standard IDA terms with a 40 year maturity. HMG/N

would onlend to the implementing agency, the Nepal Electricity Authority ("NEA"), the

Nepalese rupee equivalent of US$136.1 million plus US$34.3 million (available under the

existing Arun III Access Road Project) at a rate of 10.25 percent for a period of 30 years

including a 9 year grace period. HMG/N would bear the foreign exchange risk. The remaining

US$4.6 million would be utilized by the Ministry of Water Resources to finance a Regional

Action Plan ("RAP").

3. Total project costs are estimated at about US$800 million. The project would be

cofinanced by the Asian Development Bank, Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau, the Government of

France, the Swedish Agency for International Technical and Economic Cooperation, the Finnish

International Development Agency and other donors.

THE REQUEST

4. Summary: The Panel received a Request, dated October 24, 1994, from citizens of Nepal

(the "Requesters") who claim that their rights and interests have been or are likely to be

materially and adversely affected by the acts or omissions of IDA during the design and appraisal

of Arun III. Two of the Requesters claim that they have been directly and adversely affected by

the design and implementation of the resettlement program related to Arun III. The Requesters

claim to be, or likely to be affected by alleged violations of provisions of, inter-alia, the

following policies and procedures:

* Operational Policy/Bank Procedure 10.04: Economic Evaluation of Investment

Operations

* The World Bank Policy on Disclosure of Information, September 1994; Bank

Procedures 17.50 and 10.00, Annex A

* OperationalDirective4.01: EnvironmentalAssessment

* Operational Directive 4.30: Involuntary Resettlement

* Operational Directive 4.20: Indigenous Peoples

5. The two Requesters from the now abandoned Hill Route asked for anonymity and, in

accordance with Nepalese law, appointed Messrs. Siwakoti and Ghimire of Kathmandu, Nepal

(the other two Requesters), to represent them. (For further details see Annex C)
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REGISTRATION

6. Eligibility Issues: Para 17 of the Procedures requires the Chairman to register the Request
"[I]f the Request appears to contain sufficient required information...". While recognizing that
there were deficiencies in the formalities, in accordance with this para, the Chairman, on
November 3, 1994, registered the Request in the Panel Register; notified the Requester, the
Executive Directors and the President of IDA of the registration; and transmitted to the President
a copy of the original Request together with faxed copies of the attachments and evidence of
representation. Upon receipt, on November 8, of the originals of the accompanying
documentation, copies were forwarded to the President of IDA.

7. The Panel judged that the serious nature of the substance of the Request as a whole and
its timing in relation to the project process outweighed outright rejection of the Request on the
grounds of doubts on the standing of the Requesters and incomplete compliance with formal
procedures. Management apparently came to the same conclusion since, as noted before, it
addressed the substance of the Request without questioning its eligibility under the applicable
terms of the Resolution.

OPERATIONAL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

8. Given that a period of about seven years has elapsed since the inception of Arun III, the
evolving nature of IDA policies and procedures and the timing of their application in relation to
various stages of this proposed project is a source of disagreement between the Request and
Response. These questions are addressed in Annex C and referred to, as necessary in the text of
this Report.
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B. THE REQUEST and THE RESPONSE
9. The Request lists a number of statements of policies and procedures which the Requesters
believe IDA has failed to follow in the course of the design, appraisal and initial implementation

of Arun III. The Response provides information indicating that Management believes it has not

failed to follow the relevant policies and procedures. The Request and the Response are

reviewed briefly below and are followed by the Panel's initial comments.

1. Economic Analysis of Investment Operations

ALTERNATIVES

10. THE REQUEST states that IDA "has violated its operational policies regarding the

Economic Evaluation of Investment Operations, as a basic criterion for acceptability. For the

project to be acceptable on economic grounds, 'the expected present value of the project's net

benefits must be higher than or equal to the expected net present value of mutually exclusive

project alternatives.' By not undertaking the relevant studies of the alternatives..., the World
Bank has not fulfilled this very basic criteria for acceptability of the project".

11. The Request also complains that IDA violated this Directive throughout the project cycle

by not considering alternative sequencing until 1993/94 and that the study is incomplete as the
comparison was made with only very preliminary costs for the alternative schemes; that the

earlier Least Cost Generation Expansion Plans ("LCGEP") of 1987 and 1990 failed to take into

account that the same amount of power generated from Arun III could also be generated from a

series of smaller alternatives in the 1MW to 100 MW range; and that by not completing

feasibility studies of the 30 or more smaller alternatives identified by HMG/N, IDA has not

fulfilled the policy requirement to compute the LCGEP for additional power generation for

Nepal. The Request also states that "there is every reason to believe that once the detailed
studies are completed, the smaller alternatives can be built at prices lower than or competitive
with Arun III"..2

12. THE RESPONSE, while answering the Request in line with OP/BP 10.04 suggests, in

its Annex A, that this policy was not in effect at the time of identification and appraisal: that

only those instructions in this OP/BP which are identical to those in force at the time are

applicable. It indicates that the basis for the LCGEP was the initial consideration of "some

3000" alternative generation and expansion plans of which 11 individual hydro investment

project candidates of varying sizes were examined to the pre-feasibility level or "beyond."

However, "in response to questions, additional alternative strategies were investigated in order
to check the robustness of the standard least-cost analysis. This involved the consideration of

project candidates that preliminary analysis had previously screened out." The Response

concludes that the cost of an alternative was higher than the cost of HMG/N's proposed
program.3

13. The Response also states that there are no hard and fast rules on how many alternative
proposals should be investigated to the "pre-feasibility" stage, it is a question of professional
judgment. The number of hydro candidates explored to the pre-feasibility level is considered to

represent "a very respectable effort for a country such as Nepal"--given that the determining
factors are the extra cost and associated delays. Noting that the project contains funding for

further pre-feasibility and feasibility work for smaller hydro projects4 - which, if attractive, will
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be accommodated periodically into the LCGEP - it is pointed out that there is no evidence that
such further study would displace Arun III from the LCGEP.5

RISKANALYSIS
14. THE REQUEST complains that the risk analysis is faulty, in particular that:

* one large natural catastrophe would virtually ruin the Nepalese economy;

* no account has been taken of the risk of undertaking such a large project in relation to
the size of the Nepalese economy;

* while over 80% of the catchment area of the Arun River lies under the control of
China and a proposed Changsun Basin Irrigation Project is pending, no account of
upstream developments (riparian rights) has been included; and

* there is no bilateral agreement with India even though Phase II of Arun III and future
development in the valley depend on surplus power sales to India.6

15. THE RESPONSE explains that:

* under OP 10.04 treatment of risks associated with large projects is not mentioned and
there is no explicit policy with respect to the valuation of risks - as distinguished from
the analysis and/or management of risks - associated with large projects. But
"recognition of Arun's magnitude and importance to the Nepalese economy was
what led the Bank to undertake such comprehensive analysis of the project.";'

* the analysis does not consider the risks to project viability of the possible construction
of the Changsuo Basin Irrigation Project because the appraisal team judged these risks
to be minimal; recently the Chinese authorities have reconfirmed their non-objection
to the project and that the small size of the project is likely to have no effect on
downstream water users;8 and

o with respect to sales to India: in the past bilateral agreements have not been necessary
and suggests that even if no surplus sales occur, there would be only a 1% drop in the
project's economic rate of return which remains above the project's opportunity cost
of capital.9

POVERTYREDUCTION
16. THE REQUEST suggests there will be immediate and threatened long-term irreversible
adverse impacts on the already absolute poor inhabitants of the Arun Valley, as a result, in
particular, of NEA's lack of capacity to implement environmental and social safeguards.

17. At the national level, the Request suggests that the large size of the project in relation to
Nepal's annual national budget will not directly benefit the poor as its high cost will crowd out
investments in social services and targeted poverty interventions.10

18. THE RESPONSE acknowledges that 450,000 inhabitants of the Arun Valley lead a
"harsh subsistence life;" it states that the primary objective of the project is to meet Nepal's
growing power requirements in the medium term at least cost so that this constraint on growth
and poverty reduction can be overcome. Referring to the Environmental Action Plan the
Response suggests that it aims to limit negative direct impacts and to maximize the Valley's
prospects for sustainable growth and poverty reduction."
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THE PANEL

ALTERNATIVES

19. With respect to examination of alternatives, the Panel notes that previous policies and

procedures would appear to be applicable. A preliminary review (see Annex C) of those policies

and procedures suggests that the fundamental requirements are substantially the same as those

in OP/BP 10.04. In particular it is noted that OMS 2.21, para 8, states that:

"Consideration of altematives is the single most important feature of proper

project analysis throughout the project cycle, from the development plan for the

particular sector through identification to appraisal."

It is also noted that the Response deals with the issues of alternatives and analysis of project

risks in the context of the requirements of OP 10. 04.

20. It is clear that Nepal's hydropower potential is considerable (estimated at 25, 000 MW).

However less than 1% of the resource has been developed and there is no complete inventory

that could be used reliably for long term planning.

21. Out of about 107 potential hydroelectric sites that have been identified, technical and

economic screening criteria yielded only 18 projects for which pre-feasibility or further

engineering studies have been carried out. The latest LCGEP considered only 11 projects. It is

a matter of judgment whether this is an adequate number of options that should have been

considered in the 30-80 MW range.

22. The Panel notes that the MOP recognizes that:

"The only realistic alternative to the hydropower investment program proposed by

the Government is a series of hydro investments in the range of 10 MW to 100

MW. While these are certainly small projects by international standards, most are

similar in magnitude to the two previous major hydro investments made in Nepal;

namely, Kulekhani (60 and 32 MW) and Marsyangdi (69 MW). Past pre-

investment studies in Nepal's major river systems have identified a large number

of such potential investments. Pre-feasibility and feasibility work has been done

on some 18 of the 93 sites identified. About half of the 18 are under 100 MW;

these have already been taken into account in the least cost generation analysis.

Hence, the effort to develop an alternative hydropower investnent program has

had to draw from among those projects, mostly in the 30 to 80 MW range, which

had previously been screened out (on the basis of rather crude technical and

economic criteria) as less attractive than those for which pre-feasibility work has

been commissioned.

The alternative investment program thus identified has been labelled Plan B (SAR

Annex 5.4, [paras 41, 42]) The costs of Plan B are estimated to be about 5%

higher than the Government's proposed investment program under assumptions

about the future considered most likely, and 5% less in the scenario where

demand growth follows the low load forecast. 12

23. There is reason to believe that if a less restrictive assessment, including a wider range of

hydro resources, could be undertaken it would result in expanding the number of economically

and environmentally acceptable options.
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RISKAANALYSIS

24. IDA policies provide for evaluation of investment projects to ensure that they promote the

borrower's development goals and that the economic analysis be conducted to determine

whether the project creates more net benefits to the economy than other mutually exclusive

options for the use of the resources in question; and state that assessing sustainability includes

evaluating the project's financial impact on the implementing/sponsoring institution and

estimating the direct effect on public finances of the project's capital outlays and recurrent costs.

This process also includes an analysis of the sources, magnitude and effects of the risks

associated with the proposed project. 3

25. The Panel notes that, with the information available, the comparison of the risks

associated with the project and its alternatives is very difficult due to the large number offactors

involved including:

* natural catastrophic events such as Glacial Lake Outburst Floods (GLOF) and high

monsoon rains leading to high river floods which constitute a permanent risks in the

project area These risks were considered a major factor in the original decision to

choose a Hill Route for the access road;

- the steep tariff rate increases that NEA must implement, likely cost overruns, lower

economic growth;

- major risks associated with the economic performance of the project are associated

with the rate of growth of demand, which in turn is related to the unforseeable

response to price increases and export sales The lack of a long term power sales

agreement with India poses a potential long term risk to the project.. This risk has

been highlighted by IDA, particularly in the case of Nepal, in the 1986 Project

Performance Audit Report for the Kulekhani Hydroelectric Project (Cr. 600-NEP and

600-1-NEP) which concludes that:

"Agreements on export would be required prior to the start of any large
scale development, and because most countries are reluctant to be
dependent on others for electrical energAy, negotiations on such matters
may last over extended periods of time".14

The MOP contains a rather detailed discussion of risks and concludes that:

"Comparison of the overall risks of the alternative strategies shows that
both have problems requiring careful management. There is simply no
low risk way to meet Nepal's power requirements over the next decade or
so.

26. All power development options require careful risk management unprecedented in Nepal

and therefore institutional capacity building is critical to the success of any strategy. Major

risks associated with institutional capacity in the NEA and HMG/N emerge as significant in a

variety of ways: to oversee construction, long-term O&M, reorganization of the power sector

management, and ability to sustain appropriate tariff increases. Each could endanger the

viability of Arun III at any time. While funding agencies can supplement institutional capacity in

the short-term, the strengthening of institutions will still have to develop rapidly and extensively;

27. The Request cites, as a potential risk the fact that 80 percent of the river lies in China

The Response refers to the small size of the proposed Changsuo Basin Irrigation Project. At the
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request of the Panel, Management has provided satisfactory evidence showing that the

Government of China does not oppose Arun III

28. Risk assessment must include all factors that might have a bearing on the project, and

compare them with those of the alternatives. IDA has attempted to deal with those issues, but,

the environmental and social impacts of the alternative have not been systematically analyzed;

therefore a realistic comparison of risks associated with the proposed project and its alternatives

could not have been carried out.

POVERTYALLEVIA TION

29. OP 10.04 states that the economic analysis examines the project's consistency with

IDA's poverty reduction strategy.

30. The Panel recognizes two levels ofpotential impacts on poverty.

The first relates to the localized effect of Arun III on the Arun basin 's poor, particularly

the people whose land, like that of the Requesters on the abandoned Hill Route, was

expropriated; and those on the proposed Valley Route whose land might be expropriated

The second relates to the likely macro economic impacts on the country as a whole due to

the large size of the investment to be undertaken in relation to the size of the economy. These

impacts on a national level might result in:

(a) an initial increase in poverty because the opportunity cost of capital to address

poverty directly and the resources needed for other targeted interventions may be

consumed by Arun III;

(b) a reduced consumption due to the effect of rising electricity tariffs on consumers as

they devote a larger share of their disposable income to electricity; and

(c) a constraint on public expenditure and investment - as noted in a recent Bank

document:

" The power sector as a whole is expected to absorb 15 percent of local

resources and 40 percent of foreign resources, and AHP [Arun III] alone

will absorb close to 20 percent of total development resources during the

peak implementation phase in FY97-FY99."'6

31. The high priority of poverty alleviation in Nepal has been reiterated by the Bank

However, steps already taken by IDA and HMG/N suggest it will be more difficult to implement

the policies on poverty. Future steps, such as further cancellation of "low priority projects" in

social sectors and the large fiscal demands of Arun III may contribute to the risk that policies on

poverty cannot be implemented.

11. Environmental Assessment

ALTERNATIVES
32. THE REQUEST states that the environmental and social issues and available

alternatives to Arun III were not integrated into decisions on whether to proceed with the project.

Citing the 1991 Basinwide Environmental Impacts Study ("RAP"), it states that: "the road

alignment [hill route] and dam site were already decided and the study team did not have the

mandate to change these decisions;" and the 1992 study17 of the valley route was conducted to
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detennine whether it "might provide time and cost savings in providing access to the Arun III
hydropower site. Serving the needs of the population.. .is a secondary consideration ... and that
the need for and the siting of the power project and therefore the justification for the road, is
taken as a given." It is noted that, in response to pressure to investigate alternatives adequately,
and after the EIA process was completed, the Bank commissioned a study known as Plan B
which was conducted from the standpoint of whether Arun III is the "least cost" option for Nepal
- without consideration of the environmental and social costs of either Arun III or its alternatives.

33. The Request also points out that:

"[t]he so called EIA of the Valley route of the access road fails to take into
consideration and compare from environmental standpoint any alternative
approach to build this road. For example, applying environmentally
friendly approach in building the roads in the Himalayan foothills by
employing simple and conservation-oriented techniques and labor
intensive methods have been proved successful. The pace of the proposed
construction of the road and the approach adopted, thus, is a serious
environmental concern that the EIA ignores.18

34. THE RESPONSE questions the applicability of the policy on Environmental
Assessment for timing reasons but then states that Management nevertheless proceeded as if it
were applicable. As evidence of compliance, the Response cites the consideration of three dam
sites in the Arun valley and two different access roads. The Response notes that the 1993
Environmental Assessment Executive Summary'9 ("EA Summary") clearly states that
identification of Arun III was based on least cost studies undertaken up to 1990 and that "these
studies addressed environmental/social issues at the reconnaissance level for all feasible sites.20

THE PANEL

35. Notes that while the current policy was not in effect when the Credit 2029 for the Hill
Access Road Project was approved, it was in effect at the time when it was decided to change the
access road to the Valley Route.21

The 1993 EA Summary states that:

"The Arun III ...was identified as the best major hydropower scheme for
early addition to the Nepal Interconnected System under the LCGEP
completed by the NEA in 1987 ....

[This] choice was confirmed by an LCGEP Update Study completed in
1990....This study included estimates of resettlement costs in its
comparative analysis of the various projects, but not the costs of other
environmental impacts or economic benefits".22

36. The Panel notes that the major environmental and social impacts of the Arun project are
due to the construction of the access road, and not due to the hydroelectric generating facility
itself Given the timing of the change of the choice of road alignment the social impact has been
magnified and the environmental impact assessment studies dealt primarily with the original
route (Hill Route).

37. The Panel finds it necessary to look at this decision in more detail, particularly in view
of the fact that almost all of the land of the families on the Hill Route had already been acquired.
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ACCESS ROADALIGNMENT

38. In 1987, a detailedfeasibility study was carried out by the Department of Roads for the

so-called "Hill Route". Detailed designs and tender documents were completed in 1988, in

anticipation of an early start of construction, and further refined in the following years. The

final alignment chosen, designs and construction methods were referred to in the SAR as

environmentally the "state of the art" for a major road project in Nepal.

39. The SAR for the Arun III Access Road Project of May 12, 1989 refers to the selection of

alignment for the access road in para 3.08:

"The route selected as being most economical in terns of construction and

maintenance, consistent with sound enviromnental planning, is in

mountainous terrain and follows the ridges wherever possible, descending
only for crossings of the Piluwa Khola near Chainpur, the Sabhaya Khola

at Tumlingtar and at the sites of the powerhouse, adit and dam. The

streams and rivers of this area are unpredictable and can be very violent

and destructive. They cause excessive steepening of the valley sides and

consequent instability of the slopes. The route has therefore been chosen

to avoid rivers as far as possible, and to follow the contours closely in

order to minimize the quantities of cut and fill, and to reduce negative

environmental impact. The contract documents for road construction also
incorporate environmental conservation measures."2 3

40. The Panel notes that within three years of this decision, the project design for the road

took the opposite approach, selecting a route where more than 50 percent runs close to the

previously described unstable, steep, unpredictable and hazardous slopes of the Arun River.

41. In 1992, according to the EA Summary, following a decision to revise Arun III's design

and reduce initial expenditure and given the sole criterion ofproviding access to the power sites

as quickly as possible, the feasibility of a "Valley" route was investigated again. Engineering

and construction planning studies had shown that although the construction costs would be

similar to those of the Hill Route, there would be a time saving of one year and a total length

construction of only 122 KM.2" The EA Summary points out however, that:

"The speed of construction of a project can have a considerable effect on

its environmental impact.

Slower construction of the access road would allow a less capital-
intensive approach with a higher local labor demand (and therefore
local benefits), and modified construction techniques with lower

physical impact

* Slower construction of the hydropower components of Arun III would
reduce the size of the labour force required, reduce the volumes of
spoil to be excavated and disposed of annually, and pernit more
gradual institutional development."25

Comparative data on the two routes is given in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. are in Annex B.
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42. The proposed change in routes was presented to the Panel of Experts (POE) and
approved in principle by them.26 However, the POE pointed to the apparent disadvantages of

the Valley Route:

"- increase of forested land in the RoW and possibly less disturbed and
higher quality forest and protected wildlife habitat in the ROW:
approximately 209 ha vs. 145 ha

- closer proximity to the Makalu-Barun Conservation Area

- losses and uncertainties resulting from the circumstance that land
compensation for the hill route is already 94 percent completed

- additional impacts associated with future construction of spur roads or
other connections to hill villages that would have been connected by the
hill route."27

The POE also concluded, inter alia, that:

"The recommendation from the environmental perspective therefore is to
proceed with the design and tendering of the project using the valley route,
to drop the hill route from further consideration at this time, to establish a
clear and equitable policy concerning the families within the hill route
who have already received compensation, and to update and amend project
environmental documents, in parallel with the detailed engineering and
along the following lines, to reflect the change in route.

1. It would be useful if the September 1992 Joint Venture EIA of the
valley route would make a more detailed comparison of the impacts of the
hill route and the valley route, including implications for associated
changes in transmission line impacts, if any, and options and implications
for families within the RoW of the hill route who have already received
compensation.

2. Regardless of which route is adopted, the recommendations and
cost estimates (about US$14 million) of the King Mahendra Trust report
on "Environmental Management and Sustainable Development in the
Arun Basin" should be released to the public, reviewed, screened and
prioritized to facilitate the development of an action plan for
implementation. Without such a plan there will be no mechanism in place
for controlling off-site impacts (especially encroachment on forests and
wildlife) in the vicinity of the access road and power station, south and
east of the Makalu-Barun Conservation Area."28

43. The decision to pursue the Valley Route led NEA to commission a study to "revise and
update the existing environmental impact assessment study of the access road in accordance with
World Bank guidelines " (Terms of Reference for JV Consultants). This update was supposed to
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be carried out in a period offour months although the road alignment had not been completed

The following clause was included in the Terms of Reference:

"In order to complete the update of the EIA within the four months of

Period A, it is mandatory to have a preliminary alignment or alignment
options available at the latest six weeks after the commencement of the

services with respect to the access road, and in the first week of August

[1992] regarding the transmission line."29

Also included in the terms of reference is the following disclaimer:

"The time available will not allow it to perform a detailed socio-economic
and ecological survey along the entire alignment. Rather, surveys will be

of a qualitative nature and will concentrate on selected areas from which
conclusions will have to be drawn to the total length of alignment."30

44. The Environmental Impact Assessment for Arun Access Road-Valley Route published in

September, 1992, concludes that the impact on biological resources is significant since the

Valley Route transverses forested areas for the major part of its length (71 Km out of 124 Km),

and that most of the areas show high species diversity and presence of rare, endemic and

endangered species of trees and other plants. In addition, the loss of habitat will result in

significant impact on vertebrae. The ELA for the access road concludes that:

"The road runs close to the Arun River for 67 km and therefore

construction of the road will have direct impact on mammalian and

reptilian wildlife due to direct habitat, severance of territory, disturbance
and increased access to hunting. Quantitative data on population sizes are
not available."31

45. The Panel finds the process of choosing the access road has created uncertainties of a

serious nature with regard to IDA's ability to follow OD 4.01 on environmental assessment. The

Response cites three major components to the Environmental Action Plan: an Environmental

Mitigation Plan, A Land Acquisition Resettlement and Compensation Plan and a Regional

Action Plan ("RAP"). During consultations with the proposed borrower and executing entity,

the Panel learned that the updated RAP will not be completed until January 1995. On the basis

of the evidence reviewed, the Panel concludes that the environmental assessment and processing

of the proposed loan do not appear to be consistent with the provisions of OD 4.01 and its

annexes. The potential of direct, serious long-term damage is significant.

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS AND INADEQUACIES

46. THE REQUEST states that cumulative impacts of all three Arun Valley hydropower

schemes (i.e. Arun III, Upper Arun and Lower Arun) have not been evaluated and that there

should be a comprehensive study of the long term effects including those of additional road

construction; that other inadequacies of the EIA include no thorough assessment of the impact of

the transmission lines, mitigation plans for natural disasters, effects on fish and disposal of

construction spoils.3 2
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47. THE RESPONSE refers to the 1991 basin-wide environmental sustainability study as
meeting the Bank's requirements.33 "The effects of Upper Arun which are likely to be
environmentally more sensitive than Arun III were studied separately in a 1991 feasibility
study." It notes that Lower Arun "is generally recognized to have less significant impacts"; it
is acknowledged that further work will be undertaken in the first year of the project to verify that
effects on fisheries are minimal and identify mitigation measures as necessary.3

48. Mention is also made of the approval of environmental mitigation measures by the
project's POE35, refefring to paras 3.23. and 3.44(b) of the SAR.

THE PANEL

49. Observes that, according to the SAR, the POE included a single "expert in environmental
management and resettlement" 6 and that in June 1994 a decision was made to "reconstitute the

POE by the end-December 1994 for review of assistance and guidance on the critical technical

and safety aspects and dam safety monitoring during construction and supervision. " It is also
noted that the reconstituted Panel will be "expanded to include environmental expertise to
advise effectively on detailed RAP and resettlement issues. "37 In addition the MOP states that a

POE, "both international and Nepali, will advise, on, inter alia, the RAP and resettlement
implementation, and propose modifications where appropriate. " It is pointed out that the

reconstituted Panel will "include a core of specialists in area development, resettlement,
biodiversity and agriculture management; " and that other experts will be consulted as needed 3 8

50. Applicable IDA policies provide for Regional Environmental Assessments and special
provisions relating to Dam and Reservoir projects.3 9 In particular Environmental Advisory

Panels are recommended:

"For major, highly risky, or contentious projects with serious and multi-dimensional
environmental concerns, the borrower should normally engage an advisory panel of
independent, internationally recognized, environmental specialists to advise on (a) the
terms of reference (TORs) for the EA, (b) key issues and methods for preparing the EA,
(c) recommendations and findings of the EA, (d) implementation of the EAs
recommendations, and (e) development of environmental management capacity in the
implementing agency."4

51. Given that OD 4.01 was applicable when the Valley Route was chosen and the Arun III

Hydroelectric Project appraised, the environmental assessment should have included a

comprehensive approach to the Arun basin, including a long term perspective that also
considered the Upper and Lower Arun Projects, access roads (including the Valley Route and

additional spurs), as well as transmission lines. Environmental assessments should be
integrated into project design from its inception and, must go beyond descriptive studies,
focusing on the interaction of all project components and decisions that affect the natural and
social environment, including mitigation plans and the institutional capacity to develop,
implement and monitor them. It is not clear that the composition of the POE properly reflected

the requirements set out by IDA policies.

52. Given the nature and complexity of the environmental and social risks of the project, IDA
policy would appear to require the existence of a POE solely devoted to environmental and
social issues. Instead, IDA and the borrower agreed in 1994 to consolidate planning for such an

environmental panel into the existing POE.
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Ill. DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION

53. The World Bank Policy on Disclosure of Information, September 1993, states in part that

the Bank "recognizes and endorses the fundamental importance of accountability and

transparency .... Dissemination of information to local groups affected by the projects supported

by the Bank, including non-governmental organizations, particularly as it will facilitate the

participation of those groups in Bank-financed projects, is essential for the effective

implementation and sustainability of the projects.... It follows that there is a presumption in favor

of disclosure."4 '

PROJECT INFORMATION DOCUMENT ("PID")

54. THE REQUEST complains that the PID was not prepared before January 24, 1994 and

has subsequently not been updated to include all the information required by BP 10.00 Annex A.

55. THE RESPONSE states that the "content and dissemination of the Arun PID were

substantially in line with Bank policy and procedures."

THE PANEL

56. IDA's Procedures for operations in which major changes are made after appraisal,

require preparation of a final revision of the PID following appraisal. 42

57. The Panel notes that the PID is an effective means of providing timely and concise

information on proposed projects. It is highly desirable, for projects that command this degree

of interest at the national and international level, that this document be updated in accordance

with emerging Bank policies. The September 1993 BP 17.50 Annex D required a completed PID

for all projects beyond the IEPS stage but not yet presented to the Board by January 1, 1994.

The document was not available at the Public Information Center ("PIC") until March; and not

subsequently updated or expanded after the issuance in June 1994 which of BP10. 00 Annex A.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT ("EA '9
58. THE REQUEST asserts that this provision was not followed by IDA and notes that the

environmental impact assessment was one of the documents for which release was requested in

the law suit filed with the Supreme Court on December 31, 1993.43

59. THE RESPONSE claims that the "dissemination of the results of the Environmental

Assessment was substantially in line with Bank policies and procedures.4

THE PANEL

60. Notes that the 1993 procedures on information disclosure require that "before the Bank

proceeds to appraisal, the EA [Environmental Assessment] must be made available in the

borrowing country at some public place accessible to affected groups and local NGOs. "

61. The Panel notes that the EA for the Hill Route (the RAP in this case) was completed in

1991; that the EA Summary was published in Kathmandu in May 1993, and the "Due Process

Manual" prepared in Nepali by NEA in November 1993 is restricted to information on land

acquisition and compensation procedures. While the Response provides detailed information on
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the timing and applicability of specific IDA policies on disclosure of information, it does not

refer to the relevant policies relating to EnvironmentAssessment.

62. Considerable efforts have been made to gather and release environmental data about the

project and the IDA appears to have made substantial efforts to make it available in Washington.

However, much of the relevant information was not available in Nepal.

FACTUAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION

63. THE REQUEST claims that factual technical information was requested during project

preparation to enable the Requesters to have an input into the design and promote alternatives but

such information was received too late (after appraisal) to allow input. In particular it is noted

that the study of alternatives was not released until after appraisal and the completion of loan

negotiations.4 5

64. THE RESPONSE mentions initial delays in implementing the new disclosure policy in

this respect but notes that sections of the SAR have been available at the PIC since September

1994.

THE PANEL

65. IDA policy allows for the release, by the Country Director concerned, of additional

factual technical information for projects under preparation through the PIC. 46.

66. The Panel notes Management's prompt disclosure of relevant parts of the SAR but the

Request suggests this is not available in Nepal. In light of the high degree of interest in the

project in Nepal it appears unfortunate that delays in implementing the new policy occurred and

that no mention is made in the Response of supplying such factual technical information to

NEA 's Arun Information Center.

67. The Panel is concerned about the serious problem of enforcing release of information in

borrowing countries; and notes a gap in the availability of information in Washington, on the

one hand, and in the country where the project is located on the other - in particular in the

actual project area.

68. With regard to overall disclosure of information, the Panel recognizes the progress made

by the Management in last two years in relation to projects such as Arun III. In the borrowing

countries progress varies, as evidenced by the need to take cases to the Nepalese Supreme Court

twice this year to obtain release ofproject information.

69. Disclosure is not an end in itself, according to Bank policy, but rather a means of

enhancing the ability of affected people to participate in the design and consideration of project

alternatives.

70. Meeting the requirements of Bank policy on release of information in Nepal appears to

have been difficult. The Panel urges continued attention to this evolving issue.

IV. Involuntary Resettlement

71. THE REQUEST claims that (a) specific violations of IDA's policies or involuntary

resettlement have occurred (Hill Route) and that (b) violations of the policies are likely to occur

(Valley Route).
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HILL ROUTE

72. With reference to the cash compensation raised by two of the Requesters it is claimed
that the central objective of improving or at least restoring affected people to former living
standards has already been violated. 47It points out that the effect of ACRP has been to inflate
prices far beyond compensated value.; and that in violation of para 14 of the policy, land has
been undervalued.48 The Request also criticizes the fact that land for land compensation was not
appropriately offered

VALLEYROUTE

73. The Request notes that the proposed project benefits will be electricity but affected
people will not benefit49 that employment benefits will be temporary but the adverse effects of
displacement are permanent - SPAFs are to be given only first priority for employment on road
construction." The Request also notes that the EIA shows that cash compensation was already
failing in case of the Hill Route and that the Valley Route people will have even less ability to
deal with cash because they are poorer: this raises whole question of land for land compensation
and actual implementation. According to the Request the law is basically limited to cash
compensation and PAFs are not being informed of a land option. The Requesters are not aware
that any socio-economic survey has been done to determine value of land.52 In addition the
Request notes a violation of the policy as no resettlement plan has been established before
appraisal for those to be displaced by the transmission lines.

74. THE RESPONSE explains IDA's compliance with the Operational Directive ("OD") on
Involuntary Resettlement in relation to the Valley Route, noting that implementation
arrangements have been agreed at negotiations; SPAFs are to be offered and are to chose
replacement land to be purchased by NEA; PAFs will receive cash compensation; a cadastral
survey of all areas expected to be affected by the project was completed prior to land
acquisition.53

75. Furthermore, the Response suggests that the OD contains no requirements as to how
project benefits should be shared;54 nor does it require that permanent employment be provided
to displaced persons but in this case the ACRP provides that at least one person from every SPAF
is to be offered temporary employment by NEA;35 full socioeconomic surveys covering all

PAFs were carried out for the Hill route in 1990 and the Valley Route in 199356; resettlement
planning was timely and that only 8 families will be affected by transmission lines.57 The
Response refers to preparation of a Due Process Manual in Nepali which describes the ACRP
policies and procedures and designed to inform affected people of their rights.58

THE PANEL

76. The Staff Appraisal Report for the original Access Road (Credit 2029-NEP) describes the

resettlement plan:

"Resettlement. To provide necessary compensation and rehabilitation
measures for the population whose land, buildings and means of
livelihood would be either temporarily or permanently affected by the
road/dam construction, the project includes implementation of an ACRP.
The ACRP contains an overall plan for the resettlement to be carried out
under the project as well as details on the nature and magnitude of the
operation, compensation packages offered to the affected families,
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development plans for relocation sites, transfer/transport arrangements,
implementation timetable and costs. The legislative basis for
implementing the ACRP is contained in the Land Acquisition Guidelines
2045 approved by HMG on January 5, 1989."59

77. When the Hill road was designed IDA approved a resettlement plan regarded as a model
at that time. The resettlement plan for the proposed Valley route is based on it.

Hill Route

78. A very large number offamilies (estimated at about 1600) were deprived of their land
for purposes of this project. After the change in access route alignment it appears that this land
is not needed for project purposes. Nevertheless, the "Hill Route RoW will be retained in
government ownership for future road construction purposes." 60

79. The POE Report No. 7 pointed out that among the apparent disadvantages of the Valley
Route were "losses and uncertainties resulting from the circumstance that land compensation for
the hill route is already 94 percent completed," and concluded that "[i]f the valley route is
selected, NEA's 'Environmental Assessment and Management Executive Summary' should be
updated and amended to reflect the selection of the valley route, [and] address the issue of
impacts on families within the RoW of the hill route who have already received compensation,"61

80. A decision was made, in 1992, to change the Arun access road to the Valley Route. The
Panel notes that apart from the reference to completion of a socio-economic survey, the
Response does not address the issue of impacts on families within the RoW of the now
abandoned Hill Route who have already received compensation. Those affected appear to have
been forgotten which gives rise to a number of issues:

land has been purchased from those who will not longer share in any benefits the
construction of an access road might confer

. there is no systematic information on what adverse impacts the acquisition has
caused exceptfor the claims of the two Requesters

* there does not yet appear to be any mitigation plan for the Hill Route people
* under Nepalese law it appears that HMG/N is supposed to return land no longer

neededfor the projectfor which it was acquired.

Valley Route

81. Although no foreign exchange resources have been utilized under the Arun III Access
Road Project of 1989. this project triggered actions by HMG/N that could have negative impacts
on local populations since the land of a large number offamilies was expropriatedfor the RoW
of the original route.

82. By the time the change of route was introduced in 1992, most of the land purchases had
been completed for the original route. According to the Panel of Experts' Report No. 7, by
September 1992, 94 percent of the land purchases of the RoW had been completed, supposedly
according to specific Land Acquisition Guidelines approved by HMG/N. The total number of
affectedfamilies by the Hill Route is estimated at 1661.

83. Therefore, the comparison between the number offamilies affected by the Hill and Valley
Routes must clarify the fact that over 1600 families have already been affected in the Hill Route,
while an additional 1146families will also be affected by the RoW of the Valley route.
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84. The Panel has received a specific request from two people who claim to be directly and
adversely affected by acquisition of their land for the now abandoned Hill Route. This claim
requires further study. Prima facie these material adverse effects appear to be a direct result of
omissions by IDA during preparation and appraisal of the project and appear to be a serious
violation of IDA 's resettlement policies.

85. Because this gives rise to uncertain future implications regarding implementation of the
resettlement process for the proposed Valley Route, steps need to be taken to ensure the apparent
adverse effects of the Hill Route will not be repeated

V. INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
86. THE REQUEST claims that there are no benefits provided for the Indigenous peoples,
who will suffer only adverse impacts and lists those impacts; there is no mitigation or indigenous
peoples plan--it is unclear whether documents contain actual work plans or just
recommendations--many recommendations in EIA are not taken into consideration; there are
many issues to be resolved in bidding documents - which are secret; mitigation of negative
effects on indigenous peoples does not constitute a development plan; land appropriation on the
Hill Route started before completion of the cadastral survey; the policy on participation in the
decision making process was violated as stated in 1991 EIA - "the road alignment and dam site
were already decided and the study team did not have mandate to change these decisions".62

87. THE RESPONSE explains that all aspects of the policy have been met, mostly by
reference to documents. It notes that the cadastral survey is nearing completion in
Sankhuwasabha and acknowledges that, despite all precautions "a close watch will be necessary
throughout project implementation to ensure that the objectives of the OD are met. To this end,
the project supervision plan involves careful monitoring and evaluation of the impact of project
related activities on vulnerable groups in the valley"63

88. IDA's policy on Indigenous Peoples requires a specific "Indigenous Peoples
Development Plan" that is comprehensive, that avoids or mitigates potentially adverse effects
and ensures that the indigenous people receive culturally, socially and economically compatible
benefits.64

THE PANEL notes that:

89. There are a variety of different ethnic groups along the Arun basin. The original
regional action plan (RAP) which focuses on the Hill Route reviews an extensive range of social
and environmental issues including vulnerable groups, indigenous peoples and women. Some of
these groups are unfamiliar with a cash economy which poses additional risks to their welfare
requiring special attention.

90. IDA 's policy is that an Indigenous Peoples development plan should be prepared. The
NEA has informed the Panel that a revised RAP will be ready in January 1995: it may be that
this will contain an appropriate Indigenous Peoples development plan and provisions for
implementation. Provision for technical assistance to support the RAP Secretariat at base cost of
US$2 million aimed at facilitating implementation of the RAP was introduced and agreed during
June 1994 negotiations.6 5
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ANNEX A

Bank Policies and Procedures Applicable to the Different Items of the Request for

The Response states that a number of policy documents referred to in the Request
are not applicable to the proposed project (see its Annex A). According to the Response
this approach means that OP/BP 10.04, "Economic Evaluation of Investrnent
Operations," would not be applicable to this project because it was issued in September
1994. The applicable policy, according to Management, is to be found OMS 2.21,
"Economic Analysis of Projects," issued in May 1980, and CPN 2.01, "Investment
Criteria in Economic Analysis," issued in June 1977. If such is the case however, a
number of other CPNs as expressly referred to in OMS 2.21, such as CPN 8.01,
"Contingency Allowances in Project Cost Estimates, " CPN 2.04, "Economic Analysis of
Projects with Foreign Participation," CPN 2.02, "Risk and Sensitivity Analysis in
Economic Analysis of Projects," etc., as well as several OPNs, such as OPN 2.05,
"Foreign Exchange Effects and Project Justification," OPN 2.06, "Use of the Investment
Premium and Distribution Weights in Project Analysis," etc., all of which have been
superseded by OP/BP 10.04, could also be applicable to the economic evaluation and
analysis of the proposed project.

The applicability of policy statements other than the existing ODs and OPs/BPs
raises two fundamental issues: (a) what kind of information is available to the public in
general, and to potentially affected parties in particular, about IDA policies and
procedures which are not contained in the most recently issued and more widely publicly
available policy statements; and (b) in the event that two or more policy statements on the
same subject could be applicable during the design, appraisal, and implementation of a
particular project, what are the substantial policy provisions to be followed by IDA in
each of such stages:

(a) It is apparent that current IDA policy statements are not widely available in
areas, such as the Arun Valley in Nepal, where people affected by IDA-financed
projects live. It is already a heavy burden for such people to identify--even in
substance--what policies and procedures IDA may have violated when causing--in
fact or potentially--harm to their rights or interests. This problem would be
compounded if they were required to be aware of old policy statements that do not
seem readily available to IDA staff, let alone any international NGOs that could
be assisting them in the preparation of their claims.

This problem may arise in an array of scenarios ranging from policy statements
issued right before Board presentation of a given project--as in the present case
concerning economic evaluation of projects--to statements issued many years ago
(see discussion below). In any event, this problem is one of many faced by an
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affected party when trying to lodge a valid request pursuant to the terms of the
Resolution.

(b) When policy statements available to the public have been only recently issued,
it would not be appropriate to make them immediately applicable to a given
project and assess IDA's performance in accordance with the standards and
procedures stated in them. To the extent that new policy statements become
applicable in the midst of project processing and implementation, and to the
extent that these are not followed by IDA in their entirety, the questions would
then be: (i) do the new policy statements deviate from IDA's pre-existing policy
in a substantial way? and (ii) are the provisions in the new policy statements
different and mutually exclusive with the provisions of the old policy. In
reviewing the different policy documents referred to by the Requester and
Response, the following questions become relevant:

(i) OP/BP 10.04, "Economic Evaluation of Investment Operations":
fortunately, in this case the basic premise of project economic evaluation
that "[flor every investment project, Bank staff conduct economic analysis
to determine whether the project creates more net benefits to the economy
than other mutually exclusive options for the use of the resources in
question"' has remained unchanged through the years and it is, therefore,
fully applicable to the review of the facts alleged in the Request. Several
policy statements reiterate and fuirther define this requirement. For
example, paragraph 8 of OMS 2.21 provides that "consideration of
alternatives is the single most important feature of proper project analysis
throughout the project cycle, from the development plan for the particular
sector through identification to appraisal," and OD. 4.01, "Environmental
Assessment," stresses the importance of a "systematic environmental
comparison of alternatives in investments, sites, technologies and
designs."2 The Panel believes, therefore, that regardless of the specific
policy statement applicable to the design of the project in question, the
Panel believes that IDA policy calls for a systematic and comprehensive
analysis and comparison of all existing mutually exclusive options to
attain the objectives of the project to be financed by IDA.

Paragraph 1 of OP 10.04, see also paragraph 8 of OMS 2.21
2OD 4.01, paragraph 4(c), See also Annex B, paragraph 2(f). The applicability of OD 4.01 is discussed
later in this Response.
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(ii) OD 4.00, "Environmental Policies," Annexes A and B; OD 4.01,

"Environmental Assessment"; OD 4.20, "Indigenous People"; and OD

4.30, "Involuntary Resettlement." All of theses documents were issued

between April 28, 1989 and October 3, 1991, that is, between more than

five years to almost three years before the date on which the MOP and the

SAR were issued for Board distribution. These policy documents were

also issued before the date on which a decision was made to change the

major individual component of the project, in terms of environmental and

resettlement and financial impact. The Panel sees no merit in the

allegations that these policy documents are not fully applicable to Arun III,

because of the mere fact that the IEPS was issued before the date on which

the policy documents were issued. The applicability of new policies

should be interpreted in a manner consistent with their objectives. For

example, the Response states that OD 4.01 on Environment Assessment

would not be fully applicable to the new valley route alignment (which

raises a number of environment related issues) because of the mere fact

that the IEPS was issued in 1987. In the Panel's view, the new valley

alignment represented a major departure from the project described in the

IEPS and, as such, cannot be exempted from the standards or policies in

force when the new project design and executing study for the Access

Road were agreed upon and evaluated. In fact there was plenty of time to

conform to the new policy requirements.

(iii) New policy on disclosure and BP 17.50, "Disclosure of Operational

Information." The Panel agrees with IDA Management that this policy

cannot be applied retroactively in the case of Arun III but it notes that the

new information requirements must be adhered to as soon as possible, to

be consistent with the overall aims of the policy on disclosure of

information. For example, since the PID is the most accessible document

on project information--both because of its comprehensive and yet

condensed format and the fact that it is widely available, even on Internet--

the Panel concludes that every effort should have been made to update the

PID on the proposed project, in line with the new requirements set forth in

Annex A of BP 10.00. The fact that the PID has not yet been updated

accordingly may not constitute a serious violation of IDA policy but it

may be construed as such by the public.
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ANNEX B
Page 1 of 2

NEA's Environmental Assessment
and Management

Executive Summary
May 1993

(pages 53 and 54)

Table 6.1 ARUN ACCESS ROAD - COMPARATIVE CHART:
DISTANCE, LAND USE, LAND TAKE and FAMILIES AFFECTED

Route Options
Valley'

ITEM (including power cavern Hill
access)

Distance (km) New construction 121.9' 197.2
Travel (Hile-Intake) 116.8' 171.4
Forest 27 28.5
Shrub and Grazing 30 16

Land Use Cultivation: Khet 27 41
(%/0) Cultivation: Bari 16 15

Total cultivation 43 56
Abandoned/Other __0.5

Total 100 100
Forest 106 145
Shrub and Grazing 119 81

Land Take Cultivation: Khet 106 209
(ha) Cultivation: Bari 63 77

Total cultivation 169 286
Abandoned/Other __3

. Total Land Take 3944 510
Average Land Take ha/km' 3.2 2.59
Average Households/km 9.4 8.6
Total Families Affected 1146 1661

This column from draft ACRP Report, April 1993
2 Recommended alignment for adit access along right bank of Arun river
3 This figure is based on preliminary engineering and could increase by 1% to 2% during detailed

engineering
4 3375 ha permanent plus 19 ha temporary

Hill Route RoW changes from 30 m to 20 m at Chhyangkuti, also powerhouse spur
n.d. No data (available data not disaggregated)
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Table 6.2 ARUN ACCESS ROAD: HILL VERSES VALLEY - A QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT

Topic Valley Route Hill Route

Length: Shorter Longer

Physical Impacts:
soils, slopes, natural hazards High Moderate

Biological Impacts: Direct: Moderate Direct: Moderate/Low

forests, habitat, wildlife Indirect: High Indirect: Moderate/High

Social Impacts: Moderate
land take, families affected (approx. two thirds Hill Route) High

Construction:
(i) time Shorter Longer

(ii) costs Equal Equal

(iii) construction difficulty High Moderate

(iv) risk of off-site damage/injury Moderate/Low Moderate/High

Economic Benefits:
(i) immediate connectivity Moderate High

(ii) long-term regional access High Moderate

Conclusion: Valley Route is preferable, assuming sound management of impacts and risk



ANNEX C

ARUN CONCERNED GROUPRECEIVED
Secretariat: c/o INHURED International 4 OCT 31 Ptl 5: 22ORIGINAL ^ ff P.O. Box 2125uORx IGlJ INA\18 L Kathmandu. Nepal

Tel: (977-1) 419610 * Fax: (977-1) 412538

October 24, 1994

The Inspection Panel
The World Bank
1818 H Street, NW
Washington, DC 20433
United States

REQUEST FOR INSPECTION

We, as the Arun Concerned Group, the local residents of the Sankhuwa-Sava District, and thecitizens of Nepal. claim the following against the proposed controversial Arun III Hydroelectric Projectwhich is to be partly financed by the World Bank:

1. INTRODUCTION OF THE PROJECT

The World Bank, with other lending agencies (Asian Development Bank, KfW. France, Finland,Sweden), is planning to finance the proposed Arun III Hydroelectric Project in the Sankhuwa-SavaDistrict of Nepal with the total cost of US $1082.3 million for the first 201 MW stage of 402 MW. TheBank is proposing to lend US $175.0 millions in International Development Association (IDA) funds.The Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA) is to invest US $290.7 million from its internal sources. Themajor project component includes a 122 lan access road, a 68 m dam and power intake, desandingbasins and appurtenant structures, an 11.4 km headrace tunnel, a surge tank leading to a powercavern to house three 67 MW turbogenerators, a downstream surge tank and tailrace tunnel, andoutlet structures. Transmission equipment includes a 120 km, 220 kV double-circuit line to a 220kV/ 132 kV sub-station at Duhabi. Because of its size and complexity, the project has implications forthe entire country, including significant risks relating to crowding out of high-priority investments inother sectors due to cost overruns, "worse-than-expected" management of the Government budget, orfailure of the NEA to meet its share of investment, unforeseen delays in implementation,
unsatisfactory design and implementation of Environmental Management Plan, including theRegional Action Plan, and others.

2. RELEVANT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES OF THE WORLD BANK WHICH HAVE
BEEN VIOLATED

2.A. Economnic Evaluation of Investment Operations
* OP 10.04

2.B Policies on World Bank Role in the Electric Power Sector and Energy Efficiency and
Conservation in the Developing World

2. C The World Bank Policy on Disclosure of Informnation, March 1994
* BP 17.50, page 1, para. 4, updating Project Information Document:
* World Bank Policy on Disclosure of Information, March 1994, page 5, para. 10, content ofPIDs (see also OD 10.00 Annex A. page 1):
* BP 17.50, page 1, para. 5, releasing Factual Technical Information;
* BP 17.50, page 3, para. 12, availability of environmental assessment;
* World Bank Policy on Disclosure of Information, March 1994, Section II Policy, page 2;importance of accountability, dissemnination of information in order to facilitate participation,and presumption in favor of disclosure.
* BP 17.50 Disclosure of Operational Inforrmation

2.D Environmental Assessment
* OD 4.01, Annex B, para. 2(f): analysis of alternatives (see also para. 3 in 4.01)
* OD 4.01, para. 13: engaging advisory panels for highly risky and contentious projects
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* OD 4.01, para. 5: regional environmental assessments
* OD 4.01, para. 19 and 20: involvement of affected groups and non-governmental organizations
* OD 4.01: disclosure of information
2.E Involuntary Resettlement: Land Acquisition, Compensation and Rehabilitation
* OD 4.30, para. 3(a)
* OD 4.30, para. 3(b)
* OD 4.30, general violations
* OD 4.30, para. 14
* OD 4.30, para. 11

2.F Indigenous Peoples
* OD 4.20, general violations
* OD 4.20, para. 3
* OD 4.20, para. 15(d)
* OD 4.20, para. 11

2. G Wildlands Policy: In addition to the policies listed above and discussed herein, the claimants
request the Inspection Panel to investigate whether there are violations of the Bank's
Wildlands Policy OP 4.04 and the Bank Operational Policies on Investment Lending OP 10.00
in connection with the Arun III Project.

3. OUR RIGHTS/INTERESTS

A. Effective participation in policy-making and decision-making processes:
B. Timely access to information;
C. Balanced development:
D. Adequate analysis of alternatives:
E. Adequate compensation and rehabilitation:
F. Fair access to electricity supply at affordable prices.:
G. Freedom from debt:
H. Freedom from inappropriate lending conditionalities:
I. Right to development;
J. Maintenance of adequate living standards: and
K. Healthy envirornment and sustainable development.

4. VIOLATIONS OF ITS OWN POLICIES AND PROCEDURES BY THE BANK

4.A. Violations of Operational Policies: Economic Evaluation of Investment
Operations

4.A. 1 Criterion for Acceptability: The Bank has violated its operational policies regarding
Econormic Evaluation of Investment Operation, as a basic criterion for acceptability. For the project to
be acceptable on economic grounds, "the expected present value of the project's net benefits must be
higher than or equal to the expected net present value of mutually exclusive project altemative". By
not undertaking the relevant studies of the alternatives such as those listed in Plan B, the World
Bank has not fulfilled this very basic criteria for acceptability of the project.
4.A.2 Alternatives: The Least Cost generation and Expansion plan (LCGEP) of 1987 and 1990 failed
to take into account that the same amount of power generated from Arun III could also be generated
from a series of smaller altematives in the 1 MW to 100 MW range. It was only in the 1993/94
Argonne National Laboratories (ANL) study (Analyses of Options For the Nepal Electrical Generating
System, May 1994) that such an altemative sequence was even considered. However, the ANL study
was clearly incomplete as the comparison was made with very preliminary costs for the alternative
schemes. Even though there was an arbitrary addition of 20% to the cost of the alternatives on the
grounds that 'costs always go up with more detailed studies', the study concluded that the cost
difference between the sequence of doing Arun immediately versus doing it in 10 years was only
percent. Thus without undertaking relevant studies of the smaller alternatives to get more accurate
costs, and depending solely on "costs always go up with more detailed studies" ground, the criteria for
acceptability of the project cannot be concluded to have been fulfilled.
Over 30 schemes in the 10 MW to 60 MW range have been identified that can produce in total over
1,000 MW of power in studies conducted by the His Majesty's Government of Nepal (HMG/N). Recently
constructed or ready for construction schemes such as Jhimruk (12 MW), Khimti (60 MW1, Modi (14
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MW) for which accurate costs are now known have per unit installation and energy production coststhat are significantly lower than that of Arun III. There is every reason to believe that once the detailedstudies are completed, the smaller altematives can be built at prices lower than or competitive withArun III. Feasibility studies of the altematives must be completed for the Bank to have fulfilled itspolicy requirement to compute the LCGEP for additional power generation for Nepal. (For violations ofother World Bank least cost energy requirements see also IDA 10 Agreement, Additions to IDAResources: Tenth Replenishment, March 1, 1993; and World Bank Energy Policies).
4.A.3 Risks: The weak Nepali economy faces numerous risks in taking on a project of the size ofArun III. Due weightage has not been given to these risks in preparing the project for and steps thatcould be taken to reduce the risks have not been taken. The following issues are of particularimportance:

i. Riparian Issue with China: Over 80% of the catchment of the Arun river lies in the TibetanAutonomous Region of the Peoples' Republic China. The HMG/N does not yet have a guarantee fromChina to maintain the present dry season flow over the lifetime of the project. The letter of "noobjection" which China has reportedly sent to the HMG/N does not constitute a guarantee of Arun'swater flow. The fact that a proposal is pending in China for the Changsuo Basin Irrigation Project onthe Arun (Punggu) river with a proposed comrnmand area of 9.000 hectares that could withdraw up tohalf the dry season flow of Arun presents a serious risk to the projected economnic retums of theproject. This risk has not been taken into account in the sensitivity analysis.
ii. Lack of Power Sales Agreement with India: Since Phase It of the Arun III project andfuture development in the Valley have been predicated on the sale of power to India, the project mustnot be approved until a bi-lateral agreement has been reached.
iii. All Eggs in One Basket: By the time they are completed. Phase I and II of the Arun III willconstitute 50% of the total power supplied to the national grid under the present investment plan ofthe HMG/N agreed to by the Bank. A natural catastrophe such as a very large flood caused by alandslide, or a Glacial Lake Outburst Flood (GLOF). or an earthquake that might affect this oneproject would virtually ruin the Nepali economy. This risk of "putting all the eggs in one basket" to thenational economy needs to be taken into account in performing the economic analysis of this project.4.B Policies on World Bank Role in the Electric Power Sector and Energy Efficiency andConservation in the Developing World
The World Bank's Energy Policies require the Bank in the energy sector to be based on thedevelopment of integrated sustainable strategies which include demand side managementcomponents such as energy conservation or efficiency (see also policy requirement under IDA 10Agreement, Additions to IDA Resources: Tenth Replenishment. March 1. 1993.) Attention has notbeen paid to end-use efficiency in the formulation of the Arun III.
4.C Violation of Information Policy
Late in the project preparation process, the Bank released some factual technical information,including a study on alternatives known as "Plan B". However, by then it was too late for theclaimants to influence the design and planning of the project as the appraisal had been completedand loan negotiations between the Bank and the HMG/N had been completed.The issue of timeliness of information release in a meaningful way cannot be overstated. This reallygoes to heart of the issue of who participates and who benefits in a project. The design and planningfor this project were not participatory at the national or local level.
4.C. 1 Arun III Project Information Document (PID): In the early stage of the project, the PID isthe main public document available on a project in addition to the environmental assessment.According to the Bank Policy, when it is first created, a PID should contain information on the mainelements of the project, including the project's objectives, expected or probable components, costs andfinancing, environmental issues, status of procurement and consulting services, studies to beundertaken, implementing agencies and relevant contact points. (See also Attachment - I).In addition to these points, OD 10.00 Annex A: Outline for an Investment Project InformationDocument requires that PIDs contain country and sector background, project sustainability, lessonslearned from the past operations in the country/sector. Updated PIDs should include project benefitsand project risks.

Despite a high level of interest by Nepali NGOs in the project, the Arun III PID does not contain manyof the components required by the Bank policy, for example, it does not contain any of the followingcritical information:
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i. background description of the country, region or the Arun Valley or exact location of the

project;
ii. justification for Bank involvement;
iii. background on the sector and sector strategy and how this project fits into the overall

planning for the energy sector in Nepal;
iv. information on project sustainability or lessons from previous experience of large scale darn

projects in Nepal;
v. information on the Arun Valley and its unique ecosysterns;
vi. information on the 450.000 people, including the indigenous groups living in the Valley;
vii. information on project benefits or risks;
viii. project alternatives which were considered;
ix. a discussion of issues and actions;
x. information on a cost-benefit analysis; and
k. relevant contact person in the World Bank and in the regional office in Nepal.
According to Bank Procedures BP 17.50, PIDs are supposed to be expanded and updated as the project
progresses. For all operations, the PID is supposed to be updated before appraisal. The PID for Arun III
was prepared only in early 1994 (January 24) and has never been updated.
4.C.2 Environmental Information: Under the Bank's information policy and procedures, the
environmental impact assessment for IDA funded category A projects is supposed to be made publicly
available in the country "at some public place accessible to affected groups" and in a local language
before the Droject proceeds to appraisal. The claimants believe this provision was not followed by the
Bank. In fact, a law suit was filed with the Supreme Court on December 31, 1993, in order to get
access to information about the project. One of the documents listed as demanded was the
environmental impact assessment. On March 8, 1994 the Court decision required the government to
release information, but this was after the appraisal was started. (See also Attachment - II).
4.C.3 Factual Technical Information on Arun III: Paragraph 5 in Bank's Procedures 17.50
requires the release of factual technical information upon request on project in preparation. This
provision was meant to provide interested people with more factual technical information between the
time the PID is released and project approval when the final staff appraisal is released. The claimants
attempted to obtain factual technical information during project preparation in order to have input inthe design or promote alternatives to the project. However, it was not until project appraisal was
almost finished that the claimants received factual technical information.
4.C.4 Staff Appraisal Report: The claimants have repeatedly requested the copies of the Staff
Appraisal Report (SAR) which is now final and has been sent to the Board of Executive Directors.
Under the current Bank information policy, final SARs are only released publicly after the Board
approves the project. Under the Bank's current definition of "factual technical information" does not
include draft SAR (see Office Memorandum. Jan Wijnand. June 20. 1994). The claimants understand
that failure to release the SAR before the Board approval is not a violation of the Bank's current
policy. However, the claimants wish to challenge this aspect of the Bank policy, because the SAR isthe basic technical document of a project and should be classified as factual technical information.
The small amount of confidential information contained in the SAR should be excised and the rest of
the document should be released. The SAR contains the basic justification for the Bank's involvement
in the project. Without access to the SAR before Board approval, it is impossible to understand how
the Bank uses, manipulates, or misrepresents other factual technical information to support its
involvement in the Arun III project.

4.1D Environmental Impact Assessment
4.D. 1 Analysis of Altematives: The ELA report should include "Systematic comparison of the
proposed investment design, site, technology, and operational altematives in terms of their potential
environmental impacts, capital and recurrent costs, suitability under local conditions; and
institutional training and monitoring requirements. For each of the alternatives, the environmental
costs and benefits should be quantified to the extent possible and economic values should be
attached where feasible. The basis for selection of the alternative proposed for the project design must
be stated".
An essential part of any environmental assessment process is the investigation of alternatives to the
project. to discover whether there are options which are more viable from an environmental and social
standpoint. As stated above, the Bank's OD requires an environmental analyses of alternatives to the
proposed project. Unfortunately, in the case of Arun III, the environmnental issues at stake and the
available alternatives have not been integrated into decisions about whether to proceed with project.
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During the 1991 EIA, the team did not have a mandate to investigate alternatives to the dam site or

the road aligrunent (hill route) at the timne. The King Mahendra Trust for Nature Conservation which

undertook the Basinwide Environmental Impacts Study stated "the road alignment and the dam site

were already decided, and the study team did not have a mandate to change these decisions".

Later in 1992, an EIA for the Valley route was conducted for the purpose of determining whether this

route "might provide tirne and cost savings in providing access to the Arun III hydropower site. Serving

the needs of the population in the general area through which the road will pass is a secondary

consideration." (Environmental Impact Assessrnent - Valley Route-Main Report, September 1992).

This EIA concluded that the Valley route was preferable to the hill route even though the EIA

recognized that there would be irreversible significant imnpacts to the valley. This EIA was also limited

to investigating altematives to the road and not to the Arun III and road itself, which were both

considered a fait accompiL In this case, " .... the need for and the siting of the power project, and

therefore the justification for the road, is taken as a given". (ETA. Valley Route Study Limitations, page

1-6).

Still more importantly, the so called EIA of the Valley route of the access road fails to take into

consideration and compare from environmental standpoint any alternative approach to build this

road. For example, applying environmentally friendly approach in building the roads in the Himalayan

foothills by employing simnple and conservation-oriented techniques and labor intensive methods have

been proved successful. The pace of the proposed construction of the road and the approach adopted,

thus, is a serious environmental concern that the EIA ignores.

After the EIA process was compIeted, and well into the project cycle. the Bank comrmissioned a study

of alternatives to the project. This study known as "Plan B" was issued only after a year of intense

local and intemational pressure on the Bank to adequately investigate alternatives. The Plan B was

conducted from the standpoint of whether Arun III is the "least cost" option for Nepal, without regard

to environrnental and social costs of either Arun III or the alternatives.

4.D.2 Public Participation: The Bank has relied on the so called 23 public meetings to justify the

participation of the local people in designing the project. The fundamental question is whether basic

project documents and infornation were made available to the local people and the public at large

before the holding of such consultations. In fact, There have been only two or three meetings of

consultation nature which were also limited to discussion on the positive side of the project.

Moreover, during or prior to the so called 23 public meetings, no elaborated information on the project

in Nepali language were made available. So far in our knowledge, there were no public meetings held

in Kathmandu by the HMG/N or the Bank. In addition, all of the above-mentioned meetings were held

before the Nepali Supreme Court's verdict on the disclosure of all project information and document

on March 8, 1994. The so called Information Centre was established only after the show-cause notice

was issued against the HMG/N and the NEA on the writ petition. The govermnent-controlled radio,

television and the print media were used only to disinform the Nepali people about the existence and

benefits of the project but were not open to critical debate about various aspects of the project. Most

importantly, the mere participation of some selective groups and individuals as well as the local

government authorities through governmental influence cannot represent the whole Arun Valley, and

for this matter, the people of Nepal because of the size and complexity of the project. (See also

Attachment-III).
Therefore, we strongly claim that the holding of meetings and discussion in the absence of the basic

project documents and information do not make any sense in terms of meaningful debate about the

positive and negative aspects of the project, and meeting the access to information and genuine public

consultation policy requirements of the Bank.

4.D.3 Cumulative Impacts: Furthermore, the cumulative impacts to the environment in the Arun

valley of Arun III, Lower Arun and Upper Arun have not been evaluated. The World bank has argued

that the benefit of the 122 km road into the Arun valley is that 1,044 MW can be generated from the

three schemes in Arun and that the impact to the environment will thus be confined to one river

basin rather than scattered among diverse sites. However, it is widely accepted (including by the

Environmental Department of the ADB) that the cumulative impacts of all three schemes will result in

"irreversible environmental damage to the valley".

The Bank has violated OD 4.01, Annex B on Enviro=nental Impact Assessment (EIA). The Arun III is

only the first phase in a plan to build three dams in the Arun Valley. Despite this, environmental

studies have only covered the adverse impacts of Arun III, and therefore, there is a need of a

comprehensive study of the long-term cumulative impacts of building the other two schemes and

additional road construction in the Valley.
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4.D.4 General Violations: There are clearly noticeable inadequacies in the EIA studies of the
various components of the project. For example, there is no thorough assessment of the likely
environmental impact by the 120 km high-voltage transmission lines. In the analysis of risks due to
GLOF and land-slide floods it is claimed that the risks are minimal. However small the expected risks
are, there should be a mitigation plan for the same needs to be developed. The environmental studies
lack such mitigation plans for natural disasters. Similarly, no mitigation measures have been
developed for the adverse impacts on the fish populations. There are no mitigation plans for the likely
adverse environmental impact to be caused by the disposal of construction spoils of project elements
like dam, tunnel, power house, access road and the like. The impact of dumping construction spoils
into the river has not been studied. Though this is definite to have significant adverse impact on the
down-stream side of the river.

4.E Involuntary Resettlement: Land Acquisition, Compensation and Rehabilitation
In 1990, the Bank established an involuntary resettlement plan because "development projects that
displace people involuntarily generally give rise to severe economic, social and environmental
problems." One of the main objectives of the policy is to provide people displaced by a project with the
means to improve, or at least restore, their former living standards, earning capacity and production
levels. This central objective has already been violated in the case of Arun III.

4.E. 1 Under Valuation of the Compensation: The EIA states "For the majority of households
compensation with cash would not enable them to recover from the loss of a significant proportion of
the family land holding, unless the money were used to buy an equivalent of land In the vicinity.
However, the effect of ACRP on the hill route has been to inflate land prices far beyond the
compensated value, thus making the purchase of replacement land impossible for most PAFs" (Project
Affected Families), (see, Arun III HEP: Environmental Impact Assessment for Arun Access Road -
Valley Route; Volume 1/2 Main Report; Sept. 1992; p. 5-4). The report also confirms that land has
been undervalued by the District Land Revenue Officer, therefore, making it impossible for the
displaced people to recover their losses. The report further states that "The filed surveys for this report
found that land values fixed by the local Land Revenue Offices seriously underrate the reported
market value." (see Ibid.). This action also violates para. 14 of OD 4.30 which states 'Valuation of lost
assets should be made at their replacement cost."

4.E.2 Opportunities to Share in Project Benefits: The benefit of this project will be electricity.
but it is not electricity, however, for the Arun Valley. One section of the EIA (6-1 1), however, describes
the expectation of local people to receive power from this project at affordable rates. The modification
made in the project which corresponds with this expectation has been an increase in the width of the
transmission lines so that sometime in the future the Valley can benefit from a future electrification
program, as of yet undeveloped. In no way will the main benefit of this particular project - electricity
- be conferred to people who are directly affected by the project.

4.E.3 Employment to the Seriously Project Affected Families (SPAFs): Noting that the
displacement of project affected people would be permanent, earlier versions of the EIA recommended
that permanent employment be made available for at least one member of those families expected to
be severely affected by the Arun III project. In later versions, this recommendation seems not to have
been carried through. Local people affected by the project are to be given first priority for employment
in the construction of the access road. This employment opportunity, however, is not permanent
whereas adverse effects of displacement are permanent.
4.E.4 Land Based Resettlement: The World Bank experience and policy on involuntary
resettlement states that replacement of resettlement land ("land for land strategies") is far superior to
cash compensation. In fact, experience has shown that most people who have been displaced by the
Bank projects that received only cash for their land have not regained their standard of living, but
instead have become impoverished (see Resettlement and Development, April 8, 1994; also Involuntary
Resettlement in Development Projects, Michael M. Cenea, 1988). In addition, the EIA has shown that
cash compensation is already failing in the case of people displaced by the hill route in the Arun III
project. The ETA has further stated that it is expected that the Valley route Project Affected Families
(PAFs) will have been less ability to be able to deal with cash compensation because they are poorer
than the people along the hill route. Despite the overwhelming evidence against cash compensation.
it is still the centrepiece of the HMG/N land acquisition guidelines.
The updated Land Acquisition, Compensation and Rehabilitation Plan (ACRP) has attempted to cope
with this issue by requiring that the project affected people be given the option of receiving land
instead of cash. However, the burden of identifying land has been put on the displaced people
themselves and they also must arrange for the HMG/N to purchase the land. Furthermore, those
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already displaced do not have the option of receiving land. According to the Sankhuwa-Sava Peoples'Awareness Group that is raising its concerns about the project within the Arun Valley has recentlydocumented that the people who received cash compensation earlier have not been informed or askedabout whether they would prefer land, and not the cash. (See also Attachment - IV).
The HMG/N has now given on October 5, 1994 a 30-day public notice of land acquisition under theLand Acquisition Act, 1979 in Manakamana Village. However, the notice does not say anything aboutwhether the families are eligible to ask for land for land compensation since the law Is basicallylimited to cash compensation. The claimants believe that many Valley residents' standard of living willdecrease as a result of cash compensation, and the loss of land.
4.E.5 Surveys: In violation of section 11 of OD 4.30, there has not been a socio-economic surveycompleted on the Valley route to determine whose lands will be affected or to deternmine the value ofthe land.
4.E.6 Resettlement Planring: According to the Bank policy, the resettlement should take placebefore appraisal. However, no resettlement plan has been established for families who will lose theirhouses due to the power transmission lines.

4.F Indigenous Peoples
There are over 24 different ethnic groups within the Arun Valley. Some of which maintain separatecultural identities and are organized under a network of ethnic groups in Nepal. These include the Raiand Limbu tribes who maintain communal types of land ownership. Many of the ethnic groups livingin the Arun Valley can be classified as indigenous people using the characteristics described in WorldBank Operational Directive 4.20: Indigenous People. These people have a close attachment to thenatural resources in the Valley. They are considered as a series of distinct cultural groupings. Theyhave well established customary social and political institutions and are primarily subsistence-oriented producers (The World Bank Operational Manual; Operational Directive 4.20; September 1991;p. 1). The original EIA described the communities of the Arun Basin as "predominantly traditional andlittle influenced by outsiders. They are unique in themselves and practice diverse socio-economic andcultural practices. Many local people have never been outside the Valley." In the EnvironmentalMitigation Plan, a reference is made to protecting indigenous people. These definitions clearly fallwithin the rubric of OD 4.20. Operational Directive 4.20 has as its basic tenant "a] to ensure thatindigenous people benefit from development projects, and b) avoid or mritigate potentially adverseeffects on indigenous people caused by Bank-assisted activities." At its centre the main objective ofthe policy is to "ensure that indigenous people do not suffer adverse effects during the developmentprocess, particularly from Bank-financed projects." (See ibid., p. 2). In the case of the Arun III, theindigenous communities in the Valley will be adversely affected by the project. But, the impactassessments do not demonstrate any local benefits for the indigenous commnunities.

Adverse impacts identified by the EIA include:
i. a further deterioration of natural resources upon which local comrnmunities depend because ofpopulation growth related to the project:
U. further marginalization due to the introduction of an unfamiliar cash economy along theproposed road route;
iii. the introduction of disease, through work camps in an area where epidemnics are unknown-iv. introduction of income inequality between comnmunities situated close to the proposed roadroute and communities further from the road;
v. further income inequality between original inhabitants and migrants and entrepreneursattracted by the labor and market opportunities:
vi. severe food deficits: and
vii. cultural disintegration resulting from the employment of up to 6000 non-local workers, someof whom will settle permanently.
The cumulative risk to the well-being of the indigenous peoples in the Valley could not possibly behigher. Yet, no risk seems to be great for the Bank. Perhaps the reason the Bank is willing to go aheadeven though the risks are very high Is because in essence the Bank does not bear the risk The Nepalispeople, including the claimants do.
4.F. 1 Lack of Mitigation Efforts: The HMG/N and the Bank has produced three documents inwhich mitigation efforts are discussed. These are the Environmental Mitigation Plan, the RegionalAction Plan and the Land Acquisition, Compensation and Rehabilitation Plan. The effectiveness ofeach of these plans in coping with the above problems is questionable. It is unclear whether thedocuments represent work-plans or only reconunendations for work-plans. Many of the mitigation
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recommendations made by relevant experts in the EIA have not been taken into consideration in anyof the three plans. Lastly, many issues are outlined as needing to be resolved in tender documents orexplicitly raised in bid documents. Whether or not this has happened is unclear as the tenderdocuments are kept secret.
4.F.2 Preparation of the Indigenous Peoples' Plan: As required by OD 4.20, no indigenouspeoples development plans have been prepared by the project. The mnitigation recommendations in theRAP do not constitute a regional development plan or a special indigenous peoples development plan.Mitigation of negative impacts on indigenous peoples do not constitute development.4.F.3 Lack of Adequate Cadastral Survey: The World Bank, OD 4.20, states that steps torecognize property rights should be taken before other planning steps that may be contingent onrecognized land titles. In the case of the Arun III, land appropriation for the project started before thecadastral survey was completed.

Section 15.d of OD 4.20 calls for indigenous peoples participation in decision-making throughout theproject planning, implementation and evaluation. According to the 1991 EIA, the value of the wholeprocess was in question because "the road alignment and dam site were already decided, and thestudy team did not have a mandate to change these decisions." This is a violation of not only OD4.20, but other Bank policies as well.
5. ADVERSE EFFECTS ON OUR RIGHTS AND INTERESTS
5.A Threatened Direct Adverse Impacts on the Claimants as Nepalis NationalsBecause of the size and cost of the Arun III project in relation to annual national budget of Nepal, theclaimants submnit that the project vill have direct adverse effects on many parts of the population inNepal, including the poorest segments of society. The total project cost is US $1082.3 million which isalmost twice one years national development budget for Nepal (US $640 million for FY 1993-94). Theclaimants submit that in addition to violations of operational policies, if the project goes ahead, it willviolate the objectives of IDA 10 and IDA's country assistance strategy for Nepal. The total cost of theArun III is completely out of proportion to the size of the Nepal's economy. Cormnon sense dictatesthat a project of this size and cost that will not directly benefit the poor is not appropriate for Nepal'sdevelopment at this juncture. The claimants further believe that the project will not contribute topoverty alleviation in Nepal, rather it will contribute to more poverty because of the high cost of theproject requires higher investment conmnitment from the HMG/N and that threatens to "crowd out"investments in social sectors such as health and education.

5.A. 1 Project Cost and Crowding Out of Social Sectors: Nepal is one of the world's poorestcountries with a per capita annual income of only US $180. Nepaii people suffer from severe poverty,malnutrition, overpopulation and illiteracy. Health and social services are currently inadequate, andinvestment is a priority need for targeted poverty interventions and for health and family planningservices and education. According to the Bank's country assistance strategy, IDA's main over-archingobjective in Nepal is poverty alleviation. In order to achieve this there should be investments in laborintensive projects which generate income opportunities for the poor and investments in education,health, nutrition, and family planning. Investments in the Arun III project will threaten to preventinvestments in these areas. (See also Attachment - IV).
5.A.2 Institution Building: All the components of the project are proposed to be built byinternational contractors. This will directly adversely affect efforts by the Nepalis to increase in-country capacity through public institution building, increasing private sector capacity and promotinglocal management and control in undertaking hydropower schemes. Altemative smaller scale projectsof the size 1-60 megawatts which are being promoted by Intermediate Technology Development Group,the Alliance for Energy and others are already being built by local government agencies and privatesector companies in Nepal. Alternatives for an IDA Credit for smaller and medium size projects wouldhelp build local institutional capacity, as well as generate income for local private sector. Privatesector companies in Nepal employ local expertise and create jobs for Nepalis.5.A.3 Crowding Out of Small and Medium Scale Hydroelectric Projects: The claimants believethat financing the Arun III will directly and adversely affects the development of small and mediumscale hydropower in Nepal by crowding out research, development and financing for projects of thissize. Smaller projects have the advantage of bringing electricity to rural communities and promotingself-sufficiency. Smaller projects are much less environmentally and financially risky and moreappropriate for Nepal's development at this juncture.

For fulfilling the requirements of the national grid, the small and medium hydropower schemes in the1 MW to 100 MW range can be developed in a number of river basins spread throughout the country.
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Pre-feasibility and reconnaissance studies for such alternatives that can produce over 1,000 MW of

power have already been completed by the HMG/N. Feasibility studies for a large number of the

alternatives including a full EIA, could be completed within the time period needed just to build the
road for the Arun project. Additionally, the schemes that are studied and ready to go now could be

already built. Over 500 MW of schemes in the 1 MW to 100 MW range have already been identified
close to existing roads.

5.A.4 Underrnining Democratic Processes Inside Nepal: The formal and meaningful debate of
the project in the sovereign Parliament is a fundamental requirement under the Constitution and the

laws of Nepal since the project involves riparian issues with China, power-sale agreement with India, if

any, and huge investment from internal sources as well as other socio-economic, natural and

environmental risks. This has never taken place. (See also Attachment - V).

5.B Threatened Adverse Direct Impacts to Claimants in the Arun Valley

Violations of the Bank policy on environment, indigenous people, and resettlement, combined with

the fact that the NEA does not have the capacity to implement environmental and social safeguards
threatens to cause long-term irreversible direct adverse impacts on the claimants. The impacts include
the following (See also Attachment - VI):

A. Increased Food Deficit, Loss of Income and Increased Unemployment
B. Fall in Food Availability. Prices Rise and Fall in Nutritional Level
C. Loss of Forests
D. Adverse Health Impacts
E. Deterioration of Living Standards as a Result of Cash Compensation

6. RESPONSIBILITY OF THE BANK

We believe that some of the main responsibilities of the Bank are:

A. To ensure that the proposed project promotes just. balanced and equitable national
development:

B. To justify the achievement of its originally stated goals and objectives;
C. To address the priority needs and sectors of the country;
D. To be accountable in its assessment and analysis leading to the investment;
E. To guarantee transparent and democratic decision-making processes;
F. To protect, promote and respect the other rights and interests of the country and the people as

stated under the title "Our Rights and Interests" above; and
G. To fully ensure, at least, the compliance with its own policies and procedures in the design.

planning and implementation of the proposed projects. (See also Attachment-VII).

7. PREVIOUS COMPLAINTS TO THE BANK

A. We wrote the Bank in Kathmandu or in Washington, DC numerous times;
B. We made our formal presentations during a one-day consultation meeting held on June 28..

1994 at the Bank's Headquarters;
C. We submitted letter of memorandums to the Bank Staff/Management as well as a number of

the Executive Directors of the Board:
D. We met the Bank officials in Kathmandu, in Washington, DC and in Madrid (during the recent

annual meeting) and raised our concerns; and
E. We made our concerns public through the publication of booklets and pamphlets, press

conferences, and public meetings. (See also Attachment -VIII).

8. RESPONSE ON THE PREVIOUS COMPLAINTS

All our requests were either turned down or ignored or misinterpreted, and we have found most of
their answers unsatisfactory and/or unreliable - not based on facts, and not reflecting transparency
and accountability. (See also Attachment - IX).

9
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9. ADDITIONAL EFFORTS

9A We wrote and/or contacted several times to the NEA. the Arun III Project Office, the Bank'sResidential Office in Kathmandu, and its Headquarters in Washington, DC in seeking basic projectdocument and information as well as satisfactory answers to our queries. But, mostly we were neverreplied by the concerned authorities, or our requests were rmisinterpreted, or we only received partialand unsatisfactory answers. (See also Attachment - X)..
9.B On December 31, 1993 we filed a law suit against the HMG/N for the disclosure of all projectinformation and documents about the project . The Court ordered the defendants on March 8, 1994to provide all project documents and information about the project under the Constitution and thelaws of Nepal, and has further established a set of procedures for the disclosure of such information.Even after the Court's verdict in our favor, the HMG/N has still been denying the release of thecomplete list of project information and provide documents.

We, therefore, believe that the above actions/ornissions which are contrary to the above policies orprocedures have materially and adversely affected our rights/interests and request the Panel torecommend to the Bank's Executive Directors that an investigation of these matters be carried out inorder to resolve the issues and problems prior to any final decision.
As advised in your Operating Procedures, this Request for Inspection is intended to be brief. We canprovide you with more details and particulars.

Signature: / 1D 

Name: Gopal Siwakoti
Affiliation: Arun Concerned Group
Status: Indirectly Affected Claimant; Lawyer. Human Rights ActivistPermanent Address: Hwaku 4, Terathum District, KoshiMailing Address: c/o INHURED International. P.O. Box 2125. Kathmandu. NepalTel: (977-1) 419610 * Fax: (977-1) 412538

Signature:

Name: Ganesh Kumar Ghinire
Affiliation: Arun Concerned Group
Status: Indirectly Affected Claimant from the Arun Valley;Environmentalist/Sustainable Development ActivistPermanent Address: Malta Village Development Committee 5. Sankhuwa-Sava. KoshiMailing Address: P.O. Box 4067. Kathmandu, Nepal - Tel: (977-1) 526722



ARUN CONCERNED GA&"D
Secretariat: c/o INHURED InterjtR 8 P1 2: 1 2

P.O. Box 2125. Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel: (977-1) 419610 * Fax: (977-1) 4TR` INSPECTION PANEL

November 2. 1994

Ernst-Gunther Br6der
Chairman, The Inspection Panel
1818 H Street. NW
Room No. MCI 1-103
Washing'ton. DC 20433
Unites States

Dear Mr. Chairman:

With reference to your fax message of 24 October and 1 November 1994. we are sending
herewith the Attachments l-X of the Claim filed at the Inspection Panel on 24 October
1994 and the evidence of the letters of authority to represent the two of the directly
affected people from the project-site. Please replace "Attachment-IV" by "Attachment-
IV.A" under "5.A. 1: Project Cost and Crowding Put of Social Sectors" in the Claim.

Regarding the use of the terms "directly" and "indirectly" affected people in the claim, we
would like to clarify that all the four claimants, including the undersigned who also
represent the other two claimants, are the "directly affected" people from the Arun III
project. The term "directly affected" and "indirectly affected" have only been used in the
claim simply to make distinction between the claimants who have been eligible for
compensation from the project for their acquired land from those who are directly and
adversely affected due to the impacts of the project at national and regional levels. The
undersigned claimants fall in the latter type.

Therefore, we would like to request you to use the term "directly affected people" for all
the four claimants for the purpose of the Claim.

Please contact us for any further Information that you may need. We would also like to
request you to contact Ms. Lori Udall, Washington Director of the International Rivers
Network. 1025 Vermont Ave.. NW #300, Washington. DC 20005, tel: (202) 8794280. fax:
(202) 879-3186 for additional information and documents regarding the Claim and the
Attachments. Ms. Udall is our representative in Washington. DC.

Sincereh, yours,

Ganesh Kumar Ghimire Gopal Siwakoti
Claimant Claimant

enclosure



U[l UINAL RECEIVED
INTERLfl $ov -8 F'M 2 12INTER-CONTINENTAL LAW ASSC P.O. Box 2809 - Putaltsadak. Kathmau LR 7C 226325

The following is an unofficial translation of the authorization letter ofto Mr. Ganesh Kumar Ghimire in connection with thefiling of a claim at the Inspection Panel. The original Nepali version (attached) is alegyally valid authorization letter according to the National Code of Nepal.

I, 
*. the resident of Khrang Village 7, of Sarnkhuwa-SavaDistrict have received the cash compensation of my land that is acquired by the Governmentof Nepal for the access road for the proposed Arun III Hydroelectric Project. This hasadversely affected my economic condition since I was not used to the cash economy and Ialready spent the money that I received. In the process of compensation, I was neitherinformed nor asked whether I could choose land to land compensaion. In addition, I havenot been able to know what are the direct benefits of the project to me. I am also not well-aware of relevant laws and rules. I am hearing that there have been many debate andcontroversies about the project at local, national and international levels. I, thus, herebyauthorize Mr. Ganesh Kumar Ghimire, age 34, the resident of Malta Villaae 5, Sankbuwa-Sava District presently leavina in Kathmandu Municipality 10, Kathmandu District, and amember of the Arun Concerned Group, to represent my rights and interests by filing aclaim against the World Bank at the Inspection Panel. I have fully accepted that a claim todefend my rights and interests by direct and indirect effects of the project at present or infuture be filed on my behalf. I or my representative will be ready to furnish the Panelfurther information that it may may require. Dated October 16, 1994.

Chandra Mani Adhikari, Attorney, Supreme Court of NepalOctober 26, 1994



O R i u I ix A L RECEIVED

INTERLRWS 94NoHj-8 PM 2:12
INTER-CONTINENTAL LAW ASSOCIATES, Inc.

P.O. Box 2809 - Putalisadak. Kathmandui«lEiMi;1JQkANEL

The following is an unofficial translation of the authorization letter of
~- to Mr. Gopal Siwakoti in connection with the filing of a claim at

the inspection Panel. The original Nepali version (attached) is a legally valid
authorization letter according to the National Code of Nepal.

I, . the resident of Baneshwor Village 7, Baneshwor Guthi

of Sankhuwa-Sava District have been denied the compensation for the Guthi (trust) land

that is acquired by the Government of Nepal for the access road for the proposed Arun HII

Hydroelectric Project. This has adversely affected my economic condition. In addition, I

have not been able to know what are the direct benefits of the project to me. I am also not

well-aware of relevant laws and rules. I am hearing that there have been many debate and

controversies about the project at local, national and international levels. I, thus, hereby

authorize Mr. Gopal Siwakoti, age 33, the resident of Hwaku Villaae 4, Terathum District

presently leaving in Kathmandu Municipality 32, Kathrnandu District, and a member of the

Arun Concerned Group, to represent my rights and interests by filing a claim against the

World Bank at the Inspection Panel, and to take necessary steps for the adequate and/or

land to land compensation. I have fully accepted that a claim to defend my rights and

interests by direct and indirect impacts of the project at present or in future be filed on my

behalf. I or my representative will be ready to furnish the Panel further irformation that it

may require. Dated October 16, 1994.

QrafU:U' A&\Vtk.i N .t 3\T S'
Chandra Mani Adhikari, Attorney, Supreme Court of Nepal

October 26, 1994



THE HISTORIC DECISION OF THE SUPREME
COURT IN FAVOR OF THE RIGHT TO

INFORrMATION ON THE PUBLIC LITIGATION OF
ARUN III HYDROELECTRC PROJECT

On May 8. 1994 the Supreme Court Issued anorder In favour of the petitioners and against thedefendant: Mini.stry of Finance. Ministry of WaterResources. Nepal Electricity Authority and Arun IIIhydro-eletric project. T-his came after the series ofhearings on the historic public Interest litigation filed bythe Executive Director of INHURED International.
Advocate Copal Slwakoti 'Chintan, and a human rightsactivist Dr. Rajesh Gautam. demanding the right toinformation regarding the controversial Arun IIIhydroelectric project as the dispute comes under article88 (2) of the Constitution of Nepal which providles forsuch litigation andi the solution of the legal andlconstitutional disputes regarding the project. Accorling
to the dlecisiorn madle by Joint Bench of Justices Mr.Haragovinda Singh l'radhan and Mr. Keshab PrasacdUpadlhyaya, the dlefendants shoulcl provicle allinformation regarding the Arin III according to thearticle 16 of the Constitution.

The Supreme Court has made a new and historicInterpretation of legal principles in the context of thelack of necessary laws for the enforcement of the right toinformation In Nepal and the situation In which severalprovislons of other existing laws are yet to come intoforce. It has decidled that Lip to the time whenappropriate laws are not enacted, the government
agencies should provide Information to the Nepalicitizens by applying the following gulilelines andprocedures:

1. The applicant should first demand the list ofdocuments from the dlefendants.
2. If the defendants provide the list within seven clays.the applicant should demand an inspection of theconcerned documents.

3. If the dlenianicl is miadle according to clauses 2 ofthese procedures. the dlefendants should se( the time.
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t~~&%2 l-i ictLz r iorenz. Member. GLOBE ECMember. GLOBE EC GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS ONCarlos Pimenta, Vice-Pres.. GLOBE EC ARUN III HYDRO-PROJECTKaneshige Wakamatsu. Member. GLOBE Japan As the debate on the status of the Arun 111 hydro-electricEva Quistdorp. Member, GLOBE EC project is Intensifying in Nepal. global envtronmental
Eva gulstdorp, Member. GLOBE EC 

groups have been expressing their critlcal concerns tothe World Bank. other donors and the Nepali
Tamako Nakanishi. Member. GLOBE Japan government authorities. Such major concerns such asadverse impacts on society, culture and environment,
Kiyoko Ono. Member, GLOBE Japan 

cost and beneflt, debt burden, donors' Inappropriateconditionalities. heavy use of foreign manpower and
Anatoly Shabad. Member. GLOBE Russia absence of local human resources. lack of effectiveNIo U .participation of the local people in decision-making and
Noboru Usaml. Member. GLdOBE Japan ' Implementation. Some of these organizations Include:Vitaly SevatYanov. Member. GLOBE Russia 

1. Both Ends (MTe Netherlands)
2. Friends of the Earth (USA)

Constance Morella. Member. GLOBE USA 
3. Global Legislators Organization for a BalancedJ'UedMmrG U Environment (Japan)Jolene Unsoeld, Member, GLOBE USA 
4. International River Network (USA)(printed from the original text) 
5. Netherlands Committee for IUCN (The Netherlands)6. United States Environmental Protection AgencyAddress: 
7. Women's International League for Peace and

Ginza Form 21 Bldg.. 7th Floor 
Freedom (Switzerland)8-13-4 Cinza, Chuo-ku.

Tokyo, J- 100 Japan
Tel: 81-3-3545-9555
Fax: 81-3-3545-8620
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INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY assessments have not adequately taken Into accoupt the
adverse social Impacts of opening up this isolated area

ON ALRUN III CAMPAIGN of the Arun valley by constructing an access road and
bringing thousands of people to the remote project site.

We urge the Bank to give serious consideration to
LElTER OF CONCERN TO THE WORLD alternatives put forth by Nepalese NGOs that utilize the

BANK BY THE GLOBE extensive small-scale and mini-hydro potential of Nepal.
Global Legislators Organisatlon for a Balanced Environment Such an approach would be considerably less expensive

and result in a lower debt burden for the Nepalese. be
March. 8. 1994 less detrimental to the environment and probably would

Mr. Lewls T. Preston not require the construction of new roads into this
President pristine area. and would be decentralized and smaller in
The World BanK scale than the Arun Ill proposal, Finally. this type of
1818 H Street. NW approach would make greater use of local materials and
Washington. DC 20433 expertise. and could Involve a greater number of

Nepalese in all levels of the project decision-making and
Dear Mr. Preston: Implementation than the current plan.

We write to express our concern over the proposed Arun We strongly encourage the World Bank to carefully
Ill hydroelectric dam project on the Arun River In reexamine the economic, environmental, and social
eastern Nepal. It Is our understanding that this project implications of the Arun IlI project and to give the same
Is scheduled to come before the Board for a vote In level of consideraUon to alternative approaches. We also
April. ask the Bank to evaluate whether Arun Ill Is the "least-

cost" approach to meeting the energy needs of Nepal. a
We recognize that detailed environmental Impact critical criterion of the World Bank's energy policy.
statements have been prepared for the Arun project and
that the Government of Nepal supports the building of We appreciate your consideratUon of this important Issue
this hydroelectric facility. While we are sensitive to the and look forward to your response.
Government of Nepal's desire to meet the energy needs
of Its country, we are concerned that the Arun
hydroelectric dam and Its accompanying access road Sincerely.
and associated transmission lines, as currently planned.
may pose serious economic, environmental and social Takashi Kosugi. President GLOBE International
Impacts that have not been adequately addressed.

Akiko Domoto, President. GLOBE Japan
Arun Ill would be one of the most expensive hydro power
projects in the world. As you know, the cost of the John Karry, President. GLOBE USA
project at present Is estimated at $764 million, an
amount greater than Nepal's national budget. Nikolay Vorontsov, President. GLOBE Russia
Furthermore, there are reasons to believe that. although
lengthy. the environmental Impact statements are John Edward Porter. Vice-Pres. GLOBE USA
Incomplete. Finally. we are concerned that the

Hormo Muntingh, President. GLOBE EC
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technically and economically feasible is put at 24 Hydroelectric Projects of which Detailed
to 42.000 megawatts. 

Studies are Complete:The existing Installed hydroelectric capacity in Nae District Capacity Production
the country (including small, big. government and 

Goal
individual plants) is about 250 megawatts. 

Ram hhap eo.oo0 KW 1998
Kalandi -A Snla140.ooo KW 1999

Hydroelectric 'Projects Alreadyn-1II(1st 
hase) Syannkliwaab 0.000 KW 2002

Hyd roelec tri c Projects Al re ady Aiun-Ill 2ndphase) sankhuwasabha 201.000 KW 2005

Constructed:

Cnt e The total capacity of national grid is 280
Name District Capacity Production Year megawatts (hydroelectricity and electricity
Ph arI Kathmandu 500 1 produced by diesel plants and Nepal Electricity
SuhnaTin KatLhfmndu 6400KW 1911pouedb 

oaou 0.0

PaSouUi Kavrepalanchowk 2.400 KW 1965 Authority supplies electricity to about 300.000

Pokhara Kaski 1,020 KW 1967 famrlies from this capacity. A total of only 9 per
Thishul Nuwakot 2 1,000 KW 1972 cent of the people of Nepal are benefitted by

Sunkoshi Sindhupaichowk 10.050 KW 1973¶lnau 
1.upandchf 1020 KW 1974 electricity.Gandak Nawalparashi 15.000 KW 1979Kulekhanl-l Makawanpur 60.000 KW 1982Devighat Dhadng 14. 100 KW 1983Set Kaskl 1,500 KWKulekharn-2 Makawanpur 32.000 KW 1986Marsyandi Tanahu 69,000 KW 1990Andhkhola Syanga 5.100 KW 1991Tatopani lyads 1.000 KW 1992

Hydroelectric Projects UnderConstruction:

Name District Capacity Production GoalJhrlmrook Pyuthhan 12,000 KW1994 June

16 
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2. We appeal to the Honorable Members of the "LETS BRING ARUN-1ll PROJECT TO A NATONAL
Parliament. the political parties and all other DEBATE AND SAVE THE COUNTRY FROM COMMISION
people concerned to Initiate a wide debate on AGENS AND CORRUPTION."this Issue In the forthcoming session of theParliament.

SOME BITTER FACrS ABOUIT ARUN III
3. All the informnation regarding the differentThavrgcotfrIklwtofydeetiiyaspects of the Project should be made public The average cost for 1 kilowatt of hydroelectricity

by the government without further delay and is US$ 2,0000 In the Icase$ 1o500 n Indt a and
discussion should start at national and local CiabotU$400adi sU$150i.ni n
levels (Sankhuwasabha, Bhojpur and China.Dhankuta districts) Immediately by Involving According to the estimated cost of Arun-III, 10
the local bodies. A national consensus can be mlliion Nepali rupees shall be spent every day for
made only after such debate with effective 10 years.public participation. 

In general. there Is a 10 per cent loss of electricity4. A decision has to be made regarding regional produced In its transmission. In Nepal, the loss of
and national level benefits from the Project. transssion and leakage-amount to 30 per cent.
Such concerns and benefits should not be It is generally assumed that in the international
imposed either from above or from foreign aid business, the commission cost in different
countries. Programs should be formulated ways can be up to 15 per cent. In case of Aiun-111,
and developed immediately for local benefits the Comnimssion cost of 10 per cent of the official
and Infrastructure development before the cost estimates amounts to 3,800 million Nepali
Inception of the Project. It Is Important for rupees. If the decision-makers are purchased at
the people of Arun valley to know by what the cost of 10 million rupees each, it can purchase
mechanisms they can be involved in the 380 decision-makers of this country.
decision-making process. It is also importantfor them to know what developmental The proposed 117 kilometer road for Arun-Ill will
benefits and necessary Infrastructures are be the costliest road In Nepal (50 million rupees
they entitled to and how? 

per kllometer).5. Arun-III Is an attractive Project from the HYDROELECTRICITY IN NEPAL (1993)
technical point of view. So necessarypreparations like road construction. local Nepal is considered to be rich in water resources.
development and the search for International The waters of our rivers which fnow from the
understanding on financial resources and altitude of the Himalayas to the Terai (lowlands)
other necessary studies should be undertaken which is tly Higher th the sea levl. T
before lmplementing It. 

which Is slightly higher than the sea level. Theltotal hydroelectric potential of Nepal is 83,000MW. The hydroelectric potential -which Is
14 
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;~~~~~ . .. I II - -AA k Iv ,s,.t vvw .t1ibt-r L kfAl UlJAy 9uassuniptions about GLOF and the floods Wnternational tmnancial Institutions lkec the
caused by the stoppage of river as a result of World Bank are to makc their funal decasionslandslide. Such a risk can be avoided if a in March 1994 on such a unclear statc of
regular study Is made about the level of water thcngs whcle other efforts are underway to
In such glacial lakes and arrangements made conclude an agreemcnt wcth Inteowatronalfor the flow of water at an appropriate time. contractors forcing the country towards anThe country lacks the capacity for such works unbearable commitment.at present. Such studies have so far been 10. At the moment, Nepal has foreign loans of
prepared only on the Initiative of foreigners. USs 1,800,000,000. Arun-III will add 540
So the question of follow-up and detailed million more on this amount. If we estimateexamination and control are beyond our the loans to be acquired for other projects by
reach. In this sense, the first condition for the the year 2000 the total foreign debt of Nepal
constriction of Arun III is to develop our own will reach US$ 24,00,000.000 easily. Even if
capability. 

the whole revenue of 300 million a year Is9. The present cost estimate for the proJect Is used for debt services, the country can only beonly for the first phase. It Includes the dam, free of debt after eight years only. By the year'one tun el, a power house wIth the capacity of 2000, the per capita national debt burden wfil
201MW thnela towransmission line uapatoiDuhab be 36,000 rupees which includes every Ncpall,
andMW the acesroad.miThere lise sptilo iDeab those enjoying electricity and those deprived
abotfnacn the scesraTeonds phase nof thea of It. At that time, Nepal Is certain to be
about fTnanceng ihe second phase Of the ahead of Brazil In terms of hydroelectricacquiring a soft loan for lhesecond phase of resources and the highest per capita level of
the projeca. Several donors are talking about foreign debt. is it proper to add foreign debt
the crompetio ofvra theor s ren phaseg aofuth in the name of development? It Is a matter of
the completion Of the second phasc of the gaecnest Uo sconstruction only by commercial loans. It is grave concerns to all Of us.also said that the second phase of the project OUR CONCERNSIs not attractive for such loans. If the secondphase of the project can not be completed forany reasons, the rushed construction of the l. The country should not make a hasty decision
first phase of the project will only mean the on Arun-III which requires a big amount ofdestruction of the landscape of the valley, Investment. The final decision should bedestructio ofhe anscae ftmade after a national debate. We appeal to allSimilarly. the double circuit 220 kilovolt concerned groups to expose the scheme of
transmission line up to Duhabi is not making the country committed to such an
sufficient. Such transmission lines are high sounding project. which if Implementedrequired up to the east and west of Duhabi. in its present form, Is going to result in
The necessary expenditure for this purpose is unforeseen economic, social andstill unaccounted for On the other hand, the developmental consequences.
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-- hlzimecIaIilsin arid with only a window dressingImplementation (10 years). possibly forcing In saying that attention shall be given to suchthe people of one of the five poorest countries things during the period of the construction ofof the world to revert back to other cheaper, the project), the construction of Arun Illdepletable and environmentally unfriendly project can create long term and permanentenergy sources. Instead of a hasty decision on negative effects on the environent.the construction of Arun Ill, we should thinkof taking up small and medium size hydro- 7. It Is widely known that a large part of theelectric projects Immediately which can waters to be used for Arun-ilI flows downsupply electricity before the year 2000 cheaply from the Chinese autonomous region of Tibetand with lower investments by using and that 80% of this river basin lies in Tibet.available financial resources and local It has been widely discussed that there arecapabilities. Otherwise, it is difficult to several projects (Irrigation and hydro-imagine how the Nepalese will use electricity electricity) in operation in Tibet to use theat such alarmingly high prices. water of the Arun river. It has also beenproven by International experience that the6. The Arun valley comprising the whole of agreements and goodwill of both countries areSankhuwasabha. many areas of Bhojpur and necessary for hydro-electric developmenta large area of Dhankuta districts, is projects on a comnmon river. In this context ofconsidered to be rich In natural resources. Arun 111. adequate homework needs to be doneThe blo-diversity In Its Northern parts as a In this regard and HMG of Nepal has notresult of variation in altitude, Its micro- made any efforts to secure the agreement ofclimatic zones, its still intact plistine forest the Chinese govemment. At present there arein the valley with rare wildlife and valuable no big projects In Tibet utilizing the water ofmedicinal plants, Its greenery. river and the Arun river. However, we can not say withstreams are unique and they need to be certainty that such big projects will not beprotected. These cannot be protected by Initiated within a period of 40-50 years In thesimply giving directives to the contractors future. So. it Is necessary to secure thewho are to do the construction work of the 3 agreement of the Chinese government inproject. For about 450,000 people living In advance. For such long term agreement, thethis valley these environmental resources are s parliament must play a significant role.factors closely linked to their livelihood. Aproper way of mobilizing these resources In a 8. In spite of many arguments of safety againstsustainable way should be developed with the geographical risks like Glacier Lake Outburstparticipation of the local people. A basic Flow (GLOF) and earthquakes by the projectframework can be created within a few years authority, experts are not satisfied with theby conducting programs for environmental information and studies available and theyprotection and the use of resources with the say that the studies and research done so farparticipation of local people. Without a sound are Incomplete and unsound. No project canbasis for environmental protection be fully free of risks and there is always aroom for additional study and research. From
10 
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dimension. In our country where a new that India will buy the electricity generatedpolitical system based on the participation of from Arun project at a market rate) and otherthe people has just been initiated, the future congenital conditions prior toof the country can not be bright unless Implementation. The future holds enormousdevelopment and politics are complementary. uncertainties with bleak prospects.In such a context, the lack of clear direction Infrastructures must first be developed, sinceregarding the available resources to be It takes considerable time for the completionmobilized for development will lead to a of attractive projects, especially big projects.bleak future. The popular slogan few years It Is an established fact that donors propose aago. "Green Forest is the Wealth of Nepal" has hike In electricity tariffs as a pre-conditionnow become senseless. Our forests Instead of for loan negotiations. The construction ofbeing assets for development have become a roads, the development of local capacity.liability for the country as they are to be mitigation measures for deterioratingprotected with loans and assistance from environmental and social balance, theother countries. It is necessary for all to be Infrastructure for housing in areas with highconscious about the process of gradually population density, community and. localdeveloping water resources. the only development (agriculture, health etc.) areremaining resource in Nepal, In a least cost things which must bc given top priority andoptimum manner. Otherwise, like the forest developed first. These preconditions willresources, water resources will prove to be a determine and create necessaryburden to the country. If we go on undertaking infrastructures for a huge project like Arunhydro-electric projects beyond our capacity. III. to be Implemented. In the presentdepend only on foreign consultant services situation, when attention needs to beand contractors .and focus our attention only primarily focused on developing theseon big projects, the time will come when we preconditions, it will not be in the interest ofhave to be fully dependent for the Nepal to decide on the construction of themaintenance of such hydro-electric projects. project while completely ignoring theArun III and its presentation In the present ' development of basic infrastructures.
shape and formn has Ignored the present and 5. Arun Ill, which is supposed to supplyfuture need of the country and It Is to push electricity after 2000 cannot be the solutionthe country further towards the brink of for the present scarcity of power loadnational disaster. shedding. We must look for other alternatives

4. Although Arun III may be projected as an such as Khimti. Bhotekoshi and Modi Kholaattractive project by Its proponents, this project to supply electricity before that period.project can only be beneficial to the country The electricity rate is expected to reach US $when we can sell the electricity produced to 12 cents/KWh or Rs. 6.20 per unit, a very highthe northern parts of India (Bihar UP and price even by the standards of a developedWest Bengal). In the absence of the country. The implementation of Arun III willcommitment of the buyer (such as a guarantee further burden the people with more rate

8 9



_.__"vOAJ &A& LAC uAl AcAACAIILAIL UL;IUZC LAC IllIAdIzou mw at present to about 700 MW by 2005. decision on Arun III (US Dollar 764 million)In the future all aspects of national life such implementation is taken. If the country Isas development works. Industries, transport, committing Itself now to this project with thecommerce, health, education and help of commission agents and corrupt andadministration sectors as well as the vested Interests, this commitment needs to beIndividual and domestic llfe of many fulfilled by any party which forms theNepalese will be dependent on the supply of government in the future and the countryelectricity. In this situation, the electricity cannot retract or escape from the adversesupply system of the country will be highly effects. A national debate Is necessary ondependent on Arun III. If there are any big Arun III before any further commitments areproblems In this risky project or If the made and It is. Imperative for all to workelectricity cannot be supplied due to hitches It towards a national consensus.will be difficult for the country to get over the
subsequent negative Impacts. Although Arun All the agreements and accords to beIII Is now claimed to be a 'safe' project. the concluded or commitments to be fulfilled'safe' project Kulekhani HEP was damaged regarding Arun III should be postponed for theconsiderably by the recent floods and the time being to enable wide national debate.country Is still suffering from load-shedding. There Is a provision of about 10% localThe big question Is whether the country can Investment (about US $ 142 million) to bewithstand this particular risk and its made by the government and the Nepalpotential Impact. In view of the low risk Electricity Authority (NEA) for-the Arun IIIbearing capacity of the country, It Is project. This Is a huge amount and It willreasonable to broaden the bast of Its have to be diverted from many priority socialelectricity supply system, i.e. the national sector programs needed to uplift the peoplecapacity should be Increased through the from poverty.construction of many medium-sized hydro- 3. In a developing country like ours where theelectric projects spread throughout different rate Of growth Is mcntmal the adoptoon ofgeographic regions of the country. In such a sophisticated technologies and the use ofmanner the element of risk will be reduced. , expensive International contractors withoutSerious thought towards constructing Arun III proper attention to local resources andshould be given at a more appropriate time capacity has been proven wrong. Developmentwhen the country has attained sufficient does not mean a combination of activities tocapacity and capability. be carried out only on the strength of2. In a country like Nepal. the annual budget is external resources and capability. Quiteabout US Dollar 400 mllion inclusive of all contrarily, it Is an Internal process to makedevelopment expenditures for the year the Nepalese society more self-reliant. to(including salaries, allowances. graft, the Increase the standard of living of Nepaliprofit of contractors and the contribution of people and in totality to transform Nepalipoor Nepalese). There has been no specific society to a higher economic and social
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As the financial viablilty of Arun III Is contingent - If any other small, medium or big projects areon export of electricity to India over and above the really less expensive, have multiple usage andcommitted exchange of 50 MW currently agreed are conducive to national and local welfare,upon with India. the donors insisted Initially on such projects should be Implemented In aan agreement to be in place for the export of proper cost effective and timely manner. Inpower. However. this has yet to materialze. The reality, a national concensus is needed inhuge financial resources necessary for project determining water resource management asimplementation and the funding constraints part of a well-planned national developmentnecessitated the postponement of project agenda.construction. This was one of the major reasons. - From the long term perspective, thefor changing the project site and the Implementation of Arun III In Its presentimplementation schedule for the Installation of form may not be justified to increasethe 402 MW single stage and the 268 MW, and 134 electricity consumption and generation in theMW two staged construction to be completed by country. It would therefore be proper to1996/1997 and 2000/2001 respectively. The 201 develop the necessary infrastructure In a lessMW Baby Arun has been tailored to meet the expensive manner and with publicfinancial requirements and fit Inside the participation at different levels.macroeconomic resource affordability envelope of - In a poor country like ours, It is a well knownthe poor country. It must be noted that no , fact. that development with the help ofunbiased LCGEP has been conducted to justify the external agencies Is largely decided byproject as being In the least cost generation commission agents. corrupt decision-makerssequence in the changed context of delay. revised and businessmen and biased Internationalload demand. export constraints and availability interests. These selfish elements are alwaysof latest feasibility reports of other attractive Interested In big projects that Involve onlyprojects suited to the country's current few people. For them, many small projectsdevelopment needs. (In the LCGEP study Arun III and the involvement of many people in thewas Included as a project to be constructed by 1997 decision-making process is problematic andat a cost of 720 million US Dollars with a not profitable. According to our experience.capacity of 402 MW In a single phase.) large numbers of small and medium projectsINDISPUTABLE FACTS can be conducive to national interest andhelpful to the people.
- Water is considered to be the most

dependable factor in the natural resources of CONTROVERSIAL ISSUESNepal. There Is a necessity of proper 1. The proposed implementation of Arun IIIdevelopment and multipurpose use of water proJect In the present changed context wIllresources In Nepal where available resources push the country to a great risk. The additionfor modernizatIon and development are of 402 MW of electricity by a single projectscarce. This Is an indisputable fact. like Arun III will increase " the total
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Development Bank and Germany assured US $ 550 be constructed at Num Fyaksinda in the northemmillion as assistance for the project. A part of Sankhuwasabha district to divert therecmnfermation study or Arun III with waters of the Arun river through two 11.5commencem entpuint199 w ae thn made .whlprojeid kilometer long tunnels of 5.6 meters diameter tomanipulations were again made which projected the underground power house at Pikhuwa ofArun III as the least cost sequence. Though the tiding Danda Village. Six unts of 67 MW capacityIniltial LCGEP looked at the 402 MW development wil proda 402 MW capactyand envisaged construction beginning In 1990 and will produce 402 MW of electricity to becompletion of works by flscal year 1996/1997. the transmitted to Duhabi In Sunsarl district by a 220reconfirmation study considered the kilovolt transmission line. 120 km long. TheImplementation of 402 MW single phase construction of a 117 km. long access road fromalternative and the 268 MW and 134 MW two Hile of Dhankuta district to the power station andstaged development alternative with all the dam is also considered to be an integral partinfrastructures needed for the 402 MW to be of this project. Though the full capability of 402constructed in the first phase itself. The revised MW will generate 2885 GWh of energy. the firstInple1.entation shedule taJorgeted coummonsIng phase of 201 MW will generate average energy ofInm2001.eneatof tchedl majrgee assmptsionsing 1744 GWh out of which 1513 GWh will be firmJustifying Armn 11 was the expected export of all energy. The first phase will have only one tunneljsurplus power, more wa tha half e Installed and power house for 3 generating units only. Thecapacltya to India. total cost for 201 MW first phase Is estimated atcapacity. to India. US $ 764 million. As a result, the 4.5 meter wideFollowing the World Bank's loan of about US $ 34 access road will become a very costly road (1.25million to construct the access road, the million US $ per km as comnpared to the averageDepartment of Roads His Majesty's Government of US $ 0.2 million per km), in fact, the costliestNepal (HMG/N) Invited bids for the roads In 1989. road built in Nepal to date. In the constructionThough the lowest bid received was nearly double program of the project, powerful Chenukthis amount, due to reasons proven only to the helicopters are to be regularly used and theWorld Bank and the authorities, the bids were simultaneous construction of the entry road andrejected and the access road construction was the dam are to be done by the same foreignintegrated with the Hydroelectric Project activities contractor. During the construction period. theto be undertaken under the Ministry of Water number of people to be employed for daily workResources. HMG/N responsibility. The present will vary from 3.000 to 10,000. To complete theestimated financial cost of the access road Is said construction work as early as possible.to be US $ 149 million, twice the Initial bid sophisticated machines and latest technologiesamount. are to be used with minimal use of local
manpower and resources. The dam, tunnel arndDETAILS OF THE PROJECT access road components have been combined Intoa single package and contracted to a foreignFor the run of river hydroelectric scheme a 68 contracting joint venture depriving the local andmeter tall rund Of meter hydroe concrete dam will International contractors of bidding for the accessl meter tall and 155 meter long concrete dam wlll road only.
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ARUN-III:

AN INTRODUCTION

AND

ISSUES OF CONCERN

According to the Koshi basin study undertaken bythe Japan International Cooperation Agency(JICA) in 1985, six sites of the Arun river wereidentified as attractive for further studies with aview to generate electricity. The third hydro-power
site among the six as counted from the north wasnamed as Arun III. The study also concluded thataltogether 3 projects -Arun III, Arun II which iscalled upper Arun and Arun IV which Is calledlower Arun - could also be financially
competitive. On the basis of this conclusion, thepre-feasibility study of Arun III was Immediately
undertaken in 1985 and was completed by 1987.Based on the conclusion and suggestions of thesestudy reports preparcd by foreign consultants withforeign aid, efforts were made to acquire financial
assistance for this 402 MW project with theircooperation. A comparative study of othercandidate Hydro Electric Projects was undertaken
In 1988 (Least Cost Expansion Generation Plan-LCGEP) wherein manipulations were made tojustify Arun III project as the least expensive byarbitrarily padding the costs of other attractive
candidate projects. With that objective achieved,Arun III was treated as a prlorlty' project and adetailed engineering study was undertaken withfinancial assistance from foreign donors andlending agencies (hereinafter "donors"). in themeeting held in Paris in May 1988. the (don(ors



FOREWORD

Arun-III hydro electric project will have
tremendous long-term Impacts on the socio-
economic life of the Nepalese people. In view ofthe effect that such an undertaking may have onnational development needs, environnment.
realization of human rights and promotion of
participatory democracy. the Arun Concerned
Group (ACG) has evolved from among citizens'
groups and lindividuals to raise concerns. ACG Is
an open participatory platform of individuals and
organizations for equitable and participatory
development approaches. enviroinmential
conservation, sustainable development and the
realization of human rights. This GroLup
advocates that Nepal needs adequate
infrastructures and local capabilities to pursue the
path of sustainable and people-centred
development. ACG firmly believes that creating
huge superstructures like Arun III shall not meet
any worthwhile cause of the Nepali nation and Its
people.

This document has been prepared by a group of
professionals, nanmely Bikash Pande, Ganesh
Chimire. Gopal Siwakoti, Copi Upreti and
Pitambar Chhetri, for the Arun Concerned Grotup.

Contact Address-,
cdo INHURED INTERNATIONAL

International Institute for Human Rights,
Environment and Development

P. 0. Box 2125
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BOOK REVIEW DEAR MEMBERS AND
WELL-WISHERS,JUSTICE DENIED!

HUMAN RIGHTS AND
INTERNATIONAL WE WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS OUR APOLOGY FOR

FINANCIAL INST111TUTIONS NOT BEING ABLE TO PUBLISH NEPALTODAYONFINANCIAL INSTITUTIONSREGULAR BASIS DUE To SOME TECHNICAL
The book is indispensable for anyone who wants AND FINANCIAL REASONS

to understand how the global economic system works
today and the terrible toll it is taking on the world's THIS IS GOING TO BE THE LAST ISSUE
people and environrment. OF AEPAL TODAY

Based on presentations bymore than 25 speakers THAT YOU WILL GET FREE OF COST.
ataPublicHearingheldduringtheUNWorld Conference WE WILL BE FORCED TO STOP MAILING
on Human Rights in Vienna in June 1993, the book THE NEWSLETTER FROM NEXT ISSUE UNLESS
addresses obstacles to the realization of civil. political. YOUR MEMBERSHIP / SUBSCRIPION FEE
economic, social and cultural rights and the right to IS PAID IN ADVANCE AS BELOW:
development around the world. Speakers cover the
effects ofdebt, structural adjustmentand otherpolicies
oftheWorld Bank. the International Monetaxy Fund, the "STUDENT $10
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, transnational °INDIVIDUAL $15
corporations, donor agencies and governments "FAMILY $20
on children, youth, students, women, peasants. INSTITUTION $30
indigenous peoples, workers, and the environment. uF $100

In easy-to-read language, the voices of the people
from all regions of the world help make the connections CHEQUE OR MONEY ORDER SHOULD
between human rights, the environment, development. BE MAILED TO
peace and security, and democracy and
popular participaUon In national and international
decision-making. NEPAL HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITEE-USA

The book is a contribution of NGO discussions P.O. BOX 53253. WASHINGTON, DC 20009
and actvities related to the 50th anraversary of the (703) 519-1728
Bretton Woods Institutions, the 50th anniversaxyofthe
United Nations, and UN events including WE APPRECIATE VERY MUCH YOUR
the International Conference on Population COOPERATION AND PARTICIPATION IN
and Development, the World Summit on
Social Development, and the World Conference on T COLLECTIVEEFFOR1
Women.

The book has been edited by Janet Bruin, and NEWS. COMMENTS AND ARTICLES
published by Kathmandu-based International Institute ARE WELCOMEI
for Human Rights. Environment and Development
(INHURED International) and Geneva-based Women's
International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF).
Copies of the 185-page book can be ordered in US$14
or equivalent from: INHURED International, P.O.
Box 2125, Kathmandu. Nepal.
tel: 977-1 419610. fax: 977-1-412538 (for Asia and
Africa) or WILPF. C.P. 28, 1211 20. Switzerland. MailingAddress:
tel: (41-22) 733 6175, fax: (41-22) 740-1063 (forEurope) Nepal Human Rights Committee-USA
and Laxman Sedhai, 2705 S. Fern St. # 12, Arlington. VA P.O. Box 53253
22202, tel: (703) 683-7501 (for North America). Washington, DC 20009
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Nepal Today
NEPALESE ABROAD a caretaker government must be formed which will beC ONDEMN DISSOLUTION acceptable to all the concemed parties.NT IN NEPAL ~~~Anational consensus and goodwill must be forged

OF PARLIAMENT IN NEPAL .by all the political forces to safeguard Nepali nationalism.monarchicalmulti-party democracy and human rights
Nepal Human Rights Committee-USA in Nepal.August 2, 1994, Washington, DC Wehopethatthe concemed partieswlllfulfiU thepeople's aspiration.The Nepal Human Rights Committee-USA would We express our solidarity with the brothers and

like to express its deep concems regarding the recent sisters back home In Nepal.dissolution of the 'sovereign' Parliament by the Kingupon the so called recommendation ofthePrime Minister CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONSwhich was done without proper consultation with thepoliUcal parties in the Parliament. We view it no more REGARDING DISSOLUTIONthan a consequence of the defective Constitutional OFPARUAMENJ7AND"SOVE 
GNYprovisions that did not guarantee the real sovereignty ofthe Parliament. but retained the absolute power of the ArticLe 42: Special provisions Conceming the

Kingin manyaspects such as this. In thelongrun, what Council of Ministers:Nepal needs is struggle for the amendment of the manycontroversial, undemocratic and unclear provisions of (1) If no one party has a clear majority in the House of
the present Constitution so that the sovereignty of the Representatives. His majesty shall appoint as Prime
people and the basic characteristics of a constitutional Ministeramemberwhoisabletocommandamajoritymonarchy can be miaterialied in real sense. This has with thesupport of two ormore parties represented in

monarchy~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~h House.eilvdi ra ene si a been the position of NHRC-USA since it submitted its the House.critical recommendations to the then 2)If no member is able to command a majority in the
Constitution Recommendaion ConmmissIon in 1990. House of Representatives even pursuant to clause (1)

With regards to the present political cxisis, NHRC- above, His Majestyshall appoint as Prime MAinster the
USA would like to urge all poliUcal parties, citizen's leaderoftheParliamentarypartythatholdsthelargestgroups and the people of Nepal to work for number of sets in the House of Representatives.the establishment of a healthy and trustworthy politicalenvironment so that free, fair and impartial electoral (3) A Prime Minister appointed pursuant to clause (1)
processes can be ensured for the November elections or (2) above shall be required to obtain a vote of
guaranteeing the possibilities for the victory of more confidence from the House of Representatives within
democratic, honest and dedicated new tirty days.generation leadership who have long-term visions forhuman rights and democracy that Nepal is in desperate (4) If a Council of Ministers constituted pursuant to
need. 

the provisions of clause (2) above fails to obtain a vote
of confidence from the House of Representatives. His

Alliance for Democracy Majesty shall dissolve the House of Representativesand Human Rights in Nepal and issue an order for holding elections within sixmonths.July27. 1994. New York

Article 53(4): His Majesty may dissolve the House
The Alliance for Democracyand Human Rights in of Representatives on the recommendations ofthe Prime

Nepal expresses Its outrage and condemnation of the Mirister. His Majesty shall, when so dissolving the
dissolution of the House of Representatives - Pratinidhl House of Representatives, specifya date, to be within six
Sabha on July lOth. 1994 by His Majesty the King on months, for new elections to the House
the undemocratic and immoral recommendaUon made of Representativesby Prime Minister Girija Prasad Koirala - who had earliertendered his resignation. 

The Preamble of the Constitution states that -the
The conspiracy and 'Grand Design' enacted by the source of sovereign authority of the independent and
various reactionary forces to weaken democracy and sovereign Nepal is inherent in the people'. Article 3 ofthe
-crush the people's aspirations is obvious. This action is Constitution provides that SThe sovereignty of Nepal Is
a direct violation of the goals and spirit realized by the vested in the Nepalese people and shall be exercised in
Jana Andolan in April 1990. 

accordance with the provisions of the Constitution.'Aslongas this goveznmentremains in power, nofairandImpartial electionswill beheld. Toguarantee the fairness A landmark interpretation of these provisions Is
and impartiality of the November 1994 election. expected from the Supreme Court in few weeks.
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These initiatives have been considered as NHRChasreceivedareportfromNDRSGthatLhebest examples of NGO-govemment co-operation in the donation has been used to provide immediate supplies

effective implementaLionofvarious 
international human to the flood victims of Gadhou VDC (Routahat) and

rights treaties which Nepal is a State Party (including Nipane VDC (Sindhuli). NDRSG is planning to further

conventions relating torture, racial support these two villages in housing. schqoling and

discrimination. slavery, discrimination against women, medical care, including income-generation programs.

and covenants on civil, political, and economic. social Anyone who Is interested to make a generous

and cultural rights.) Children and Women Department donation in this effort can send a cheque or money

of the National Planning Commission is in the process of order payable to the Nepal Human Eights Committee.
finalizing the report with the representaUves of Child NHRC would like to express its sincere thanks to

Watch and Child Awareness Group. Interested people the followingindividuals for theirgenerous contribution

and organizations can contact to: Child WVatch, to this humanitarian cause in support of the flood

co INHURED IntemaUonal. P.O. Box2125. Putalisadak. vicUms in Nepal: Audrey Chapman. Pure Chimire.

Kathmandu. tel: 977-1-226325. fax: 977-1-412538. Shanker Shrestha. Ganesh Lal Kayastha, Balram Aryal,Bishnu Paudel. Rita Tiwari. Laxmnan Sedhai. Sanjeev
HUMAN RIGHTS YEARBOOK 

Singh. Sukhdev Shah. RC. Kharel, Sunita Siwakoti.Bir. B. Adhikari. MinaCheetri. MadhusudanGiri. Huyen
1993 RELEASED 

B. Le. Annie Goorman. Morique Voisin. Barbara R.Burton. Quazi M. Haflz. Emil M. Sunley. Joao D.E.N.

Informal Sector Services Centre (INSEC) Santos. Ania & Nirmala Bhatia. Beryl Jeffey. Johannk

has released its 1993 Human Rights Yearbook and has Schultz. Ram C. Malhotra. Louise L. Boume. Luke

documented seriesofhumanrightsviolationsand 
abuses Whitesell. Homnath Subedi, Mahid Mejid. Tarek

by police, with special highlight on discrimination Chubuki Bipin Karld. PawanG.C.. SonuRegmi. Bhaskar

of untouchability. The 512-page Yearbook can Giri. Helen Abadzi. Meena Sharma. Devi

be available from: INSEC. P.O. Box 2726, Kathmandu, Acharya. Kablndra Sitoula. Udaya Mainali.

Nepal. Tel: 977-1-270770. 
Netra Chishing. Suresh Baral.NEPAL DISAPPOINTED 
ARUN III COMMISSION & ACTIVISTS

UN COMMITTEE AGAINST TORTURE 
UNDER PHYSICAL THREAT!

eNHRC-USA is concerned that a group of people

TheGeneva-based UN Commritteeagainst Torture. a tratymoniorig bdy. as xpresedItsclaiming 
themselves as the 'supporter' of Ar-un

a treaty monitoring body. has expressed its Ilaattagdtm fjeo h epeppomsino III attacked the office of the People's Commission on

serious concerns overNepal's2-pageinltialrepotabout 
Arxun III Hydroelectric Project and mishandled some

the implementation of the UN Convention members of the Commission on July 22. 1994

Against Tortureratifled byNepa2 in 1991-The Committee in Kathmandu. However, no serious injuries occurred.

has requested the government to submilt Its detailed The mob then moved towards the office of INHURED

report within one year. including legislative. Intnational. the Secretariat of the Arun Concemed

judicial. administrativeand othermeasures undertaken Group. with threatsofphysical attacks toltskey officials.

for the abolition of the pracUce of torture in Nepal. but were interrupted by the police. The hooligans were

punishment to perpetrators of torture as a alsosearchingforactivistswhoareleadingthe 
campaign t;

crinme. adequate compensation and rehabilitation to and those who came to the World Bank in June to i

victims of torture and their families as well training to present their arguments on Arun III. NHRC would like i

law-enforcementagencies. 

to urge the Nepali govermment to undertake necessarymeasures for the safety and physical integrity of those
REPORI OF SUPPORT TO FLOOD who are expressing their concerns on Arun Ill and take

VICTIMS IN NEPAL 
legal action against those involved in such unalawfulactivities.Nepal Human Rights Committeelunchedafund-raising 

ELECTION OBSERVATION IN EPAL
campaign to support flood victims in Nepal last year.The amount of $2,680 from the total amount of S2.933 Nepali human rights groups have formed

($253 as per expense) has been sent to the Natural a National Election Observation Committee (NEOC) to

Disaster Relief Support Group (NDRSC). coordinate local and international elecUon observers

a non-governmental relief organization composed of duringtheupcomingelections.Washington. 
DC-based

socialworkers.humanrightsactivistsandpoliUicalparty 
National Democratic Institute is also planning to

leaders. 

get involved in the monitoring process.
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Nepal Today -Gautam (publication). Prabha Bhattarai any political party and ideology and is only concemed
(cultural coordinator), and Suresh Baral. Ram Malakar with national issues of common concerns
and Niva Pradhan and Paul Gallmgher as member and democratization ofNepalisocietywithfull respect to
at-large. 

their human rights.The annual meeting of theAssociation ofNepalesein the Americas (ANA) also elected its new Executive HUMAN RIGHTS TRAINING TO,,
Committee. Dr. Amar Giri as President, also held in LAW-ENFORCEMENT OFFICIALS
Washington. DC in July. The representatives of the ArunConcerned Group and theAlliance forEnergy highlighted Kathmandu-based International InsUtute for
issues relating to Arun III controversy In Nepal for the Human Rights. Environment and Development
benefit of Nepalese living in the United States. aNHURED International) organized a three-day longBHUTANESE REFUGEES 

human rights study sessJon for about80 law-enforcement officials (police,judges, prosecutors,
NUMBER 1,00,000 

prison and administrative officials), and lawyers andNGO representatives in Kathmandu in June 1993. The
The nurnber of Bhutanese refugees in Nepal has prograni was supported by the UN Voluntary Fund for

increased more than one hundred thousands -due the Victims of TortureU and Swiss
to continuingsuppressionofNepali-speakingminorities 

tevict ofrtorturesin Bhutan. Bi-lateral talks for the resolution of the Deveopment Cooperaton/Nepal. 
Lectures

refugeeproblemwithBhutanhavebeenheld,butwithout 
on international human rights norms and standards,

significantprogress. The main question remains: How to minimum use of force, measures for the aboliton of the
classify refugees and ensure their safe return to their practice of torture, investigation of human
home-country. These days. refugees are suffering from rights violations and compensation to victims,
disease, malnutrition, and lackofadequateshelter despite and experiences of human rights educationand training
the relief support of UNHCR and other agencies. Educa- in other countries were delivered by Nepali
tion to children has become a serious problem. Local and international experts, including Prof. Reynaldo ly
people are complaining of increasing deforestation, and ofthe University ofthe Philippines, and Ahmed Othmanl
adverse impacts on social and cultural environment. of London-based Penal Reform International.

T Internal disagreement and infighting between different The training was found unique and
Bhutanese political parties and human rights groups useful according to the participants. Follow-up training
have further deteriorated the situation of refugees in the programs are underwayvwth the preparation ofa manual
camps. Formore information in US. contact Bhutanese on human rights education and training for
Refugees Solidarity Group. 73 Phillips SL. Boston. MA law-enforcement officials in the country.
02114. tel: (617) 742-1942 VJ. Stephens).

CHILDREN'S RIGHTS SEMINARS ANDNATIONAL CONCERNS 
FORMATION OF CHILD WATCHSOCIEIY FORMED

INHURED International, Child NGO Federation.
Inspired by the work and achievement of the Arun Children at Risk and UNICEF-Nepal jointly organized a

Concemed Group in raising hydro-power development- national seminar on the implementation of the
related issues in Nepal, a gatheringof concerned citzens. UN Convention on the Rights of the Child in Kathmandu
lawyers, journalists, human rights activists in March 1993. The main purpose of the seminarwas
and professionalshavefformedaNationalConcern 

Society to review and make comments on the draftinitial report
followed by the protest of Indian army's intervention in of the government on the Child Convention to
Nepal a few months ago. The Society has identified some be submitted to the UN Committee on the Rights of the
fundamental issues of national concerns that need to Child which is based in Geneva. The 200 paricipants
sincerely and immediately be addressed by including 30 children, coming from different parts of
the government. political parties and citizens of Nepal. Nepal have made various recommendations to
Theseissuesinclude:adverseeffectsofforced 

pnvatization the government for the realizaton of child
andforeign aid: structural adjustment programs and ights (parcuarly survival, development, protection
donors' condiUonalities, accountabilityand transparency ad (participatin a frmedal follow uprfedtion
ofgoverrmentand parliament reguJation of open Nepal- anld paticipation) and fored a folow up federation 
India border: and control offree-flowoflndian immigrants Ito Nepal: resolution of citizenship problem with its KathmanduDeclarationontheRightsoftheChildinthe issuance of national identity card followed by work Nepal-INHUREDlnternationalastheCoordinatorandpermit for foreign nationals; cancellation of unequal Secretariat In addition, the same groups facilitated
treaUes with India, eg. so called peace and friendship another week-long national seminar of children, for
treaty of 1950. and several others relating to Nepal's children and by children with the establishment of a
water resources. and cut in defense spending. The Child Awareness Group and a separate Kathmandu
Society is said to remain completely independent from Declaration.
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therefore, the project must go ahead-this can not be complete a bachelors degree and the time it takes to doaccepted as an adequate defense. The fact is that the so is considerably longer than the normal four years.Government is experiencing something entirely new-it Because going for a post-graduate education is not asisextremelyrareinNepalforacitizens'groupto question much coveted in America as it is in Nepal, a majority ofGovemment's judgment on public sector investment those finishing up college do not go on to do a Master'spriorities, much less takinglegal action and demanding or Ph.D. :explanation! However. if we believe in a more open Despite the hardships manyyoung Nepalese facesystemof government. citizens'involvementin the Jssues in America. they still find it attractive to come for collegeof national interest should be encouraged here.especiallysincethealternativesofstayinginNepaIandappreciated. It follows then that Government's are not all that great.response to ACG should be viewed as an opportunity to This perception. however. can change if we canbuild public support for the project and make necessary offer quality college education in Nepal. Better still. ifweadjustments if that becomes apparent after debating can import an American standard ofboth sides of the Issue. It will build democracy and also university education to make available to our collegewill help build a better project. bound. afiluentlids theAmerican-style college educationright inside of Nepal.
Many of us may remember theCONSTRAINTS OF American UniversityofBerult. BeforetheLebanesecivilwar that erupted in 1975, this university was theNEPALI STUDENTS IN AMERICA magnet for promising young kids from throughout the

- S.D. Shah Middle East and some parts of Asia. A degree from that- S.D.Sha university was as much coveted as from the
Growing affluence of the upper middle best universities in America and Europe.class families In Nepal's urban centers and Let us then give serious consideration to havingclassfamlies i Nepl s uban enter anduniversities in Nepal in collaboration with Americanmost especially in Kathmandu has tended to boost the universites In eal in collaborto wit akerucanimnports of luxury items. One of suchiltemnshas been the universities and campuses. It would not take up too.onofucitmshsbenhemuch of our own money. Many of the

college education in American universities, much ur owne money.pMayotheAccurate statistics are not available but t American universiiues maybewl a ing toprovidehelpinIs suggested that the number of Nepalese ding sth ca s awel as makig available theircollege undergraduates in American universities has t s aincreased from only a few hundreds a decade ago to atleast two or as much as four thousands currently: NEWS IN BRIEFThere is little doubt that the Nepalese parents
who appreciateand can afford qualityeducation fortheir INFED OPENS ITSchildren are making a right decision in sending their KATBM.ANDU OFFICEchildren to American universities. However, it may betoo much to expect that these young kids can so easily
be transplanted in a foreign land and achieve their full The InternaUonal Federation of Nepalis PNFED)potential. 

has opened its liaison office in Kathmandu. INFED is anThe harsh truth is that most of these kids get a aliiance ofNepalis and theirorganizaUons based outsideplane ticket to America and probably a little of pocket Nepal. Its main objectives and activities are: to work formoney. You must appreciate the fact that flve lakhs the rights and benefits of Nepalis living abroad.rupees is stll a princely sum in Nepal but Its equivalent to encourage and facilitate their contribuUon forof ten thousands dollars may be just enough for the the development of Nepal. to campaign for effective andplane ticket and one year of the college expense. secure labor-supply laws and instituUons andThe truth then is that most of the affluent family to undertake programs for a democratic Nepal. Thosekids coming to America for college education have to who would like to know more about INFED. and receivetake upmenlal jobs after a few months of arrtval. To its newsletter can write to: P.O. Box 2809. Kha 2/407economize on the tutUon costs. they choose less than Putalisadak. Kathmandu, Nepal. Tl: 977-1-226525.high class colleges and take fewer than the full load of Fax 977-1-412538.courses. It is not unusual to see four or five of them OFsharing one room apartment and arranging ELECTIONS ANS &ANAwork schedules in order to minimize overcrowding of IheannualmeetingoftheAmerica-NepaliSocietytheir limited ltving space. As the time passes, most of held in July in Virginia has formed a new Executivethem find itdifficult to balancetheireducation and work Committeeforthe 1994 term.bTheCommitteeis composedtime and. because of the pressing need to earn a living. of: Vijaya Shah (President). Linda Shrestha (First Vice-their education suffers. Probably no more than one Presidnet), SarojPrajapati (Second Vice-President). Kushfourth ofthose coming toAmerica fora college education Mainali (Secretary). Gajendra Aryal (Treasurer). Surid
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factorsofproduction (land. labor. capital,environment). public sector. It should be noted that, despite
Generally, this theory states that .a countly finds it only moderatedomesticinflation, electricity tariffs were
cheaper to produce those things which make use of its increased by 60 percent in 1991. 25 percent in 1992,
most abundantly available factors of and by some 40 percent in March 1994. To begin with,
production. Because of the low cost of production of the Government should have more vigorously perused
goods made out of abundant and. implicitly, low cost the reform of the Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA) with
resource, the countiywould tend to exportits abundant a view to substantially reducing personnel coSts and
resource intensive products and import those products ensuring the efficient utilization of its repair
which are likely to utilize its scarce factors ofproduction and maintenance expenditure. An independent review
more intensively and hence can be more costly to of the NEA's performance relative Its counterpart in
produce. neighboring countries would have suggested ways to

Since the electricity we produce is based on our improve operating procedures and cut costs.
mostabundantresource-thehydropower-itis unusual Because of thewell-knowninefficiencyof (Central)
that our electricity costs should be the highest in the Govermnent investment in the energy sector,
region and, probably, in any other country for which more consideration should have been given
data are available. The problem can be stated more to investments by local governments and by the private
generally: Nepal happens tobeoneofthemostinefficlent sector. Operations of the non-governmental entitles
countries in the world in terms of the provision of all would have provided a healthy competition to the NEA
public services and notjust the electricity. It is not that and forced it to improve efficiency or go out of business.
the Government does not spend enough money, relative At the least, the NEA should have been required to
to its budgetary resources, on the provision of public privatize its bill collection operations. It is believed that
services-water, sanitation, health, education, roads large commercial and industrial users of electricity pay
and, of course, electricity. The more serious problem significantly less than what they actually consume
seems to be that the Government is spending it too because of their substantial resources to influence the
inefficiently. The result, invariably, is that the quality of concerned officials. atis rumored that the Soaltee Hotel,
the publicly provided services is low while their cost, in for several years, paid as little as 50 rupees per month
some cases, extremely high. in electricity charges to the NEA)

Bccause of the lumpiness of Investment in the
l V. Available Options development of hydroelectricity. it may be difficult to
V. Available Options attract local entrepreneurs. Therefore. consideration

should be given to encourage private investment from
In the context of structural reform, overseas, with or without local participation. In this

the Government. over the past few years, has been connection, the Government should look Into
making vigorous efforts to privatize public the possibility of foreign private investment through
sector enterprises. Under private management. it Is build-operate-and-transfer (BOl) and build-operate-and-
hoped, they will make an effort to become more efficient own (BOW) arrangements. Such investments In several
and compete more successfully or, falling that, theywill countries have played a catalytic roleinthe development
go out of business. Several industrial and commercial oftheirhydro resources. Notonlywould the Government
entities have been privatized underthis program and. in avoid the burden of debt and risks of structural damage
due course, theprogram is beingexpandedtoincludeall to facilities from floods and earthquakes but also the
oftheimportantremaining such entities. However, there operation of these facilities would provide a,yardstick
has been little discussion of the privatization of public against which the efficiency of similar facilities in the
utilities even when they are widely perceived to be public sector, including that of NEA., can be measured.
wasteful and inefficient because of their
monopoly position in the domestic market and VI. Concluding Remarks
an absence of competition from outside. In fact. about a
dozen of the public enterprises have been excluded from
the privatization program. of which the electricity and In a statement to the press on the Arun controversy in
water corporations are the main ones. However, if the February 1994 the Government accused ACG for
privatization program Is concerned about improving their obstructionist activities and for
efficiency and reducing waste, the electricity and water creating misunderstandings in public minds about the
corporations should have on the top of the list of public Arun Project It further added that ACG's actions may
enterprises to be privatized or, at least, moved from lead todelaysintheimplementationoftheprojectwhich
central to local jurisdictions. may prove very costly for the country-total cost

Coming back to Arun Project the Government may increasetolUS$S1.1 billion from the presentUS$764
shouldhaveshownmoresensitivitytothepubic concern million estimate if there is even one year delay.
aboutpoorqualityand high cost of electricityservices in If that is all the Government has to say in defense
Nepal before undertalkng any new investment in the oftheArunproject-thatthedelayswillcobtmoneyand,
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5. An unnecessarily large amount-some variation in cost (for reasons of higher wage and service

US$140 million-is being spent on the 11 7-kilometer costs in richer countries), Nepal's comparison with oLher

access road to the project. The proposed road will be countries looks more unfavorable.

almost ten times more costly than other similar road The fundamental question. then, is not only that

projects in Nepal. whether Nepal should make investments in the Arun

6.TheGovernmentshouldhaveentered.an.agreement project but whether it should at all the&,business of

with China for assuring the uninterrupted flow of producing electricity!

watertotheprojectsinceabout80percentoftheArun Economic efficiency in an environment of an open

River's catchment area falls in Tibet. However, trading system requires that a country should specialize

no contacts with the Chinese have been made in theproduction ofoonly those things thatltcanproduce

and. reportedly. the Chinese Government has its own at lower cost than any other country and. conversely. it

plans to develop hydroelectric resources in the region. should importthose thingswhich others can produce at

7.Theprojectliesintheseismicallyactivezonewhich a lower cost. Usually. the services items,

poses great risks to the long-term viability of the including electricity. are not tradable goods

project. Also, the risk of flooding from the sudden and. therefore,wouldneedtobeproducedlocallyatany

breaks of. glacier lakes has not been evaluated. costifthecommunitydesirestousethatservice. However.

8.Thefeasibilityoftheprojectwilldependinsomepart in the case of Nepal. because of its location. electricity

on the sale of surplus electricity to India for which a can be treated as a tradable good, probablyamenable to

long-term sales agreement should have more convenient transport from the

been concluded. This has not been done. neighboring countries than the normal tradable items.

9. Because ofthe distance involved betweenthe project If so. then what is the problem if we let the

site and Kathmandu where most electricity will NepaleseconsumersuseBhutaneseorlndianelectricity

be consumed (some 200 kilometers). the Arun Group at one rupee per kilowatt hour than making them

contends that as much as 30 percent transmission purchase domestic electricitywhich costs four, and up

loss can be expected, compared with the normal 10 to 6.2. rupees per kilowatt hour? Certainly, we can

percent. Other feasible sites closer to Kathmandu manufacture automobiles and airplanes in Nepal but if

should have been investigated. these can be bought at a fraction of the cost from
elsewhere then why bother producing them at all? We

III. Cost Effectiveness should. instead, concentrateourresources on producing
only those things in which we have got. to use an

Finally, there is the concern about the economicjargon. a comparative advantage. Thissurely

cost effectiveness of the Arun project which makes good economic sense and may also help our

ACG mentions but does not elaborate. However. from relations with the neighboring countries.

the author's point of view, this is the most decisive However, before we can be serious about

criterion against which the usefulness of this project this particularoption.weneedtoknowwhetherthecost

and, indeed. of all hydroelectricity projects. past and ofelectricityin Nepalishlghbecauseofthenatural and

future-should bejudged. technical factors or. so to speak, it is man-made. In my

The table belowpresents electricitytariffrates for judgment, It Is entirely thelatter as Is reflected by the

household use for regional countries and for two non- relative cost of hydropower development in Nepal vis-a-

regional countries to emphasize the vis Bhutan and Vietnam. Bhutan's 384 MW Chukha

international character ofthis comparison. Itis assumed hydroelectricity project. built during the 1980s. cost

that households are the predominant user of electricity about 200 million US doLlars. includingthesettingup of

in developing countries and. therefore, this is the transmission lines: this works out about US$0.5

the representative rate. million per MW capacity. Vietnam's 1.920 MW capacity

It is rather surprising that the cost of electricity Hoa Binh hydroelectricity project. completed this year

(which is assumed to be reflected in the price after 15 years' work, cost about US$1y400 nillion or

to consumers) is highestin Nepal evenwhenthe country. after 15 per MW capacit Even,400 uming

reportedly. possesses the world's largest and US$.73 million per MW capacity. Even assuming

more accessible hydroelectricity resource. the cheapest no significant cost overruns, the Arun III project in the

of all primary energy source. (Nepal's fir'stphase (201 MWwill costat leastUS$800 million or

estimated hydroelectricitypotential is said to be 83.000 US$4 million per MW capacity. It is unlikely that such

MW or equivalent to that of the Unlited States and huge costdifferentlal. evenafterdlscountingfor inflauon.

Canada combined). The cost per kilowatt hour is lower can be attributed solely to the relative difficulties of the

even in Bangladesh. which has very little of this resource. terrain which, probably. can be considered worse in th e

The most surprising comparison is with Bhutan: even case of Bhutan.

though both Nepal and Bhutan depends

on hydroelectricity resource to about the same degree. IV. Public Sector Efficiency
per unit cost in Bhutan is only about one tenth of

Nepal's. In terms of per capita income. which takes into One of the principal theories governing

account factor price differential as'a possible source of trade between nations is their relative endowment of the
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never been available to Kathmandu residents on a
24-hourbasis. Even duringthoserestrictedhours II.Issues Raised by the Arun Concemed
when electricity is available (presently, two hours Group
each in the morning and evening), the incidents of
brown outs, black outs. and periods of unusual In a pamnphlet issued in February 1994 entitled -Arun
surges in the flow of current (requiring the use of III-An Introduction and Issues of Concerrn ACG has
surge suppresser for sensitive appliances) may be made several assertions which raise serious doubts
almost a daily occurrence. Inadequate whether the project. as presently conceived. is really in
and unreliable supply of electricity in the Valley. the best interest of Nepal. The main points made in the
and also in the rest of Nepal, not only add to the pamphlet are the following:

difficultiesof daily livng but also .The project is too large relative to the size of the
difficulties of daily living but also economy. Estimated cost ofjust the first phase of the
hamnper commercial and industrial activities and project-some 764 million US dollars-is almost one
discouragetheintroductionofimproved technology quarter of Nepal's current GDP. ConcentraUon of the
based on the use of electricity. This limits the country's meager resources on just one project
growth of productivity and makes it difficult to is contrary to the curmnt development theme which
improve living standards, locally as well emphasizes diversification. ACG contendsthat. instead
as nationally. of spending such a huge amount of money on a single

It should be good news then that project, preference should have been given to small
the Governrnenthasfinallydecidedtodo something andmediumsizeprojectschosenfromvarioussitesin
to relieve the shortage of electricity in Kathmandu the country. Thiswould have reduced risk (not putting
and probably sell it at a cheaper to the consumers all your eggs in one basket) and benefited a wider
than the current price which isprobablythe highest segment of the population.
in the world (see below). The case in point is the 2.Goverrment'spreferrnceforlargeprojects,inACG's
Arun III hydroelectricity project which view. Is related to the expectation of huge kickbacks
the Governnmentintendstoimplnementintwophases from contractorswhichmaynotbepossible, oras big,
each having 201 MW capacity. (Nepal's present if the'projectls relativelysmall. Also. ACG argues that
generating capacity is about 300 MW). the large size and romplex nature of theArun project
The estimatedcost of the first phase of the project will require the use of sophisticated technology and
is 764 million US dollars and it is expected to be skilled manpower which will need to be Imported
completed by the year 2000: the second phase of rather than supplied locally . More local resources
the project may be completed five or seven years would have been used if several smallprojects had
laterbutthatwill depend onthe success ofthefirst been implemented instead.
phase of the project. 3. ACG Is concened about the impactofthe project on

However, the current news is that all is not thefrgileecologyoftheArunValley. home for 450.000
going well with the project. still people. Upto 10.000 peoplewilllwork on the project
awaiting inplementation. A citizen council called duringitspeakimplementationperiodbutno provision
the'Arun Concemed Group (ACG)' has petitioned has been made for their housing. education. and
Nepal's Supreme Court to order the Government health care needs. It Is feared that the squatter type
neplsSpeeCut to orderdwit the Goec vries'ertan setlment s wil follow inwa-rd miigration and this will
not to proceed with the project unless certain devastate local forestry resources and intensify soil
conditions aTe met. Under Article 15 of the new erosion. Surprisingly, knits currentformtheblueprint
Constitution containing citizen rights to of the Arun project includes no plans for
public information (similar to the thedevelopmentoftheArunValleyitself-plans that
American Freedom of Information Act). the ACG will continue to benefitthelocalpopulationafterwork
has asked the Court to require the Government to on the project infrastructure is completed.
make public all information pertaining to the Arun 4. The foreign loan commitments for the project will
III project. Further, ACG is using the provision of burden the country with unpayable debt.
Article 86 of the Constitution dealing with 'public ACG estimates thaL including loan commitments for
interest litigation' to raise issue with the technical some other projects. Nepal's foreign debtwlll increase
andfinancialviability3oftheproject. InACG'svlevw. from US$1.800 milion to US$2.400 million over the
the Govemment must seek a national consensus next few years, which will mquire the Government to
before making a final decision on theArun project. spend most of Its revenue justfor debt servicing. ACG

Reportedly, the Supreme Court has sided perceives that the country will be pushed
with ACG and has ordered the Government to into bankruptcy if the Government takes up Arun-
make available to them all relevant information on type projects with their heavy dependence on loan
the Arun Project. The Govemment is contesting capital. foreign technology and equipment,
that decision. and dubious return on investment.
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preparation for November elections, particularly: went even further and stated that denial of information.1. invesUgateviolations of the Bank's Information Policy fully or partially on any grounds that there may be. canand operational procedures by the Bank Management; be challenged in the Court within 7 days from the date2. study of issues and concerns raised by NGOs during of such denial. The Court did not believe thatthe June 28th consultation meeting held at the Bank: the government has fulfilled its constitutional and legal3. review the compliance ofthe Bankls policy. procedures. obligations byreferring to some public meatings and theguidelines and standards relating to the project as the setting up of library after the case was filed in theobligations of a borrower country. and access to basic Court.projectinformationbytheaffectedpeopleandthe citizens The Supreme CourtJustces Hon. Hara Govindaof Nepal: Singh Pradhan and Hon. Keshab Prasad4. ensure the debate of the project in the next elected Upadhyay delivering their landmark judgment on theParliament (November 1994) and its approval: right to information, have also established the following5. respect the decisions of the Supreme Court of Nepal procedures and guidelines for the demand and release ofon access to information on Arun III as well as the information until appropriate laws are made:intemal democraUc process; 1. The applicantshould firstdemand thelistof documents6. take into account the detailed information to from the defendants.be provided byNGOs InNepalonvarious Jssuesrelating 2. If the defendants provide the listwithin seven days.to Arun III. particularly environmental the applicant should demand an inspection ofimpact assessments and mitigation measures as well as the concemed documents.alternatives to Arun III: and 3. If the demand is made according to clauses 2 of these7. saUsfy withotherunresolved issues relatingto the life procedures. the defendants should set the time, date,and sustainabilityoftheprojecL e.g. riparian issuewith and place and provide information to the applicantChina, glacier outburst. alternatives to within three days.energy development, adverse impacts in social sectors. 4. If the applicant wants to make a note or copy of theFor more information on Arun III, contact: Arun document after inspection, he or she should request theConcemed Group, c/o INHURED Intemational. P.O. specified authority for the same.Box 2125, Kathmandu. Nepal. Tel: (977-1) 419610- 5.lntheabsenceoflawsforprovidingcopies.thecopies
Fax: (977-1)'412538. In United States: Lori Udall. should be certified byacceptingtheexpenses forcopiesWashington Director, Intemational Rivers Netwvork 1025 as fees.Vermont Ave., NW #300. Washington, DC 20005. Tel: 6. If the defendants have to deny the zight to provide the(202) 879-4280 * Fax: (202) 879-3186 * E-Mail: list, full or part, or inspection or for providing copies.lmdc@igc.apc.org theyshould indicate thereasonand inform the applicant

within three days.SUPREME COURT VERDICT ON ARUN 7. In condiUons under clause 1 and 6. where theIII AND RIGHT TO INFORMATION applicantisdenied therighttoinformation. the applicant.
if not satisfied with reasons for denial. can Ille a petitionDenial of basic information by the intheSupremeCourtwithinsevendaysafterthereceipt

Nepall Government, particularly Nepal of theinformaonofdenial.Electricity Authority (NEA), about the Arun 8.Theprocedurefortheactiondescribedaboveshallbe
III Hydroelectric Project has been one of the serious made according to the rules of the Supreme court.matter of eoncers for the people and NGOs in Nepal. A This Supreme Court precedent has establishedformal request was made by the Kathmandu-based therighttoinformatlonforallccitzensonNepal accordingInternatonal Institut forHuman Rights. Envirohnment to the Constitution. It has also outlined the possibleand Development (INHURED International). Secretariat framework for a future law on the right to informaton.of the Arun Concerned Group, on Decernber 10,
1993 requesting for all information about the project. ARUNIIIANDand copies ofthe request letterwas also sent to ministries
of finance. and water resources as well as to the donors. NATIONAL INTERESTApublicinterestllUgation was filed bytwohuman
rightsacUvists, GopalSiwakotiand Dr. Rajesh Gautam. - Vijaya Shahin the Supreme Court on December 31, 1993 under
articles 16 (right to information) and 88.2 (right to public I. Introduction
interest litigaUon) of the Constitution of the Kingdom of
Nepal. By exercising its extra-ordinaryjuxisdiction, the Those of us having the experience of lving inSupreme Court delivered a verdict on May 8. 1994 infavor of the petitioners and ordered the Kathlnandu need no convincing about the acuteNepali Government to provide all documents shortage of electricity in the Valley. As in the caseand information about the project. The Court decision of municipal water supply, the electric power has
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to hydropower generation that recognizes the comple- Party in the Parliament - Communist Party of Nepal
mentarity of private and public sector elements. It also (IJML) -issued an statement and said thatitwill neither
acknowledges the interdependence between. and com- approveproject norassumeanyresponsibilityinfuture
plementarity of, the large. medium/small and mini/ if the matter is not debated in the Parliament with the
micro sectors in the industry. It is a process-oriented disclosure of project information.
rather than product-oriented approach, which places There are several other issues involved relating to
equal importance on theestablishment of greater hydro- the design. funding and implementation of the prgect
power capabilityas on increased power capacityperse. that need approval of the Parliament, e.g. approval of

The aim of this approach is to plant Nepal firmly agreement with China on riparian issue (since 86% of
on the path to self-sufficiencyin hydropower generation, the water flows from China): status of agreement with
and to reduce the country's dependence on foreign aid India on the sale of energy. if it exists; approval of 10%
and technical assistance in the long tem. investment by Nepal of the $764 million project and

other questions relating to the cost. conditionalities of
The essential charactenstics ofthis approach are: donors, and environmental and social impacts. So far

• Focusing on schemes that use and enhance the Parliament has not been provided this opportunity.
the country's existing capability and significant pressure on the government for the

• Investing in building up local capability. in both the disclosure of project documents and a fruitful debate
public and private sectors was expected in the present session of the Parliament.

*Switchingtoadecentralizedmodelofpower productiorL including independent reports by the Opposition Party
which ensures a sharing of risks among a number of and the People'sCommission on Arun III. which is not
schemes, and promotes local management and control the case anymore due to recent political developments in
of projects the country.

*Removing the barriers to private sector investment. The recent dissolut1on of the Parliament, and the
and creating an environment which is conducive to calingofmid-termelections on November 13, 1994 have
growth, maturation and expansion ofprivate industry created further uncertainty of Arun III project if it is not

• Adopting an evolutionary approach to criticallyrevieved bythedonors to win the consensus of
hydropower development. wherebytheindustrymoves the fragile political parties and the confidence of the
aheadinmanageablesteps,takingonlargerandmore Nepali people. The final decision of the loans for the
ambitiousproJectsasitscaPabilltygrowsand matures. project will be viewed as undennining the democratic

internal process In Nepal as well as seizing
Thisapproachisrealistic. Nepalhasthe technical of -opportunity dunng poliUcal turmoil. The status of

capability to take it on. thoughitwill stUll require support the project will further degrade if the existing membersfor some years before It Is totally self-reliantL Flnancial of the Cabinet and the ruling party get defeated in the
and instituUonalarrangements, however, require serious November elections leading to new opening of debate on
consideration. as the currentmechanisns cannot provide Arun I.
the necessary support. in conclusion, the information release process

Based on the large number of concerns regarding hasjustbegan and itneeds more time fortheir availability
the Arun project wewould urge your agency to consider in local language for public consultation with the local
utilizing your funds for supporting small and medium people as well as national debate in the Parliament.
hydropowerschemesoflessthan IooMWcapacitywhich Since a thorough discussion of the project in the
are more economically, environmentally and socially Parliament and its approval is highly significant for the
sound for Nepal's current situation. better future of Arun III as well as a secure investment

of donors, it Is Important that this opportunity is given
NEED OF PARLLUAENTARY DEBATE AND APPROVAL to the forthcoming new Parliament to be elected on

Another disturbing issue regarding PArun III has November 13. 1994 as the existing Parliament has been
been the lack of fruitful debate in the Parliament and Its dissolved on July 10. 1994 due to political infighting in
approval. e gcoverniment has never presented any the ruling party. I would like to assure you that the
documents and Information. other than postponement of the Bank date will be viewed by thepeople, political parties and NGOs in Nepal as thepolicy statements and general information about the sympathy and support of the Bank and other donors In
construction of the project. in the Parliament despite stablllzing the hard-won democracy in Nepal.
repeated efforts of Members of Parliament for
the disclosure of project documents for debate and WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONEI
approval. Agroup ofMembers ofParliamenteven issued
a public statement on January 12. 1994 with other It wlll be essential for the borrower country, the
public figures and demanded for the release of project people and the donors to postpone the July 26th voting
documents and review of the whole project by the of the project by the Bank and reviewthewhole project
ParliamenLAroundthesametime,thelargest Opposition with careful attention during the period of electoral
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petitions from the business community for tariff reduc-

tions. 
T* he engineering and management capability to

The high tariff is seen to be a direct consequence build a large project like Arun does not ex:ist in the

of the high cost of power generation from the Arun country. which means that the entire scheme will be

scheme and is doubly unpopular because together with built by international contractors.

the tariff increase people can expect more load-shedding

for the foreseeable future. The further 50% tariff in. Previous experience with large hydro projects in

creasethatisexpectedtobeneededtopayfortheenergy 
Nepal managed in this way (the Marsyangdi

produced fromArunwillmeanthatNepalwillhavethe and Kulekhani schemes) demonstrates that

highest energy prices in South Asia and threatens to such dependence onextemal technologiesand expertise

destabilize the country politically. does nothing to help local capability grow and mature -

* There has not been enough preparation fordetailed in fact, the reverse is often the reality. While there were

plaxining has nothbeen enoutighapreparon mdetalled token provisions madeforlocal capability buildingin the

planning of the mitUgation measures needed to two projects named above, they never developed into

counter the serious adverse environmental impacts genuine capability building. It Is hard to see how Arun

of the access road to the Ar-un Project. will enhance the hydropower capability of Nepal.

The Arun Valley is a remote area of vast biological The shortcomings of this approach are already

diversity and ecological fragility. The valley is inhabited clear. Japanese experts had to be brought in to assess

by 450.000 people comprising 10 ethnic groups. These the damage on theKulekhanipen stock (washed away in

people will be extremely vulnerable during road and the floods of 1993) and fouryears after the completion of

project construcUon. Over 1000 families will be affected the plant. German technicians are still needed long term

by the loss of their homes, lands and livelihoods. Pre- to run the Marsyangdi power plant. The Japanese

project mitigation activities to prepare the local people experts havepointed outthe lack ofroutine maintenance

for the effects of the construction of the road has not even on the Kulekharii project and almost no record keeping

begun and there are only some months left before the of the maintenance that was done.

proposed beginningof construction. The Nepal Electric- Local capability in hydropower has been growing and

ity Authority which is in charge of co-ordinating the maturingrapidlyoverthelast 10years.particularlyin

mitigation acUvities and has full responsibility over theprivatesector. Localcompaniesarenowtaklingon

environmental management during construction and 50-60MW schemes. which are plenty big enough to

after commissioning has no capability or experience in meetNepal'srelativelymodestenergyneeds. However.

this area. There are serious doubts that NEA can execute local initiatives require supportrather than competition

these functions effectively in spite ofthe unprecedented from schemes like Arun.

level of planning of mitigation for this project'.
G Given Nepal's current development status

Public participation both at a local level in the affected and priorities. Arun could do more to damage than

district and at a national level has been insufficient in enhance the country's overall

the development of the Arun project. development prospects.

Serious questions that the people of,Sankhuwa Sawa Nepal is one of the 10poorest countries in theworld. Its

(the district where the project is to be sited) have most urgent needs are for the basic services of clean

regarding the alignment of the'road. and benefits to the water, sanitation. healthand education. While electricity

localpopulaUonofjobs,trainingandaccesstoelectricity 
is high on the list of priorities for Nepal's

have not been adequately answered. The one Public rural communities (which represent 90% of

Hearing that was held in the district was not publicly the population).theystandlittlechanceofgaining access

announced. When satisfactory answers to their ques- to Grid electricity even in the long terrn. Stand-alone

Uons could not be provided during the Hearing. local mnini- and micro-hydro schemes offer the only realisUc

leaders asked the organizers. more than once, to termi- option for many of these communiUes ever to benefit

nate the meeting and go back to Kathmandu. No docu- from electricity.

ments regarding the project (including the Environ- Given the Bank's emphasis on'poverty alleviaUon'

mental Impact Assessment in the local language) were strategies for development and the recent concerns

available to local people before the Hearing. raised in the Wapenhans Report about the 'sustainable

The project affects all the people of Nepal in development impact' of its projects. it is difficult to see

different ways -as consumers of the produced electricity how it justifies the construction of Arun. which will

or as those carxyingthe burden of the loan. Government benefit so few, generate no income for the country and

officials boycotted a Public Hearing in Kathmandu on inefits rden o debe

the project organized by NGOs on February 11th. 1993 increase its burden Of debt

and have not organized one of their own. A Public ALTERNAMlEAPPROACH

Hearing needs to be held in Kathmandu to discuss the

risks of the project to the naUonal economy and the The alternative approach t(

alternatives to Arun that are available to Nepal. hydropower development focuses onasectoral approaci
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measures implemented for the original ridge made available on concessional terms. It is still a huge
route alignment. Despite this. no land has been identified burden for a countTy with such a limited budget. One
to offer the option of land for land compensation. third ofthe country's national revenue already disappears

into loan repayments. Since only 9% of the population
4. Agreements with Neighboring Countries has access to electricity. the whole countrywill bear the

debt burden for the benefits enjoyed by a few.',Large,
A. Power Sale Agreement Must be Reached with India centralized power schemes like Arun will not help the

Since phase II of the Arun III project and future remaininig 90% gain access to electricity.
power developmentin thevalleyhave been predicated on Even to thosewho will benefit from Arun, the cost
the sale ofpower to India, the project must not go ahead will be very high. Despite concessional terms on the
until an agreement has been reached. India currently loans from the World Bank and Asian Development
buys power from the Chukha dam in Bhutan at prices Bank to His Majesty's Govemment of Nepal (HMG/N).
significantly below cost price. The high cost of Arun's the Nepal Electricity Authority will be required to make
power means It is highly unlikely that any power sale payments to HMG/N forthe loan at an interest rate of
deal with India will make econormic sense. 10.25%. This cost will ultimately be borne by the

consumer, who will pay very high electricity tariffs.
B. The Riparian Issue Must be Resolved with China.

In the Nepali parliament recently, the The scheme will cost $3,800 per installed KW.
Water Resources Minister announced that China held Private companies in Nepal can and are building
'noobjection'toNepal'splanstobuildArunMIl. However, small and medium hydro schemes (up to 60MW) at
this does not constitute a promise to guarantee Arun's half that rate.
water supply for the Iffetime of the project. Even now, a
proposal is pending in China for the Changsuo Basin In the light of the high cost of power producUon.
irrigation project on the Arun (Phung Chu) river. In itissurprisingthatArun came outas thebest option for
addition, there are a large number of glacial lakes in Nepal to pursue in the Least Cost Generation Expansion
Tibetwhich could produce GlacialLakeOutburstFloods Plan (LCGEP). The LCGEP did not consider all theto which Nepal has no access. Going ahead with Arun possible options for hydropower development in Nepal.
without a firm commitment from China and largely Ignored the small/medium scale sector.
markedly increases the risk of the project. Local private sector initiatives are consistently

building schemes for less than $2.000 per kW installed5. Conclusion in the small (1-15MW) and medium (15-100MW) hydro
ranges, and $1,500 per kW in the mini/micro-hydro

The Bank's failure to ensure that its policies on range. The 20 to 25MW of annual incremental power
EnvironmentalAssessmentand Information Disclosure needs of the national grid can easilybemetwith a basket
are beingfollowed is underminingdemocraticprocesses of 1-1 00MW schemes coming on line one after the other.
in Nepal. We believe the unresolved issues surrounding
this project, and the lack of public consultation and InvestirginArunmeans puttingall Nepal's hydrpower
access to information makes it highly unsuitable for eggs in one baslket. This makes it a high-risk option
Board consideration at this time. We also question and provides no answer to the current load shedding
whether a project of this magnitude and cost Is a problem.
reasonable use of IDA funds. If the Bank is to take
seriouslyits publiclystated commitment to sustainable Ivesting in more, smaller schemes would spread the
development then thereshould bea full investigationof isks of investment and energy proision. If anything
alternatives which are more suitable for Nepal's long goes wrong with Arun, the country Will have
tenI energy needs. construction of Arun has already been shifted and isIf the concerns outlined in this letter are lilkl ob urhrdlyd Shre-getto menot addressed adequately by Bankmanagement. NGOs eiky to be further ddayed. Shorter-gestaton projectsbe forced to submit a claim to the Bank's Inspection w relieve load sheddingmuch
Panel. ' Political stability in the country will be threatened
OTHER CONCERNS if tariffhas to be raised to the level being insisted on

by the World Bank for this project to go ahead.
e With a current price tag of $764 million, the Arun III

hydropower scheme will cost as much as the entire Since the newly elected democratic government came to
national budget for one year. This is a major po der. electricity tariff was raised 61% in November
financial commitment way beyond Nepal's limited 1991 and again 40% in February 1992. This has been
resources. followed with an increase of 38% in early 1994. This

increase of over 200% in the electricity tariff has led to
Although much of the loan for the Arun project is being political protests in all the major cities in Nepal and
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came about following a court case filed by NGOs which least six months. The World Bank Board date and Road
led to a Supreme Court decision demanding construction must be postponed until all portions of the
their disclosure. Despite the ruling. which demanded Regional Action Plan are completed and are in place.
the release of all documents related to the Arun III PreviousBank experienceinwhlchprojectconstruction
project. many of the key documents are still being was started before to environmental studies
withheld bythe Nepalese Government. precluding any were completed and implemented have failed as in the
meaningful debate. case of Narmada.

The library which was established by the Nepal B. A Realistic Implementation Program and Tumetable
Electricity Authority after the law suit was filed in the for the Regional Action Plan and Road Construction
Supreme Court does not contain many key documents must be Established
such as the. Memorandum of Understanding between Road construction is currently planned ata rapid
the Government ofNepaland the World Bankor the draft rate, which will adversely impact on the 450.000
project appraisal documents. In aprojectof this sizeand indigenous people living in thevalley. through an influx
cost which wi)l affect the whole nation of Nepal, the of up to 10.000 construction workers, which will put
public should be able to access information about pressure on precious food and water resources. There
existing agreements between the Govenmment and the are no mitigation measures in place to ensure that these
World Bank. Thefull environmentalimpactassessment people are safeguarded. The people oftheArunvalley fit
has not been made available in Nepali. which is a the Bank's definition of -indigenous people' in
requirement of Bank policy. its operaUonal directive OD 4.20. OD 4.20 states that

.successful planning for indigenous peoples frequently
C. Failure to Release Bank Documents requires long lead times, as well as arrangements for

Both the Bank's Environmental Assessment Policy extended follow-up'. For the Regional Action Plan to be
(OD 4.01) and the Information Policy (BP 17.50) require effective, itmustbestarted well inadvance ofthe project
the timely release of information about the The rapid speed of road construction will
project. especially beforepublic consultations take place. further undermine the Regional AcUon Plan's ability to
This has beenviolatedconsistentlyhiroughoutall project cushion this sensitive region from the long-term and
planning and design. The Bank's new information policy indirectimpactsonthevalley. The construction schedule
requires therelease ofthe ProjectInformation Document for the road must be extended to mintimize disruption to
and the release ofall factual technical information about local communities and the environment.
the project. While the projectinformation documentwas Moreover. we questionwhether the Nepal Electric
readilyavailableinWashington.ithasnotbeen available Authority which has Its primary interest in promoting
in Nepal. Requests for factual technlical informauon on the project has the capability or the will to
the project, including studies on alternatives to the properly implement the Regional Action Plan.
prject were denied until June 10th. when the Bank
released a study on alternatives .by Argonne National C. Long Term Cumulative Environmental Impacts of
Laboratories. NGOs have not had sufficient time to Arun Ill and Subsequent Projects
analyze this document and many of the assumptions Arun III is only first phase in a plan to build three
used in the document are not explained. dams in the Arun Valley. Despite this. Environmental

Requests forthegreen-coverstaffappraisal report, studies have only covered the adverse impacts of Arun
and other technical information such as hydrological III. Before the project Is approved there should be
studies have also been withheld. The staff appraisal a comprehensive study of the long term cumulative
reportis the basic technical documentofa projectwhich impacts of dam building and road construction in the
contains the project justification and rationale for the ent Arun Vaey
Bank's involvement in the projecL It is critical that this
document be released, before it becomes final. While we D. The Acqusition. Compensation and Rehabilitation
realize there may be a small portion of confidential D-CRPe shon, Rensed tEnsrelit
information within, we believe these sections should be Fami ReCeP) Should be Rcvised to Ensure That
excised, and therest ofthedocumentshould be released. Families Receive Equitable Compensaton and Tat the
The Project Information Document has never been Program is in Compliance With Bank Policy.
updated and it contains so little information that it is Families whose land will be acquisitioned for the
useless for NGOs who are questioning the projectarebeingcompensatedataratethatiswellbelow
basic assumptions and objectives of the project the market rate for their land. In this respect the project

is failing to complywith the Banks Operational Directive
3. Environmental And Social Issues on Involuntary Resettlement (OD 4.30. para 2).

In addition. Bank policy advocates -land for
A. The Regional Action Plan Must Be Completed land' compensation. which is particularly important in

The King Mahendra Trust follow-up study to the the Arun valley where people are not linked to the cash
MBEIS report, which is essential groundwork for economy. Seriousproblemswerehighlightedinproject
the Regional Action Plan, will not be completed for at documents after the earlierround of cash compensation
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approved by the Parliament before it gets a go ahead. taken to the board for a vote. Unless this is done LheRecently.NGOsfromNepalandothershaveraised Bank will not have fulfilled its policy requirement toa series ofissues and concernsat theWorld Bank. These compute the Least Cost analysis for additional powerinclude the dernial of basic project information to the generation for Nepal.public. violations of the Bank's operational standards
and policies. and lack ofstudy onaltematives toArun li. 2. Public Participation and XccessNepali NGOs say that sinice the release
of information process hasjust beganafterthe Supreme to Infornlation
Court verdict of May 8, 1994, there can be several Issues
to be taken to the Court in future for review and A. Publie Participation and Consultation:consideration according to the Constitution and laws of Public Participation in the project has not beenNepal. adequate. The project Is being portrayed byDue to the effect of campaign on issu,es the governmentofNepalas havingbeen chosen throughand concerns on Arun III at national and international a transparent and open democratic process. However.levels, this is the fLrst time that the World Bank invited only in the last six months (with project preparationrepresentatives of the Arun Concerned Group, almost at completion) has there been anythe Alliance for Energy and other. NGOs/INGOs serious discussion in Parliament orwith the publicwithto express their concerns at a one-day consultation on the benefit of accurate information. Prior to that. ArunJune28. 1994 pertaining to long-termrepercussions of III was consistently presented to the public as a faitthe proposed projecL (Members of the Nepali non- accompli. The discussions that have taken place havegovernmentaldelegationincluded: GopiUpreti. Ganesh been forced by concerned groups rather than at theGhimlre, GopalSiwakotiandArjunKarkifromtheArun instigation of the Government of Nepal or the WorldConcerned Group and Bikash Panday. Dr. Pitambar Bank. For example NGOs organized a public hearing inChhetri. RajendraDahaL Ravi Pradhanfrom the Allinace February 1993 which was boycotted by the Ministries offor Energy. including Deepak Gyawali as independent), Water Resources and Finance and by theand Lori Udall of the International Rivers Network in National PlanningAssociation which meant there was Washington.DChasbeenactiveasthekeyfacilitatorfor 

no opportunity to challenge the governmentlocal and international NGOs. about project.

The alternatives to the project (along the lines ofFUNDAMENTAL ISSUES Plan B) that are available to Nepal have never been
presented to the people or the Parliament. The Nepali1. Adequate Analysis of Altematives government claims to have held 23 public meetings. 1 1
of which were in the Arun Valley. While it is true thatThe very high unit cost of construction and the therewas one public hearinginTumlingtar. manyof thecorresponding high tariff that consumers of the energy other meeting being classified as public hearings werefrom Arun III will have to pay remain a serious concern. meetings strictly to inform people about compensationLack of study of the altematives during the eight years rates fortheirland. NGOs who tried to raise issues in theof preparation of this project continues to be a major meetings about the adverse environmentaJ and socialcriticism of this project. The Least Cost impactsoftheprojectwerepreventedfromdoingso.The

Expansion Generation Plan exercise that has been used Government has also misinformed people in the Arunto justify the project to date has been admitted by Bank Valleyabout the project. leading them to believe theywillManagementnot to show conclusively the superiority of receivejobs and electricity. In reality there has been nothe PlanAoption (theArun projectas cunientty designed) concrete commitment to supply electricity to the peopleover Plan B (which proposes to have the project come on in the Arun Valey and only a small number ofjobs willline in the year 2009 after the construction of a number be created forlocal people. because outside workers willof small and medium hydropower schemes) to supply be brought in.
thenationalgrid. ThecostoftheplanB projects compared This lack of consultation represents a violation ofwith the Plan A option are extremely preliminary. The the Bank's Operational Directive onstudy 'Arun III -Cheaper Energy for Nepal' put to Bank Environmental Assessment, which requires that themanagement in April 1994 indicates that hydropower government take into account the views of affectedschemes in the under 100MW range that have been groups and NGOs in the preparation of project designstudied ingreaterdetail in the lastyearhaveall come up and implementation (OD 4.01, para 19) and to publiclywith energy costs lower than Arun m. Therehas been no release the draft environmental assessment.response to this document from the Bank

In the interests of generating energy for Nepal at B. Failure to Release Informationleastcost. Itisimperative thatthe studyofthe alternatives Despite repeated requests overseveral years. onlybe taken to atleast the feasibility level to allow a proper in the last few months have any project documents beencomparison with the Arun project before the project is made available to the Nepali public. Their release only
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Notwithstanding PM Koiralas above remarks. Lhc HioiralaTABLE OF CO7NTENT Government has pushed hard for the Arun Ill project which willuse huge amount of foreign aid money. However. the .Arun IIIEditonaL Mid-Term Election in Nlepal! and projecthasgeneratedagreatdealofcontroversyandthefuture
Arun mI Controuersy of the project looks uncertain.ContoverialAr-u 11 Proect:Majr IsuesSome young activists calling themselves then Controersial Aru m Project: Major Issues Arun Concerned Group had brought a civil spit against theand Concerns -Gopal Siwakoti Nepali Govemment to force it todisclose information concernin gI' Suprerne Court Verdict on Arun I and Right the Arun III Project and clarify issues that the Group considersto Information as vital for thy long-tern interest of the country. An article on* Arun 111 Project and National Interest the Arun controversy appears in this issue of Nepal Today- Vgaya Shah which. in our view. makes a fair assessment of the concernsConstraints of Nepali Students in America raised by the Arun Group.

From our point of view, the Arun controversy presentsa test case for the Government to extend the concept of' NJMews in Brief: democracy from the realm of politics to economics. We haveINFED Opens Its Kathmandu Office fought for democracy to bring transparency and accountabiliryElections ofgANS and ANA to political decision-making: debates such as for ArunBhutaneseRneSoietNw ored will help us extend the concept of transparencyNational ContcernsSocieW Forrned and accountability to economic spheres.HumnartRighr.synigtoLawErcnet OfiolsWe are not for or against the Arun Project per se. WhatChildren's RighLs Semtnars and Child Watch we desire is that the issue be debated in press and parliamentNepan Rightsaiearbookn1993eReleased in order to reach a national consensus. The small groupNepal Disappointed LIN Cornnut tee Aga rts t 7borture of burcaucrats and cabinet officials making decisions on theReport ofSutpport to Flood Victims in Nepal projectwiilbelonggone before the mistakesare discovered andArun III Commission and Activists then the Nepaiese public will be left holding the bag. It shouldurder PhysicaUttack! be noted that some USS500 mnillion of the project costs will beElection Observation in Nepal financed by multilateral loans. There is no forgiveness forsuchNepaleseAbroa4CondemnnDissolutionofPrlarner-t loans and multilateral creditors never take responsibility if theConstitutional Provisions Regarding Dissolution of investment fails.
ParlamuentandSovereignty Most pertinent issues highlighted in this issue of NlepalBook Review: Justice Denied. HumlOan Rights Today by Gopal Siwakoti and Vijaya Shah provide the detailedand International Financial Institutions background of the project, and the efficiency of public sector

investmnent in the energy sector respectively. Our view is thatEDITOMALBOARD the Governmentmust find ways toachieveatleast a comparableRoshanPokharel. KabindraSitovla. PurushottamSubedi level ofefficiencyasin theneighboring countries before it takes
CORRESPONDENCE: up another rupee worth of investment in this sector.NHRC-USA. P.O. Box 53253
Washington, DC 20009 CONTROVERSIAL ARUN III(703)519-1728
Mailing address in NepaL- PROJECT: MAJOR ISSUES ANDclo INHUREIntemnational. P.O. Bobx2125. Kaurnandu CONCERNS
MEMBERSHIP / SUBSCRIPTOIVO
Student SI 0. Individual $15
Family$20 IrastitutionS30.LifeSIoo Compiled by Gopal Siwakoti
NHRC - USA: EXECUJTE COMMIT=EE Executive Director, INHURED Intemational
Dr. Balram Aryal (President), S.D. Shah (Vice-President).
KabtndraSrtouia(Secretary).SharkerShrestha tereasurer). ('Thefollowing information are based on issuesMembers: Suresh Baral. Puru Ghi.mire. Bhaskar Ginn.ocrL ta aebe oie yteAuCanesh Lal Kayastha. Deepa K.C.. Anup Pahari. Brinda and concerns that hae been raised by the ArnSitoula, Copal Siwakoti. Hornnath Subedi Bir Thapa. Concemed Group, the Alliance for Energy andShal Upadhya. Roja Upadhyay. Gopi Upreti other INGOs in Nepal and at the World Bank.)Honorary Members: Kathleen Johnson. Clifford Philipps. Tfhe World Bank has postponed the vote on theKirnberlySrnith.indaShrestha.MarkZuckermrni.Karmit controversial Arun Ill hydroelectric project in Nepal upZlysmanrl to October 1994. Reportedly this Is becausethe Japanese
(Views expressed in this newsletter are strictly personal). Government is reluctant to be listed as a donor until it

is fully satisfied with the project. and has completed a
study mission to Nepal recently.be maintained in the countries receiving their aid. and Other reasons may be that Nepal is facing ayettheyimposesuch conditionswhich putdemocracies political crisis due to the resignaUon of Prime Ministerlike ours in trouble. I feel they are themselves not sure and dissolution ofthe Parliament the mid-term elecUonsofwhattheywant.' PrimeMinisterGiryaPrasadKoirala are scheduled for November 13. 1994. Therein an interview to SUNDAY, CaLcutta as published in is widespread concembothinsideand outsidetheWorldWEEKEND, May 28, 1993, Kathmrandu Bank that the project should be fully debated and
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E.DITRAL But. instead of resigning from the govenmment
and giving his own party and the opposition

MID-TERM ELECTION IN NEPAL I an opportuniity to form a new goverznment. Mr. Koiralchose to surrender the constitutional powers to the
The people of Nepal wlll go for the mid-term king to dissolve the'sovereign Parliamentwhlchmade

electionson November 13, 1994which is aboutyearand It possible for him to remain as the care-taker Primeahalfbeforetheflve-yeartermofthedissolved Parliament Minister to conduct mid-term elections. The anger in
Last general elections were held in May 1993. Serious the ruling party, the oppositions and the people have
questions have been raised in Nepal and around the reached to such level that they are calling for protests
world regarding the way the Parliament has and demonstrations around the countryand demanding
been dissolvedandtheunpopularmethodthattheKing for the all-party govenmuent to ensure free and fair
chose to form a care-taker government to elections. The worst victims of PM Koirala's unpopular
conduct elections.The questions is beingasked: Is Nepars steparetherulingpartyltselfand also the kingwhomay
democracy in dangei? use Mr. Koirala as a conduit to regain absolute power

The violent pro-democracy struggle of 1990 against the will of the people and political parties in the
abolished the partyless Panchayat dictatorship and Parlent
reduced the ibsolute power of the king. The people of It is a sad moment for Nepal and its people that
Nepal hoped that the new political process will begin a they may have to undergo further suffering because of
new ea of democratization and economic development. the personal infighting of the ruling party leaders whothe NepaliCongress governmentestablishedwithpeople s seem to have lost touchwith peoples. WhatNepal needs
mandate wNll take strong measui agaist corCrption now Is a new generation leadership with visions for
andanepotlsm and snplementbasicreforms in educar oru democraUc Nepal. and who can workwlth all democatic

heath ar~ ad the scia prgrms.Onthecotray,forces tomeet the needs of the Nepali people and preparcorptiha s incresed ecgratio and saectory the country to enter twenty-first century as an equalcorruptfon has increasedo education and soci sectors partner with other dynamic countries of the world.have suffered. economic situaUon has worsened and For iths. Nepal Human Rights Commiittee-USA
human rights abuse has not stopped. However. ourview would For thi. best H ights Committhele-sis tat te pesen leaersip rthe tha edeocrcy i woli 1ke to send Its best wishes to all the leaders tois that the present leadership rather than democracy'is resolve the present crisis through constitutional meansresponsible for this unhappy situation. and ensure free and fair elections. The

The main problem is that our democraUc leaders foarnd g election. ifnotcanceledduetothe Supreme
continue to work with outdated vision and attitude. In Court verdict on the controversy In near future, wil
fact. during 30 years of strugge for democracy, the provide an opportunity to finally get rid of the country
current old and family-style leadership neverdid enough outofcorruptand feudal elements which. hopefully, will
homework to run the state affairs, and they are only makeltpossibleforatrusted and democraticleadership
fighting among themselves for their self-interests after to emerge for the betterment of Nepali people and their
the Installation of democracy. Neither the democratic future.
new Constitution nor the party workers and ordinary
citizens are responsible for the inter-leadership fight. ARUN III CONTROVERSY
The infighting within the Nepalh Congress reached an
anti-climaxwhenthedemocatsandllke-mlndedyouths I am a bit disappointed with the World Bank
of the ruling party voted out their own leader. Mr- because sometimes they say one thing and sometimes
Koirala. in the Parliament in July. another. They say they prefer democracy to
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So far, several applications have been made to the government authorities according tothe Court decision, but they have been continuously denying the disclosure of complete
lists of project documents and information and facilitate the process of their disclosure
to the claimants. Another petition has been considered to be filed again in the Supreme
Court on October 31. 1994 against the Nepali government demanding for the compliance
with the Court's previous decision in favor of the claimants.

Most importantly, the Supreme Court's verdict has established its jurisdiction that aily
Issues and concerns that are to be generated from any projects or performance in which
the Government of Nepal is a Party, they can be brought In the Court challenging the
constitutionality and legality of such governmental policies and actions, including
violations of the State's Policies and Directive Principles under articles 25 and 26 of the
Nepali Constitution as well as other constitutional and legal rights, e.g. the acceptance
of inappropriate conditionallties of lenders and donors in the case of Arun III or
compromise of Nepal's sovereignty and national interests. This judicial remedy may be
used by the claimants as the last resort In defending the rights and interests that are
being and to be affected by the project If other measures are found to be unsuccessful or
ineffective.

The foDowing documents are also included for reference:

1. Arun m. An Introduction and Issues of Concemn, Arun Concerned Group, June
1994. Kathmandu.

2. Nepal Today, Vol. 5. No. 1. Summer 1994. a publication of the Nepal Human
Rights Committee-USA, Washington, DC containing analytical information
about the Arun m.



ATrACHMENT-X

Under 9: Additional Efforts

Series of efforts have been made in resolving the above-mentioned issues and concernsthat have effects in our rights and interests through the Government of Nepal, the NepalElectricity Authority, the Arun m Hydroelectric Project Office, the Bank's Residence Officein Kathmandu, the Bank's Headquarters and other prospective lenders. (Copies of some
of the relevant correspondence enclosed.)

A first-ever public interest litigation of this nature was ified by Advocate Gopal Siwakoti,
Executive Director of INHURED International, Dr. Rajesh Gautam. a human rights
activist in the Supreme Court of Nepal demanding for the disclosure of all information
and documents relating to the Arun III project and review of other issues andcontroversies surrounding it. On May 8. 1994 the Supreme Court issued an order Infavor of the petitioners, namely the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Water Resources,
the Nepal Electricity Authority and the Arun m Hydro-electric Project. This came after aseries of hearings on the right to information regarding the project under article 88(2) ofthe Constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal. Article 88(2) provides for such litigation and
the resolution of any legal and constitutional disputes on matters of public interest
under article 16 of the Constitution on the right to information. According to the
landmark judgment delivered by Justice Haragovinda Singh Pradhan and Justice
Keshab Prasad Upadhyaya, the defendants were obliged to provide all Information
regarding the Arun III.

Through this verdict the Supreme Court has made a new and historic interpretation oflegal principles In the context of the lack of necessary laws for the enforcement of the
right to information in Nepal and the situation in which several provisions of other
existing laws are yet to come into force. It has decided that up to the time when
appropriate laws are not enacted, the government agencies should provide informationto the Nepail citizens by applying the following guidelines and procedures In all cases,including the Arun m:
1. The applicant should first demand the list of documents:
2. If the list is provided within seven days the applicant should demand an

Inspection of the relevant documents.
3. If the demand is made according to clauses 2 of these procedures, the concerned

authority should set the time. date. and place and provide information to the
applicant within three days.

4. If the applicant wants to make a note or copy of the document after inspection.
he or she should request the specified authority for the same.

5. In the absence of any other laws for providing copies, the certified copies of
documents should be provided by charging fees, if necessary.

6. If the concerned authority have to deny the right to provide the list, full or part,
or inspection or copies. they should indicate the reason and inform the applicant
within three days.

7. In conditions under clause 5. where the applicant Is denied the right to
information. the applicant, if not satisfied with reasons of denial, can file a
complaint in the Supreme Court within seven days of such denial.

8. The Rules of the Supreme Court shall be applied as the adjudication procedures
In such cases as described above.

The Supreme Court has established the right to information for all Nepali citizens
regarding the Arun m as well as other matters of public Interest.
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the Ministry of Water Resources. I was concerned by the implication that the
Alliance was not invited since their participation and air transportation to
the Tumlingtar meeting was paid for by the Nepalese authorities. I was also
concerned by your statement that satisfactory answers were not provided to
local participants' serious concerns regarding the project's potential
benefits to the residents of the Arun basin, since our staff who attended the
meeting, including Nepali speakers, repotted that the local residents
expressed support for the project and indicated that they were looking forward
to the employment opportunities it would provide for them. To clarify the
situation, we would be pleased to review with you the video recording that NEA
made of the meeting.

Once again I would like to thank you for communicating your views on
these important topics to us at the World Bank. Because of their interest in
these matters, I am sharing this letter with the officials of the Nepalese
government and the donors listed below.

Sincerely yours.

.~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ann 0. Hamilton
Director

Country Department 1
South Asia Region

cc: Dr. T.N. Pant, Ministry of Finance, Kathmandu
Dr. B. Bhadra, Member, National Planning Commission, Kathmandu
Mr. S.N. Upadhyay, Secretary, Ministry of Water Resources, Kathmandu
Mr. A.J.S. Thapa, Dr. J.L. Karmacharya, Nepal Electricity Authority,

Kathmandu
Messrs. Kinnemann, Brinkmann, KfW, Frankfurt
Mr. Offermann, BMZ, Bann
Hessrs./Mmes. Morita, Bohun, Addison, ADB, Manila
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capabilities. As I have indicated to ITDG and my colleagues
reiterated to you, we would be pleased to work with concerned
parties to undertake a diagnostic study of local capabilities for
preparing and implementing hydroelectric projects and to support
development of the local industry.

I am pleased to note that we seem to agree that the private and public
sectors can play complementary roles in developing Nepal's hydroelectric
resources. However, as I mentioned in my previous letter to you, the largest
non-governmental scheme commissioned to date is the 5.1 MW Andi Khola
hydroelectric project, while the largest non-governmental scheme under
construction is the 12 MW Jhimruk hydroelectric project. The Butwal Power
Company developed both of these schemes and is also preparing the larger 60 MW
Khimti Khola hydroelectric project with extensive foreign involvement. The
Butwal Power Company has estimated the Khimti Khola project's firm capacity tobe approximatelv 22 M?: bared on detailed ys;temn planning ':cr':, NEA h..s
estimated that by the time it is commissioned, it will meet the system's
incremental power and energy demands for only one year.

With respect to the Arun project itself, you suggest that it would
create a *drought-flood response' to electricity shortages. In fact one of
the advantages of implementing projects such as Arun is to get out of this
syndrome. Experience in mobilizing resources and undertaking the Kulekhani
and Marsyangdi hydroelectric projects pointed to the need to undertake
projects which could satisfy Nepal's power demand for a number of years rather
than undertaking smaller projects which could be absorbed very quickly into
the grid.

You also suggest that the environmental impact of the Arun project has
not been adequately addressed. As the Environmental Executive Summary
provided to the Alliance for Energy indicates, the direct socioeconomic
impacts of the hydroelectric project component are low (no families to be
resettled) and modest for the access road (about 112 families to be
resettled). Direct effects on natural resources and ecology are also
relatively low. The level of planning of mitigation measures for the project
has been unprecedented. The Regional Action Plan to address the project's
induced effects is based on the recommendations of a study commissioned by the
World Bank and conducted by the King Mahendra Trust for Nature Conservation
-:4th UN!DP support. 'e lo0: fcrw-rd tc clc::a zccpcrat,cn and involve2nt with
the Trust and the Makalu Barun Conservation Project during execution of the
Arun project. I would also like to assure you that we regard the Regional
Action Plan as an integral part of the Arun project; we will not support the
project unless adequate arrangements have been made for the plan's
implementation and funding.

I am pleased to note that the Alliance for Energy has participated in
several discussions with HMG/NEA, the donors, local representatives and other
NGOs on the Arun project. While a good start has been made, we believe that
public participation and consultation should continue on a regular basis
during project implementation.

I was, however, surprised at your characterization of the public meeting
in Tumlingtar in the Arun valley, which was attended by representatives of the
Alliance for Energy and which was chaired by Hr. S.N. Upadhyay, Secretary of
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October 13, 1993

Mr. Bikash Pandey
Alliance for Energy
P. 0. Box 2772
Baluwatar
Kathmandu, Nepal

Dear Mr. Pandey:

Thank you for vour letter of August 29, 1993, which reiterates vourconcerns about the development of Nepal's power sector and the Arun project inparticular. I am pleased that you and Mr. Almond of ITDG had an opportunityto meet Donal O'Leary, Fred Temple and their colleagues from the ADB and KfWduring their current visit to Kathmandu. I am writing to comment further onsome of the issues you discussed with them, as well as on some points in yourletter which were apparently not covered in your discussions.

You cite several possible advantages of undertaking schemes of less than100 MW. I understand that there is currently one small scheme underimplementation (the 12 MW Jhimruk project) and two under active preparation(the 60 MW Khimti Khola and the 10-15 MW Modi Khola projects). Thus, someschemes with short gestation periods are likely to come on line prior to Arun.In considering these and other possible small schemes, the following factorsneed to be taken into account:

* In terms of firm energy production, up to nine schemes comparable
to Khimti Khola would be needed to approximate the energy
production of the Arun project's first phase.

* We agree that, all things being equal, the reliability of power
supply is enhanced by building power plants close to the load
centers. The Arun project, in the Eastern Region, is located about1420 1= by trinnnmiton line from Eiratn-aar. the second largest
load center in the country; other projects under consideration byHMG/NEA in the Central and Western Regions, including Kali Gandaki
and Khimti Khola, are located similar distances from major loadcenters in the Kathmandu Valley. If these projects come to
fruition, a reasonable regional balance in new hydropower
production would be maintained. However, the main factors thatshould be considered in project selection are site characteristics
(hydrology, geology, etc.) and economic benefits in comparison withother projects.

* We agree that it would be desirable to develop a hydropower
industry with multiple economic linkages in Nepal. As my
colleagues noted when they met you, there are already several
projects underway which support the domestic industry's
development. However, given the current indigenous capabilities inNepal, it is likely to take some time to expand the industry's

ACA 245423 * WU 64145 * FAX (202) 477-8391
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February 22, 1994

Because of their interest I am taking the liberty of sending a copy of

this letter to the persons listed below.

Sincerely yours,

Ann 0. Hamilton
Director

Country Department 1
South Asia Region

cc: Dr. T. N. Pant, Secretary, Ministry of FinanceMr. A. J. S. Thapa, Managing Director, Nepal Electricity 
Authority

Mr. R. B. Addison, Asian Development 
BankMr. P. Brinkmann, KfWMr. J. Hanickavasagam, 

Resident Mission, Nepal
Mr. D. Joseph Wood, Vice President, World Bank, Washington, 

D.C.

Mr. A. Othman, Executive Director, World Bank, Washington, 
D.C.
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February 22, 1994

Mr. Bikash Pandey
Alliance for Energy
P 0 Box 3934
Baluwater
Kathmandu, Nepal

Dear Mr. Pandey:

RE: NEPAL: Arun Hydroelectric Proiect

Thank you for your letter of December 30, 1993 to Mr. Lewis Preston andother senior Bank officials concerning the Arun Hydroelectric Project, forwhich the Government of Nepal has requested financing from the World BankGroup. We welcome the views of parties such as the Alliance. Your letterraises similar concerns to your letters of May and August 1993, to which Iresponded in June and October 1993. Copies of these responses are attached.I would also encourage you to take up this matter with the responsible
government officials in Nepal as well, if you have not already done so, as theGovernment is the ultimate sponsor of the investment.

The issues you raise have been the subject of much study and discussion
in Nepal and in the Bank during the six years of project preparation. Theyare complex issues over which reasonable, well-intended people can and dodisagree. There are risks to carrying out the project, as well as importantbenefits to Nepal. Quantitative assessment of costs and benefits does notdefinitely favor one option over another. In the final analysis, Bankmanagement has concluded that the project's readiness, the availability ofconcessional financing to go forward and of programs to safeguard theenvironment through the period of project implementation to ensure thatdisadvantages are minimized and the advantages are maximized, and theinterests of the affected population tip the balance in favor of the project.

I would like to reiterate that we welcome your views and any
constructive suggestions you may care to make.

RCA248423 0 WU164145 * FAX(202) 477-6391



1 579 05Given the extensive public interest in the Arun project, indicated by correspondetcegoinig hack at least four years, we are taking the somewhat unusual step of distributinginatcrials and lholding seminars for interested NGOs. I hope you realize that we artcomnimitte(l to broad disclosufe under the Bank's ncw policy, since we recognize that thesharing of relevant infonnation can be beneficial to the Bank and its borrowers, as well as tothe intcresteid public. It is for this reason that we have had a large number of consultationswith interested parties outside the Bank, in Nepal, UK, Switzerland and USA. We have alsoprepared a booklet on the most frequently asked questions about the project, and wc.superviscd the preparation, by the Anthropologj Department of UCLA, of a video entitlcd'Sustainable Development in the Arun Basin." Of course, we have also met frequently withthe oftices of several Executive Direcitors, and witli the staff of many embassies and tlhcir aidagencies in Kathniandu, to respond to questions raised indirectly by various NGOs. and wehave engaged in extensive correspondence on the project with NGOs and individuals in malnycountries.

You are invited to attend a day-long consultation on this project on Tuesday 28th Jlne iwhich will start at 10:00 a.m. in the World Bank, room D13-605 (street address: 1809 GStreet, N.W.). This meeting will discuss the rationale for the Arun III project and thevarious alternatives for meeting Nepal's electricity needs. Opening presentations will hcmade both by World Bank staff and NGOs. and the Argonne report and staff papcrmcictioned above will provide further background for the meeting.
Please do not hesitate to let me know if wc can be of any further assistance.

Sincerely yours,

Ann 0. Hamilton
Director

Country Department I
South Asia Region '

.: e
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t818 H Street, N.W. 1202) 477 1234

INTERNA rIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION 
AND DEVELOPMENT Washington, O.C. 20433 Cable Addross: INTRAFRAO

INTERNA riONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 
U.S.A. 
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June 15, 1994 1 579 04Fax: 977-1-312-538

Mr. Gopal Shivakoti 
-

Arun Conccrmed Group
P.O. Box 2125
Putalisadak
Kathmandu, Nepal

Dear Mr. Gopal:

I am writing about the proposed Arun III Hydroelectric Project in Nepal, which is the
-subject of considerable NGO interest, particularly in requesting information on thc atnalysis
of various power expansion scenarios for Nepal, including what has come to bc knlown as
"Plan B."

*I'hl various concerns regarding the Arun project -- including macroeconomic and
instilutional risks, uncertainty regarding the load forecast, and the possibility that Arin would
so dominate the future power investment program in Nepal that other smaller projects in
which Nepali engineers and contractors could play a more prominent-role would be crowded
out -- lcd us to consider alternative generation expansion plans, including sonic deferring the
colUflissioning of Arun to a later date and introducing first a series of smaller-investments in
(fhe 30-80 MW range. Although we received many requests for documents describing this
version of "Plan B," consistent with the Bank's information disclosure policy, we declinied to
rclcase the internal assessments and argumentation that were part of our interm;il decisionl-
making process. Wc did, however, offer to provide a technical report providing in detail lie
assumptions and the analysis underlying our view of the alternative investment progranis, as

- soon as it was available.

flic draft final technical report, prepared by the Argonne National Laboratorics. was
received by thie Bank some days ago. Although it is still subject to revision, we have niadc
it available in our Public Information Center. Its conclusions are in line with our carlier
evaluation, but the Argonne report is more transparent in the specification of the assumptions 

*.

and contains a richer set ot-sensitivity analyses. Also available in the Public Informlation
Center is a staff paper, "Justification for Selection of Arun Hydroelectric Project by Nepal,"
explaining why we decided to support the Arun project, and to do so at this time, which
draws upon the technical work done by Argonne. The purpose of this advance distribution is
to providc maximum transparency regarding the technical basis for the conclusion that thc
Arun project does indeed form part of the Least Cost Power Generaiion Expansion Plan ftor
Nepal. I am sending you via our Kathnmandu Resident Missioni copies of the Argonne repot :

anid the staff paper, together with the Projet Informnation Document on Arun IIl and a list.
prepared by the National Electricity Autherity of Nepal, of the large number of reports
rclated to the project and available in Kathniandu. Many, but not all of them, are also

- aailable in Washington.



Mr. Alex Bush, IT UK - - August 26, 1994

candidates - do not make a prima facie case that the smaller projects will beless costly than Arun III, and even if further work does uncover some that arerelatively attractive, they can easily be accommodated into the overall
sectoral investment plan.

You suggest that, mince the cost difference between Plan A and Plan B ismodest, an appropriate allowance for risk and for the capacity buildingconsequences of the different strategies would demonstrate the superiority ofPlan B. We have looked at this issue in soma detail. While Plan B does offersome advantages in terms of flexibility and protection against naturaldisasters, the Government's proposed investment progrsm is more likely tosolve Nepal's underlying power problem in a timely manner. It is also more inline with the Bank's Operational Directive on the management of environmentalrisk and has better prospects for effective response if and when envirohmentalor social probleme arise during the course of implementation. Theconsequences of the different strategies for the development of domesticcapacity are not all that great, since under either approach there should becontinued - indeed intensified - efforts to encourage private involvement insmall hydro projects.

Your letter concludes with some comments on the process of futuredebate. Theae are, I believe, best left to others such as yourself toconsider.

Sincerely yours,

Marie Garcia-Zamor
Chief

Energy & Infrastructure
Country Department 1

cc: Meeure./Mmes. John Clark, OPD
Geoffrey Lamb, World Bank Resident Representative, London
Huw Evans/Anna Wechsberg, EDSo3
Helga Jonsdottir/Rune Lindholm, EDS20
Maria Noel Vaeza, EDSOS
Pietro Veglio, EDS24
Gerard Steeghs, EDS19
Bikash Pandey, ITDG, Nepal
Lori Udall, IRN
Maike Rademaker, Urgewald
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- it still would not follow that the "unselected" small projects are likely to
have lower costs.

Accordingly, we do not accept the conclusion that the least cost
analysis ie fatally flawed because of inadequate consideration of smaller
hydro projects. We understand the frustration that has been expressed about
the amount of feasibility and pre-feasibility work that has been done in Nepal
in recent years on small hydro projects. It is always useful to have more
data on investment posuiiilities. Nevertheless, our appraisal of Nepal's
record in developing an inventory of potential hydropower investments doeo not
support the conclusion that its efforts have bQen seriously inadequate or
systematically biased against smaller projects. Indeed, compared to other
small poor countries, Nepal has done a quite respectable job in developing an
inventory of alternative hydropower investment proposals. Each of the major
basins has been surveyed. A total of 107 different mites has been examined,
of which 18 have had work done beyond the reconnaissance stage. Almost half
of these are less than 100 MW.

This judgement does not imply complacency. Our last power project in
Nepal includes funds for further feasibility work. Moreover, as Government
representatives have stated on numerous occasions, support for smaller hydro
project. is seen as being complementary to, and not competitive with, the Arun
III project. As evidence that this is not merely a rhetorical position, I
would call your attention to the fact that Government hag decided to astabligh
a special Hydro Fund as part of the Arun III project. This Pund will help
finance feasibility work and actual implementation of smaller hydro projects.

In addition, as you know, a power purchase agreement for the Khimti
Khola project has been reached. We hope that this will be the first of a
series of smaller hydro projects to be financed by the private sector. We
understand that US ATD is already engaged In constructive discussions with the
relevant Government agencies regarding assistance to strengthen Nepal's
capacity to negotiate future power purchase agreements.

If and when attractive smaller projects emerge, they can readily be
accommodated in the investment planning for the sector. The Argonne Report
should not be read as determining an immutable least cost sequence. As in the
past, the analysis will have to be updated regularly to take account of new
information about load growth and the costs of alternative investments. What
is, in our view, robust about the Argonne Report is the conclusion that Arun
III is part of the least cost generation expansion plan under most plausible
assumptions about the future.

Availability of additional, uncommitted and attractive small hydro
projects that could realistically be completed over the next several years
might - under what we think are relatively optimistic assumptions - add enough
firm energy to meet perhaps a year's growth in demand in the middle of the
next decade, thereby delaying the optimal commissioning date for Arun by a
year or so. The additional costs to Nepal of commissioning Arun a year
"prematurely" are very modest in comparison to the costs and risks Nepal would
incur through delay. Bence, we do not believe it would be in Nepal's best
interest to delay the long gestation (and much studied) Arun III project while
more data is being gathered an the costs of smaller hydro projects. Rough
comparisons - of the mort done in the Argonne Report on the Plan B
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August 26, 1994

Mr. Alex Bush
Policy Researcher
Intermediate Technology Development

Group
Myson House, Railway Terrace
Rugby, CV21 3HT
United.Kingdom

Dear Mr. Bush;

Ra: NEPAL: Arun III Hydroelectric Prolect

Thank you for your letter of August 8th concerning the Arun 2II project.I am responding on Ann Hamilton's behalf.

Her letter to you war copied to Joe Wood, John Resant-Jones andJoe ganickavasagam, our resident representative in Kathmandu.

It is helpful to have your clarification that the April ITDG study wagnot intended as a "detailed analysis of economic coste on which an investmentdecision could be made" but rather "a prima facie case for more detailedexamination and study of some of the smalLer hydro schemes within the contextof the least cost analysis." The foundation of the prima facie case is thatthe costs of total and firm energy for those smaller projects for which goodinformation in available are lower than the costo for Arun.
Ann Hamilton's letter to you challenges this fundamental cost comparisonon two grounds: first, that interest during construction hao been incorrectlyincluded in the project capital cost and, second, that ITDG's analysis failsto include the coats of complementary thermal power needed in the winterseason when hydropower output is lowest due to low river flows. If interestduring construction is excluded, then it ts no longer correct that Arun III(Phase 1) is more costly in the generation of firm energy than the otherprojects included in the ITDG report. Bence the premise of the argumentdeveloped in the April report is faulty. Similarly, as you will recall, in my

letter of May 6, 1994, 1 discussed the procedures for calculating the economiccost of power. on this basis, the cost of firm energy from Phase 1 of theArun III project is approximatly Us14.46/kWh in 1993 dollars. This differ.considerably from the VSO8.97/kWh calculated by you.

Finally, the projects examined in the ITDC report are those that wereselected for feasibility work because the reconnaissance data suggested thatthey were relatively attractive. Even Lf it were true that theme "selected"small projects had lower costs than Arun III (Phase 1) - which is not tho case
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Title: Chief Dept./Div. No.: 242-30
Division: Energy & infrastructure
Room No.: D 11-007 Telephone: (202) 473-8694
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REFERENCE: NEPAL: Arun Hydroelectric Prolect

MESSAGE:

Mr. Bush:

Following Mr. O'Leary's fax to you of Auguat 12, 1994, please find
attached our detailed response to your letter of August a, 1994 to Mrs. Ann
Hamilton. We will be sending copies of our response to those who were sent
copies of your original letter. However, we do not have a fax number for Ms.
Maike Rademaker, Urgewald. We would be most appreciative if you would provide
us with this at your earliest convenience.

Sincerely yours,

Marie Garcia-Zamor
Chief

Energy and Infrastructure Diviaion
Country Department 1
South Asia Region

cc: Messrs./Mmes. John Clark (OPRPG): Geoffrey Lamb (EXTLD); Buw Evans
(EDS03); Anna Wechsberg (EDS03); Helga Jonedottir (EDS20)1 Rune
Lindholm (EDS20)1 John Cosgrove (EDS09); Struan Little (EDSO9);
Maria Noel vaeza (EDS08); Pietro Veglio (EDS24); Oerard Steeghs
(EDSl9): Eikaeh Pandey (ITDG-Nepal)l Barry Hudson (ODA); Harald
Rehm (EDS05); Lori Udall (International Rivers Network); Maike
Rademaker (Urgewald)

TRANSMISSION AUTHORIZED BY: Marie Garcia-Zkmnor, Chief, SAlEI

If you experience any problem in receiving this transmission, inform the sender at the telephone or iax no. listed above.



The World Bank Resident Office in Nepal Facsimile: 225112

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Jyoti Bhawan, Kantipath Telex: 2228 INDEVA NP

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION Kathmandu Telephone: 226792/3
Cable Address: INTBAFRAD

KAIHvWMDJ
Postal Address: P.OfK 79

October 7, 1994

Mr. Gopal Siwakoti
Arun Concerned Group
Putali Sadak
Kathmandu

Dear Mr. Siwakoti:

This is in response to your letter of October 7, 1994 requesting for a list of
documents on Arun 3 Project. Attached is a list of documents that is available at the Bank's
Resident Mission. We also attach a list of documents that are available at the Arun 3
Information Center (managed by NEA) at the Arun Project Office.

You should also be aware that the Bank has a Public Infornation Center at its
headquarters in Washington D.C. The address of the Public Information Center is:

Public Infornation Center
The World Bank

1776 G Street, N. W.
Washington D.C. 20433

Telephone: (202) 458-5454
Fax: (202) 522-1500

If we can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us.

J Sincerel

Jan Sharma
Public Affairs Consultant

JSherma:js



ATrACHMENT-IX

Under 8: Response on the Previous Complaints

In addition, the members of the Arun Concerned Group. one of the main claimants.
have held series of meetings with the Bank's staff at the relevant country departments,
the environmental unit, and the Bank's Executive Directors of the Bank. However, their
responses during these bi-lateral meetings have neither been adequate nor convincing
and satisfactory. (Copies of some of the relevant correspondence by the Bank to members
of the Arun Concerned Group enclosed.)
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*T:~t 41t1VJ 9, ARUN CONCERNED GROUP
TM -Xr1 R. RlRY P.O. Box 2125

9so q:1v5olii, rlg TT Putallsadak. Kathmandu, Nepal
'iT R. b4707o. 7VfV/ T:Z-V4yQ Tel: (0977-1) 419610, Fax: (0977-1) 412538

May 23, 1994
Aris Othman
Executive Director
Nepal Section
The World Bank
1818 H Street
Washington, D.C. 20433
United Satates of America
Fhe 4 74,,6

Dear respectable sir/madam

The Arun Concern Group (ACG). an association of a number of non-governmental
organizations, and concerned citizens of Nepal formed to raise the issues of concerns
and national interest directly related to and generated by the Arun I1 Hydroelectricity
Project to be constructed in Nepal. would like to bring to your kind notice the following
issues and concerns with respect to Arun III project. ACG believes that you would give
a due consideration to the concems expressed in the attached document while making
decision about Arun III Project. ACG also requests you to kindly defer and withhold
your valuable vote until the issues and concems raised here are resolved.

Thank you very much. Looking forward to hearing from you soonI.

Sincerely yours,

Gopi Upreti

Spokesperson
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May 23. 1994Huw Evans
Executive Director
U, K.Section
The Wold Bank
1818 H Street
Washington. D. C. 20433
Fax:: 6234965

Dear respectable sir/madam

The Arun Concern Group (ACG). an association of a number of non-governmentalorganizations, and concerned citizens of Nepal formed to raise the issues of concernsand national interest directly related to and generated by the Arun IIl HydroelectricityProject to be constructed in Nepal. would like to bring to your kind notice the followingIssues and concerns with respect to Arun III project. ACG believes that you would givea due consideration to the concerns expressed in the attached document while makingdecision about Arun III Project. ACG also requests you to kindly defer and withholdyour valuable vote until the issues and concerns raised here are resolved.
Thank you verv much. Looking forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely yours,

Gopi Upreti

Spokespersoni (ACG)
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Putalisadak. Kathmandu. NepalV#;rw: v'!4 o, vrwrer :T oi?i.r Tel: (0977-1l419610. Fax: (0977-1) 412538

May 23, 1994Yasuyukli Kawahara
Executive Director
Japan Section
The Wold Bank
1818 H Street
Washington. D. C. 20433
Fax:: 5221581

Dear respectable sir/madam

The Arun Concern Group (ACG), an association of a number of non-governmentalorganizations, and concerned citizens of Nepal formed to raise the issues of concernsand national interest directly related to and generated by the Arun III HydroelectrlicityProject to be constructed in Nepal. would like to bring to your kind notice the followingissues and concerns with respect to Arun III project. ACG believes that you would givea due consideration to the concerns expressed in the attached document while makingdecision about Arun III Project. ACG also requests you to kindly defer and withholdyour valuable vote until the issues and concerns raised here are resolved.
Thank you very much. Looking forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely yours.

Gopi Upreti

Spokespersoii (ACG)
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May 23, 1994
Executive Director
US Section
The Wold Bank
1818 H Street
Washington, D. C. 20433
Fax:: 4772967

Dear respectable sir/madam

The Arun Concern Group (ACG), an association of a number of non-govemmentalorganizations. and concerned citizens of Nepal formed to raise the issues of concernsand national interest directly related to and generated by the Arun 111 HydroelectricityProject to be constructed in Nepal. would like to bring to your kind notice the followingissues and concerns with respect to Arun III project. ACG believes that you would givea due consideration to the concerns expressed in the attached document while makdngdecision about Arun III Project. ACG also requests you to kindly defer and withholdyour valuable vote until the issues and concerns raised here are resolved.

Thank you very much. Looking forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely yours,

Gopi Upreti

Spokesperson (ACG)
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May 23, 1994
Fritz Fischer
Executive Director
German Section
The Wold Bank
1818 H Street
Washington. D. C. 20433
Fax:: 4777849

Dear respectable sir/madam

The Arun Concem Group (ACG), an association of a number of non-govemmental
organizations, and concerned citizens of Nepal formed to raise the issues of concerns
and national interest directly related to and generated by the Arun III Hydroelectricity
Project to be constructed in Nepal. would like to bring to your kind notice the following
issues and concerns with respect to Arun III project. ACG believes that you would give
a due consideration to the concerns expressed in the attached document while making
decision about Arun III Project. ACG also requests you to kindly defer and withhold
your valuable vote until the issues and concerns raised here are resolved.

Thank you very much. Looking forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely yours,

Gopi Upreti

Spokesperson (ACG)



INHURED INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR HUMVAN RIGHTS. ElVIRONMIEN7T AND DEVELOPM1ENT

PG Bcx '2'25. Plutalisadak. Katrrmanou. NeDal D Tel: 0977 . - -E Fax: 0977. i 2538.

Fax: (202) 477-2967
May 27, 1994

Executive Director
Nepal Section. The World Bank
1818 H St.

Washington. DC 20433

Dear Sir or Madam:

INHURED International. a Kathmandu-based international non-governmetnal
organization. would like to express its deep concerns about the way that the controversial Arun 1IIHydorelectric Project is desinged and inappropriate conditionalities have been imposed in the
process of loan negotiation. It believes that funding of such huge mega-projects in a country likeNepal will only invite further economic and environmental disasters in the name of development asin other countries. INHURED International is quite familiar with the adverse imp acts of thepolicies of the World bank and its sister organizations orn civil. political. economic, social and
cultural rigths. particularly in the Third World countries. and Nepal Is not an exception.

In this regard. INHURED International would like to sincerely draw vour utmost attention
to the denial of the right to Information regarding Arun Ill Project. This right has been guaranteedunder artice 16 of the Constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal as well as article 19 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights which Nepal is a State Party.

As you may knou. a writ petition has been flled in the Supreme Court of Nepal against theNepall government authorities for the denial of Information about the Project. Including the
Memorandum of Understanding reached between the Government of Nepal and the donor
communities. In a hiisoric decision, the Court has ordered the defendants (the concerned
government ministries and the Nepal Electricitv Authoritv) for the disclosure of all information
regarding the Project. However. the government authorities have still been denying such
disclosure and violating further the human rJghts to know of the Nepall people.

It may also be important to mention you that some concerned citizens and pubilc Interest
groups are preparing for another round of legal battles in the Supreme Court on grounds ofcontempt court and the denial of information in accordance with the Court's verdict. This
situation may cause further delay in finalizing the status of the Project.

Flnally. INHURED International would Ilie to refer to various declarations and conventions
of the United Nations that guarantee Nepai peoples' sovereigntv over thielr natural resources and
development modules. It also would like to request that no further action should be taken on the
part of the Bank and donor communities until all Information relating to Arun Ill Project aredisclosed for the publIc arid their participation In decision-making is ensured. Lack of attention tosuch issues of public concerns at natlonal and International levels mav Interept the consturctJon
of the Project at any stage.

Thanking you for your prompt attention to this matter.

Sincyrely yours.

Gopal Slwakoti
Executive Director

cc: Executive Directors. German Section.
Japan Section. UK Section. and US Section
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3) Comprehensively answer all questions being raised about Arun III at local,
national and international levels.

4) Ensure that the project is in compliance with all World Bank policies
including energy, information disclosure, resettlement, and environmental
policies.

5) Ensure that alternatives to the project have been adequately investigated.

5



It is useless to talk, about public participation since there is nothing to

"participate" as a result of the absence of relevant information, particularly

in local languages. The government has never genuinely held any public

hearings or distributed information about Arun III. The series of public

meetings that were held in different parts of the Arun Valley and other areas

were nothing but distribution of a leaflet telling people about procedures for

compensation. No important issues were raised or debated about the Project

itself. Some NGOs were invited to attend, but were prohibited from raising'.

any issues other than compensation, and in some cases they were

systematically threatened as a result of their activities in encouraging local

people to participate in debate on issues of local and national concern

relating to Arun ILl. Furthermore, creation of so called pro-Arun groups only

undermined the image and sincerity of the government and donors.

It is difficult for people to understand information distributed by government

to local NGOs and the people in a so called consultation with the local

NGOs and the people in the Arun Valley in preparing the Regional Action

Plan. Can the government or the Bank provide any information about what

were the procedures and methods of such consultations and list of NGOs that

were part of it ? If so, why did the government or the Bank did not bother

to invite the Arun Concerned Group or the Alliance for Energy. Involvement

of a few vested interest group or individuals without opportunity for broader

participation can only be regarded as a manipulation to legitimize the Arun

M Project.

Before there are further negotiations between the World Bank and the Nepali

government and before Bank management sends the Arun III project to the

Board of Executive Directors, we request the World Bank to ensure that the

following has taken place:

1) Provide all basic project documents to NGOs and the public, including an

update of recent negotiations with the Nepali government officials and new

conditionalities, if any.

2) Ensure that Bank actions in relation to the project do not undermine

democratic processes inside Nepal, including respecting the recent Nepalese

Supreme Court decisions.

4



After the local groups were denied basic information by the Nepali
government, the groups filed public interest litigation in the Supreme Court
of Nepal demanding the disclosure of all information related to the Arun III
project. This culminated in a legal review of the Arun III project and the
donor conditionalities. The Court has decided that all information and
conditionalities relating to Arun III are subject to the Court's extra-ordinary
jurisdiction and review, as specified by Article 16 of the new Constitution
of Nepal. The Supreme Court has ordered the Nepal Electricity Authority,
and concerned ministries .to disclose all information on the Arun III Project
to the petitioners and the public. Nonetheless, the Government has
repeatedly ignored provisions for the release of basic documents on Arun III:
e.g. the Memorandum of Understanding of October 19, 1993; Since further
litigation is to be filed very soon to address this violation, any acts which the
Government of Nepal may be involved with may soon be declared
unconstitutional and in violation of the Supreme Court judgement. It should
be understood by the World Bank that the Nepali government must abide by
the mandate of the Nepali people, particularly as stated by the Constitution
and the judgements of the Supreme Court. Ultimately, these mandates of
national sovereignty supersede illegal agreements with outside agents. In this
situation, the World Bank must pay full respect the Nepali Constitution and
decisions of the Nepali Supreme Court. It is also important to note that the
government has lost in all public interest litigations in recent years, including
Arun III and the World Bank must not contravene decisions of Nepalese
courts.

There is some confusion about the role of the democratically elected Nepali
Parliament. So far, the Parliament has never been provided any information
about Arun III by the government other than general statements by the
ministers. A report on Arun Ell is expected to be submitted by the Opposition
Party in the upcoming session of the Parliament starting from next week. A
report and findings of a Public Commission on Arun III is also expected
before the vote on Arun III on July 26. If the Bank approves the project on
July 26th, this will jeopardize the internal negotiations, voting and
democratic processes and will lead to mistrust of the Bank and donors by
political parties and the public in Nepal.

Public Participation:

3



Keeping in mind the above concerns, we would like to highlight a few points

the Arun Concerned Group has raised with respect to the World Bank

policies of information disclosure and requirements for public participation

and beneficiary consultations.

Access to Information

The World Bank has failed to adequately inform the Nepali people, and

Nepali NGOs, (e.g. Arun Concerned Group, INHURED International,

Alliance for Energy, Rural Reconstruction Nepal) with regards to the A+un

M1 project. The World Bank office in Kathmandu and the Nepali

Govermment consistently failed to provide any information or documentation

to groups who issued written requests for basic project documents. Even the

Project Information Document for Arun III which is easily available here in

Washington was not offered. Given that no information was produced on

request, it goes without saying that the local people were not informed of the

realities of the Arun III project. The Nepali Government has, however,

mounted a campaign of misinformation regarding the alleged benefits that

local people will receive from the Arun III project. The Government of

Nepal did not promptly make available in local languages a project summary.

The only material initially provided in the local language was a leaflet

explaining the procedure for receiving compensation for lands required by

the Arun III project.

In our understanding that the World Bank's new information policy and the

EA policy requires meaningful "access to information". This would imply

more than simply informing the Nepali public that Arun III will be

constructed. Meaningful disclosure of project details is understood as an

invitation to participation, a mandate for public knowledge, critical

discussion, and finally--if the project is a good one--public support. When

"information policies" act to exclude public participation from project

formulation, designing, decision-making, and implementation, the

legitimating benefits of democratic participation through informed decision,

making are invariably lost. In these unfortunate situations, "access to

information" only notifies the public of the imposition of projects through the

government channels which lack democratic accountability and procedural

transparency.

2



ISSUES REGARDING ACCESS TO INFORMATION AND PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION ON ARUN III

June 28, 1994

First of all, we would like to thank the World Bank for inviting NGOs
concerned with the proposed Arun III Hydroelectric Project in Nepal to
attend this consultation and to present issues of local and national concern
pertaining to long term repercussions of the proposed Arun III project.
However, we are seriously concerned about the utility and usefulness of this
meeting, particularly on the following matters:

- Is the Bank prepared to review the project negotiation process and
modality before final agreement, and before the submission of the Project
before the Board on July 26? If not, why is this consultation being held at
the final hour of negotiations?

- We understand that the scope of this consultation is limited to issues
directly related to the World Bank, and is not intended to address domestic
issues and concerns. If this is true, we do not understand the purpose of
inviting Nepali government representatives to participate in this consultation.
We welcome the opportunity to discuss the broader international and legal'
issues raised by the Arun III project proposal. Unfortunately, we regret that
we may have had to travel here to Washington to hear arguments from the
representatives of the Nepali government, a government which totally
ignored and undermined all efforts to promote this sort of discussion of the
Arun m project in Nepal.

- We are concerned that the value of this consultation will be directly
compromised if the situation between the Nepali NGOs and their government
representatives becomes conlfrontational. We are equally concerned that this
consultation be respected with regard to the World Bank's decision making
for. the Arun m project: we anticipate that the final report of this
consultation will be publicly released and used during future negotiations and
also submnitted to the Board of Executive Directors.

1



Action Required

Arun should not go before the board until the following issues have been adequately
discussed:

* The issues raised in ITDG's paper on relative costs

* The riparian issue with China

* Power sales to India

* The impact of the project on the people in the Arun valley

Alliance for Energy
ITDG

June 1994



Geographical balance of hydropower development. Hydropower investmentand the associated benefits need to be distributed more equitably acrossthe country.

Risk associated with a single larae scheme. Seismic risks, glacial lakeoutburst floods etc are not specific to any particular project but largerschemes (particularly if there are several in a single valley) make the,country's power supply unduly susceptible to these risks. Putting all of theconcessionary financing available to the country into one large schemedesigned to come on line in eight years time puts-the country at risk interms of unscheduled delays and cost overruns.
Additionally, there are unsettled issues which will be critical to the success of the Arunproject - in particular the riparian issue with China and the lack of agreement on furtherpower exports to India.

Future Development

We recognise that, in the long run, larger schemes will be needed to meet the everincreasing demands on the grid if reasonable economic growth is to be sustained. Thereis also no disagreement that the role of the private sector-will be critical. The question iswhether the implementation of Arun at this point in time is consistent with a long termvision of sustainable hydropower development.

The Alliance is arguing for the use of concessionary financing for sectoral support ratherthan for individual projects. Money available from the donor community must be focusedon long term strengthening of the sector rather than on producing megawatts in the shortterm.

The Bank has said that it will 'aggressively pursue the commercialisation andcorporatization of, and private sector participation in, developing country power sectors'3 .This privatisation will not occur spontaneously and it is most likely that the private sectorwill first want to invest in smaller schemes (say 10-20MW). There is significant money inthe commercial sector with no mechanisms in place to utilise this for hydro sectordevelopment. A package of institutional reforms will be needed to spark off this process.Banking regulations will need to be changed to allow for longer term loans; legal,institutions will need to be put in place to regulate buy-back; schemes will need to becovered by insurance and guarantees.

There is no money now available in either the govemment budget or the donor loans toeven study these schemes. To prevent the long-term recurrence of the 'no-options trap'that has arisen with Arun, such study work must be initiated now in order that the countryhas a wide range of potential hydropower schemes available to it in a few years time.

rThe World Beak's rol in the electric power sector; World Bank; 1993



Plan B and Sectoral Issues

The Bank's 'Plan B'

The debate over the relative merits of Arun and the alternatives has been going on for
over a year and the Bank has had an analysis of 'plan B' since July 1993 (see footnote
to table 7.9 in the recent Argonne Laboratories report). NGOs have, however, only seen
any relevant documents in the last two weeks and have not been given sufficient time for
detailed comment.

Nevertheless, it is clear that the results of the comparison of plans A and B are
inconclusive. The 3-4% difference in the two models is easily within the margin of error
of the assumptions. In April of this year, ITDG presented its own analysis', suggesting
that all of the small hydro schemes for which it could gather firm data were very
significantly cheaper than Arun in terms of the costs of generated power. As yet the Bank
has made no response at all to that paper.
The Bank's examination of plan B appears to make an arbitrary choice of six projects
from a range of over 20 possibilities. No justification of the selection has been presented.
In addition, the Bank claims that the schemes in plan A and plan B cannot be directly
compared because the plan B schemes have not been studied to the same extent. A
proposal to study these schemes has been with the Bank since July 19932, yet it has
taken no action. In order to make a clear comparison of plans A and B, such studies must
be carried out before Arun is presented to the board as the least cost option.Beyond Least Cost

Given that the results of the plan ANB comparison were inconclusive, it is even more
imperative that the Bank looks at the wider developmental parameters which are not
considered by a least cost methodology.

The key issues in the context of this particular project are:
CaDabilitv building. The adoption of such a large scheme as Arun whenindigenous institutions are weak does nobody any favours. Adding localman hours to such a project is not 'institution building'. The need is forplanned development of whole institutions around smaller schemes so thatthe country can implement complete schemes in the future.

Arun III- Cheaper energy for Nepal?; ITDG; April 1994
2Hydropower Development in Nepal: taking a sector wide view; ITDG; July 1993



of the Arun EI project, more wide-reaching campaigns are bound to take place in the days

to come.

We demand that the Arun III project be delayed until:

1) The appropriate groundwork for the RAP has been done (including the King

Mahendra Trust follow-up study for the new road alignment), adequate funding has

been secured, and the construction schedule is modified to allow for RAP

implementation to proceed in advance of project construction.

2) The construction schedule for the road is extended to maximize the use of local

labour, minimize impact on the environment and allow work to commence from a

single roadhead.

3) The ACRP programme is overhauled, so that people are given a "land for land"

option and are offered a fair price for their land.

4) A panel of experts is appointed to evaluate and modify the EIA.



the King Mahendra Trust Study of the Management of Basinwide Environmental Impacts -
consultation was limited to discussions of how best to deal with a fait accompli.

* The Bank's OD 4.01: Environmental Assessment requires that "the borrower provide
relevant information prior to consultations ... in a timely manner and in a form that is
meaningful for, and accessible to, the groups being consulted" (Art. 21). Let alone the
timely manner, most of the relevant information was never disclosed to interested parties.
Our Government was found to be negligent in this respect by the Supreme Court earlier this
year.

* OD 4.20: Indigenous People states that "Successful planning for indigenous peoples
frequently requires long lead times, as well as arrangements for extended follow-up" (Art.
14g). This is one of the universal truths of development, yet the Bank and the
Govemment's greed for Arun's power has bulldozed this concem aside. For the RAP to
be effective, it must be started way in advance of the project. Building the road at such
high speed will exacerbate the difficulties in overcoming the already almost insurmountable
challenge of trying to implement such an ambitious mitigation programme alongside project
construction, rather than in advance of it.

I would like to remind you, at this point, the fate of the Sardar Sarovar Project (Narmada
Dam) in India which had much to do with the non-compliance with the Bank's own
requirements.

4. Many of the mitigation measures for direct and immediate adverse environmental
impacts are not just practical. For example, the loss of fertile top soil is supposedly to be
prevented by taking a layer off in selected sites prior to the project activity and storing it
until it can be returned to its original place. Villagers in the Arun valley would laugh at
such an absurd suggestion.

5. The RAP is supposed to take care of the long-term, indirect and broader socio-economic,
cultural and environmental impacts of the project in the whole valley. However, the RAP
appears to be little more than a wonderful shopping list of good intentions. Were it to be
taken seriously, the resources required would stretch way beyond the budget set aside for
it ($17 million). But money is only part of the problem. Much more concerning is the
capability in the executing agencies to execute such an ambitious and far-reaching plan. A
$14 million grant is sitting in Kathmandu, set aside for a clean-up program for the capital,
yet bureaucratic inertia has prevented any work from going ahead. If such a straight-
forward project like this cannot be managed, how can we be expected to have confidence
in implementation of the RAP?

We strongly differ with the Bank's assertion that there is little opposition to the project in
Nepal. Within the last six months alone, opposition to this project from among the people
at large, intellectuals, professionals, politicians, NGOs, and political parties in Nepal has
grown tremendously. And opposition will rise dramatically once local people start realizing
the impacts on their lives once construction work begins. Unless satisfactory answers are
given and the issues raised are resolved with regard to the controversies of the present form



economic justification for the project relies on the assumption that the high cost of the

project will be offset by the Upper and Lower Ariin schemes, since the opening up of the

valley facilitates developing these schemes. But, at the same time, the cumulative

environmental and social implications of opening up the whole valley are given only a

cursory mention in the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and other environmental

studies. If ti'e benefits of other schemes are to be accounted for to justify Arun III's high

cost, then the much more serious environmental consequences of building these schemes.

also must be taken into consideration at the same time.

2. The rapid pace of construction, particularly of the road, has much more serious

environmental implications than presented in the project documents. The road route, timing

and methods of construction have been chosen with the single objective of commissioning

the power from Arun mI as soon as possible. This 120km road is planned to be built in

only three years. Quite apart from the huge costs this will incur (including extensive air

support), managing the construction in compliance with the proposed mitigation measures

will be extremely difficult, if not impossible. To meet the deadline, 6-7 camps of up to

1,500 workers will need to be set up at 10 km intervals spread all the way up the valley.

This will make policing of the contractor's compliance to the mitigation plan impossible in

practice.

3. Preparations for the project have failed to comply with several World Bank policies.

We trust that that these violations will be taken seriously by the bank. For example:

There has been a violation of the Bank's Operational Directive 4.30 on Involuntary

Resettlement which outlines one of its primary aims as "providing people displaced by a

project with the means to improve, or at least restore, their former living standards, earning

capacity, and production levels" (Art. 2). Quite the opposite is happening. The people in

Tumlingtar, for example, are being compensated at rates far below the market price of their

land. Similarly, the Bank stronoly advocates "land for land" compensation, which is

particularly important in the Arun valley where people are not linked in to the cash

economy and where serious problems have already been highlighted from cash

compensation measures implemented for the original ridge route alignment. But the

Acquisition, Compensation and Rehabilitation Program (ACRP) has not identified a single

piece of land for this purpose, despite the fact that much of the compensation has already

been paid.

* The Bank's Operational Directive (OD) 4.01 on Environmental Assessment states that for

"major, highly risky, or contentious projects with serious and multi-dimensional

environmental concerns" (Art. 13), an Environmental Advisory Panel must be engaged in

preparation of the EIA. No such panel has been appointed for the Arun III project, despite

its classification as a Category A project.

* The same Directive also expects "the borrower to take the views of affected groups and

local NGOs fully into account in project design and implementation, and in particular in the

preparation of EAs" (Arts. 19,20). There was no public consultation at all in the preparation

of the EIA for the valley route for the road. Neither was there any open consultation on



ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL ISSUES RELATING TO

ARUN III PROJECIT

GANESH GHIMIRE, ARUN CONCERNED GROUP

June 28, 1994
Washington, DC

The Arun Concemed Group is an open platform of NGOs, professional groups, and

individuals concerned with various issues relating to the Arun III hydroelectric project.

Some of us, including myself, are from the Arun valley, where the project is to be located.

The name of the river, "Arun", means the sun and it represents life. Like life itself, Arun

basin is full of diversity, both environmentally and culturally. Within 100 km, the valley

rises from only a few meters above the sea level to about 8500 meters, which gives rise to

its unique and rich environment and culture.

The World Bank has recognized the Arun valley as a biodiversity hotspot of global

importance. But at the same time, it is allowing the intricate and dynamic balance between

the natural processes and human activities to be seriously threatened by the Arun III project.

The area is very remote, and its people are vulnerable and naive, They live, however, in

peace, social harmony and tranquility. The Arun III project documents acknowledge that

the project, especially the road, will bring many negative and irreversible changes to

communities and the environment. These documents further acknowledge that many of the

indirect environmental and social impacts cannot be predicted now. Given the rapid

construction plan and the size of the project, a vast package of measures has been proposed

to mitigate against its likely direct and immediate impacts. ln addition, a Regional Action

Plan (RAP) has been designed to take care of the indirect and long-term. environmental and

social impacts.

Despite the impressive amount of paperwork produced, we do not believe that the

measures proposed will protect the people and the environment from the negative

irreversible changes expected. The mitigation measures are inadequate, misleading, often

unrealistic, and also exhibit non-compliance to the World Bank's own requirements. It is

irresponsible for the Bank to allow the project to proceed until these issues are resolved.

I would like to give you some examples to demonstrate how we have arrived at this

conclusion.

1. Some serious environmental and social impacts have been ignored, underplayed or in

some cases, removed from early drafts of project documents. For example, part of the



ARUN CONCERNED GROUP
Address in Nepal:

Secretariat, P.O. Box 2125, Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel: (977-1) 419610, fax: 412538

Address in United States:
1025 Vermont Avenue #300, NW

Washington, DC 20005
Tel: (202) 879-3186, Fax: (202) 879-4293

July 7, 1994
Ann Hamilton
Country Department I "SA/ 1"
The World Bank
1818 H Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005

Dear Ms. Hamilton:

I am writing to request you the complete set of documents on Arun III Hydroelectric
Project in Nepal based on the attached list which was made available by the Bank.

The documents with the following "Report No." are either already available or not
needed at the moment.

Report No. Page

27to51 2
218to242 8
265 to 298 9-10 (Video and Audio documents)

I appreciate very much if you provide the rest of the documents upon your earliest.

Thank you very much for your cooperation.

S,ncerely yours,

Gopal Siwakoti
Secretariat



If these concerns are not addressed adequately by the Bank, we may

be forced to submit an appeal to the Bank's Inspection Panel.

Thank you for your attention to these matters.

Sincerely,

Bikash Pandey/ Alex Bush
Alliance for Energy Intermediate Technology
Nepal England

Ar j Ctai Gopal Siwakoti
Arun Conerned Group Arun Concerned Group
Nepal Nepal

P/' Ravi Pradma'
Alliance for Energy Alliance for Energy
Nepal Nepal

Pitamber B. Chetffri Ganesb K. Ghimire
Alliance for Energy Arun Concerned Group

Nepal Nepal

Gopi Upreti
Arun Concerned Group PAT
Nepal K Japan

Herman Warth Brent Blackwelder
Urgewald Friends of the earth

Germany USA

Lori Udall Chad Dobson
International Rivers Network Bank Information Center
USA USA

cc: Lewis T. Preston, The World Bank
D. Joseph Wood, The World Bank
Ismail Serageldin, The World Bank
Ann Hamilton, The World Bank
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compensation, which is particularly iwnport-.rnL: in Lthe Arun valley
where people are not linked to the cash econnrey. Serious problems
were highlighted in the project doc'mieerits aft.er the ea.rlier round
of cash compensatiorn ineasures implemented for the original ridge
route alignment . Despite tlhis, nc.) land h is ye, been ideintifiied tc,
offer the option of land for larnd co.1penrsation.
D) Agreements with Neighboring Countri es
1) Power Sale Agreement Must be Reached witli India
Since phase II of the Arun project and futuire power .3eveloprnent. i.n
the valley have been rrecdicated on thie sale of power to india. the
project must not be aoproved un-il a bilatei:al agrneeent has been
reached. India currenrly buys power from the ClIuktha damn ir Bhutan
at prices significantly below cost price. T-he hiqh c07st of Arun's
power means it is highly unlikely that any powrer sale deal vith
India will make econordc- sense.
2) The Riparian Issue Must be Resolved with China.
In the Nepali Parliament recent.ly, the WVat. r Resourcos Minister
announced that China held 'nc, objection" to Ne Il's p' ans to b^ui ld
Arun !II. However, this does not constitute a proni se to q-guaranteeArun's water supply for the ifetime of thce project. Even now, a
proposal is pending in China for the Chatigsuo Basin irra1 ation
project on the Artin (Phuing Chu) river. In addit:ion, there are a
large number of glacier lakes in Tibet which could produce Glacier
Lake Outburst Floods to whic. Lt1epal htas no access, iri order t.c
manaae premature drainage. Approving Aruin III witLhout a fitLm
commitment from China markecily increaSe's the risk of che project.E) Conclusion

The Bank's failure to ensure thatt .iLS Z'o.L .iCJ-5s Onr environmeentalassessrnent and information disclosurce are being follrws?ad is
undermining democratic processes in P;epal. Wet br-lieve the
unresolved issues surrounding this project, and the lack of publi.c
consultation and access to information makes .t highly unsuitablefor Board consideration at this time. W;e also auest.ion whether a
project of this magnitude and adverse impacts i- a reasonable use
of IDA funds, particularly wlen viable alternitives are available.
If the Bank is to take seriously its publicly stated conunitme!nt t.o
sustainable development, then there shoul i be a full investigationof alternatives which are more .-uitable f£r Nepal's long-termenergy needs.

b



2) A Realistic Implement.iLioui Programme and TimCni_able for The
Regional Action Plan and Road Construc-tion muot. be Established.

Construction of the 122 kiin road is cur-i-ent.1y ple.i ar e a -.pi i
rate of just over three years. The -road wil] 1 .. 'iVeLy imp act on
the people living in the valley, thlroughi an influx u.,f up to i0,000
construlction workers and their famnilies, whilu : w , pt. przesslire Oi'
precious food, forest and water resources. Many of the people of
the Arun Valley fit the Bank' cdefinitio,n of "in.-iaen.cus pe-p1e in
its operational directive OD 4.20 whlich stat es that "suiccessful
planning for indigenous peoples frequ(ently requ." res lorng le,ad
times, as well as arrangement:s for extende:l follow-up". For the
Regional Action Pllan to be effective, it mnust: be started welL in
advance of the project. The rapid speed of road constituctiorn will
further undermine the Pegional tit.t.ri Plan's ability to cush:Fin
this sensitive region fro,m the long-term and in,direct i.rnlpaOts On
the valley. The ronstruccion schedule fr.,: the road miust be
extended to minimize .isruItion to loAa] coinrniiritiea and the
environment,

Moreover, we question wlhetlher zlhe Nepaal E,octricity Author-ity which
has its primary interest in promoting the project has the
capability or the will to proi,erly irmplenmernt the Regional Action
Plan.

3) Long-Term Cumulative Environmental Impacts of Arun III and
Subsecuent Projects Must be Studied

The Worid Bank's Environmental Assessmient Policy recommends that
regional environmental assessments be used in cases wrhere
significant developmernt activities with potenit.ial.ty cumulative
impacts are planned for a localized area. Arun III is only first
phase in a plan to build j total of three dains in the Arun lVallev.
Despite this, environmental studies have only covered the potential
adverse impacts of Arun III. Before the project is approved, there
should be a comprehensive studv of the loing-termT Cnniulative impacts
of dam building and road construction in the Tnt:.ire Arun Valley.

4) The Acquisition, Compensation and Rehabilitation Program Should
be Revised to Ensure that Families Receive Equitable Compensat.ion
and that the Program is in Compliance with fiank Policy.

Families whose land will be te.ken fo-r the- project ate being
compensated at a rate that is well- t%elow tne nmc:rket rate for their
land. In this respect the project is failing to comply with! the
Banks Operational Directive on Trivoluntary Reesertlement (OD) 4.30,
para 2) . In addition, Bank policy advocal:es Ilancl for lAned"
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Requests for th-e greer. cover st.-ft a pris> r*} ort:, a I', CoLher

teclhnical in forniation S'l(IcL as hy dro-q ir-, i;.l st ud icy.; ,ini the
cost/benefit arnalysis have been dCeTlied. Tht! Bank h) xeleaFd a
list of documents on the ptoject which was cortipiled by, thle NoeEPali
governmenlt, but it is not clear what docwrients the Eiank is prepared
to publicly release. The staEf apprai.saL riE;;rL is crit-ical for
local groups because it is the basic tec.i.-ical prcdject docu.nt
which contains the project justification arid rationale for the
Bank's involvement in the project. It is critical thatt tr.is
document be released, before it becomes firnal. W4hile we realize
there may be a small portion of confidentrial informa.tion within, we
believe these sections sh-ould be excised, arnd the re3t.: of t:he
document should be released. The Projev2t Informat;Lorn Document has
never been updated anrld it conltains SO little i1tc,!5.J tioln that it is
useless for NGOs who are questioni.ngj Lhe b}.sic assurnptions and
objectives of the project.

C) Environmental And Social Issues

The Arun Valley is a remote area of vast bioloqic&1 d.iversity and
ecological fragility. The Va'lley is inhabited by 450,000 people,
comprising 10 ethnic groups. These people will he extremely
vulnerable during read and project construct.ion. Abour 1,760
families will be affected by the loss of thieir homes, lands and
livelihoods. Ot:her families will be adversely affected by the laerge
influx of workers and the pressure put.t on 1-o-etl food, forest and
water resources. It is estinmated -hat subsistence farmers adversely
affected by the roead will lose 20% of treir incorre.

The Arun III project, alorrg with the upper and lowez. A-run project
will cause irreversible, long terni cumulative imnpacts to the
environment and the people. many of thiese cumul.ative impacts have

not yet been assessed. Because there vave already beein violations
of the World Bank's environmental and social policies, we question
the conunitment of Bank manraement. and Ntepal Electricity Authority
to implement the project. with proper environmental znd social
safeguards.

1) The Regional Action Plan must Be Completed

The King mahendra Trust follow-up study to tLhe tMkakalu-rarun
Environmental Inpact Study, which is essential gr< oundwor'( for the
Regional Action Plan, will not be compited for at least six
months. The World Bank Bo.rtd date and road constructlon must be
postponed until all portions of the Regionail Action Plarn are
completed and are in place. Previous Bank experience with projects
such as Sardar Sarovar in India where prnject construction was
start.ed before environmental studies were comr Ilet ed anr 3 implir1 nerited
have failed.



T'his lack of cors u1. t..it ion c-*l V. t . f t bh' W:z5k ' z
Operaticnal Li rectlve onr rl±ror,m-?e: it 1 r :s.r1E?rt n i. r t4ethat tic- goverrernt. take, into i-3r,-!".-Ct t he V.r oft n LC':Lt:1 *Usanc] rl,Os in t-he prer:e;a tl'n of- pvtiE'o: 'I 1i;:.i pr) I p t -.)lI'!
(OD 4.01, para 19).

2) Failure to Release Information

Despite repeated roque8t-s over sev?l.1i y a- ., nl iTI I ie ;t_, 1-a\s/months have any project dcOCu.Ihern:s bren ia.rl -I e r'.vnE i. II to t h- Np=iti
public. Their release only ca:me -hout. fololirn;1 aT cort . ase.t f i 'e fdby NGCs which led to a SipreTrP- Court d'le is i'Žn d.-nvinr trneir
disclosure. Despite the ruling, w:hir-h doatrzndiIt3 h:- re.!e^se rQf a'1documents related to thel Ar n I T T p!6ject, many^ o-fC thD keydocuments a re still beinr wirl!ield by the :n2a i i a0v.:L r i'innt..,
precluding any meaningfuli kkeb.nte.

The library w1hich was estab] a1) I I d ?! r ti Neo,-,al E ectt i.CIt.yAuthority after the caze wis filedl ir t.Llhe ;trreme Court doer, not
contain many kpy -documents si.:ch as tlle ernorSL&h' of Ulnrl?rstanciing
between the Government of Nep;tl arn!c tho Vorld R.-rnk ',O:L-ober 1993)
or the draft project a:ppraisal docu-erntr.. In a pr2oject of t:his si-and cost which will affeCt thlt wiole rtal:i.n of Nelp 7, the public
should be able to get access to ir,form.tic-n on exist,ing zagieements
between the Governme-nt afid the World Bank, and brsiic project
docuarments. Additional .y,, thje fi 1 env.ironment-9.2 impnp-t a*tnr,l-fmnt.
has not been made availab2e in th. loca' l>ngquge, which is arequirement of Bank policy (0D 4.01, p3ra 211.

3) Failure to Releane World Bankl Documents

Both the Bank's Enviromrlental Asses.nMent Policy (or: 4.01) arnd
Infonration Procedures (BP 17.50) r-quire tChe 1-.irml1v release of
information about projects'ain prelparat ion, esrpecicllly before public
consultations take place. This h.s been violated consistently
throughout all project platinirmig and detsgrg. Th' EBan,k's nfowinformation policy requires thle reel;ase of thf Firo:Lct Informatior
Dociument and tne release of all far-tuaj tec-hnical iflTtfrmtiosn fnh':Ft
the project . While the prclect: inforeatic,n do2um:nt wa) read1i]y
available in Washington, it hlas nlot been arni 1 h1 in Nepeal .P.equests for factual techn i cai i rformat io,rn on tlie prCj ect,including studies on alternativf-s tc th-i prje'-t *.were dellied untilJune 9th, when the Bank released ornly a sti.vidy 0n alternatives byArgonne National. Laboratories. 11GOs have not. hlcad sUfficient time tDanalyze this docux!nent and mT3r.y of thlfe ussurmrt iorns used in the
document are riot explained.
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In the interes3t.s of goerneating . Lrgy aor ;.b; :a1 at le.-s; c',t, it
is imperative that the stl.a.y of the .t.rPa^.ives he t.okerr :(o at
least t:he feasibility level T-.c allow -i pjrcp.pr carnir :s.Sn with th'ne
Arun project before the prc'j-c: is tal:ern to t Ronr E drd f.:r a vote.
Unless t.his is done the RPnik will nO t hav+* ful-il l. ed i r pItr.icy
requirement to compute th; Lieast Cost. an.alysi:- For a5:Il.litiornal power
gener ation for Nepal.

B) Public Participation and ACCeSS to Information

1) Public participation and ConsultaLion

Public Participation in cri'e project has rn-ot ;eri ad:t:e. The
project is being port.rayv.:d by the Gov;.-rrm;Xent of N.upa3-l as ha'v-incg
been chosen through a tranlsparent and open dientoc.ticiC proces$s.
However, only in the laest six monthls (withl- proje-t prep krataon
almost at completion) has there 'been an- seriou, dizc.ission in
Parliament or with the public with the bIenef it of arcr-urate
informatiori. Prior to that, Artin III was consistently presenterl to
the public as a fait accon.pii. The discus¢.sions th.at have taken
place have been forced by concerned groups; rathe.u than 9t. the
instigation of the Goverr.rerit of Nepal or t he Banr:i Rank. For
example, NGOs organized a pub-lic hearing in Febru.ry 11 993 whiich wars
attended by Nepal Electricity Authority bi.it boycotted by the
Ministries of Water Resou-rcs and Finance and by the National
Planning Coxrnission. As a result, there was nro opportunity to
challenge key governmTent ministriers about the pr. ject.

The alternatives to the project (along Ihe 1Lines of [Ilan B) th.at
are available tio Neval have never b}.een presented to the people or
the Parliament. The NJlepali government &claims i.o havde htel(d 23 public
meetings, 11 of which were in the Arun Va1ley. tWhile it is truie
that there was one public' bearing ir Tumlingtir, mimr.; of the othler
meetings being classified as pub'ic hearings were i.-.t- inq stzictly
to inform peopl.e about compnr.saton procedures for thteir Land. NGOs
who tried to raise issues III the meeting.; about the project anrd its
adverse environmental and social inipact.s were prevent.ed from d.Jing
so. The Government has alsc- misinformed peop1r; in the Arln Valley
abotut the project, leading them to belir;v, they will receive jobs
and electricity. In reality, there has heei nrc concrete cc; mmitment
to supply electricity to the poeople in the ArulTn VAlley and only a
small number of lobs will be created for loca.l people, because
outside workers will he broughr in. Because of tlhe ;nagniti.1(3e, cost
and adverse impacts of t':ee project jindl t`-i impli:etions for the
national budget of Nepa'L, we b(:elievre thi.s proje- t is a national
issue and we have a>Eo requested that therLe be pulbliiv hearincgs in
Kathmandu.
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Executive Directors
The World Bank
1818 H Street
Washington, D.C.
20433

July 6, 1994 
BY FA X

Dear Executiv.e Director,

We wotuld like to thank you f)r meUiLLng with us diuring the week ofJune 27th, and hearing our concerns abouIt the Arun: IT] -yrdro-electric project in Nepal. We hope that through these meertings,you have come to understand the risks, drawl.icks and widerimplications of Board fpproval of the Atrun ITT project. as clurrentlydesigned. We remnain unconvinced that our concerns are being takenseriously by Barik nanagemernt. Becausn of tlhe rnsr:y unanswRredquestions and unresolved issues rolatirng to tho project, we helieveit woluld be irresponsible of the Bank to allow Aruri IIT to coiiie tcthe Board on July 26th. We urge you to delay the Board dat:e untilthe following issues have been ade-quaLely addr-s>se&:
A) Adequate Analysis of Alternatives%

The very high unit cost oL construction and the cvres;pondirig hightariff that consumers of the energy fromn AZun III will lIave to payremain a serious concern. Lack.of study of the alt.enaJives durinithe eight years of preparation of this project cont inues to be amajor criticism of t.his project. Tlhe Least' Cost Expa rtsi onGeneration Plan exercise that has been used to justily. the projectto date has been admitted by Dank MhnagncerPenL not te, showconclusively the superiority of thiQ Plan A opt: ion (the Arun projectas currently designed) over rlan B (which- proposes to h,ave theproject come on line in t.he year 2,009 aftLr the construction of- anumber of small and mneclium hydropower schlenfes) to sup-ply thenational grid. The cost of the P.an B prrjects cnmpared with thePlan A cption are extremrely prel.miniary. 1T'lcs study 'Arin ITT -
Cheaper E8nergy for Nepal, sent t.o Branr;k macfnageTnent in Apr- I 1.994indicates that hydropower sctiem;s under the 100KAT range thathave been studied in greater d-rai.l in the lest. year have all comeup with energy costs lower than Arun III. There has be-en noresponse to this study from the Banik.

.
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*



Based on 1hi' 'uoe n!trumber ()f cliuf; ems ic'.amdillu Ai i tiAI) Pl, Wt' `c 111,ul HL urt' yOLrt 2ge?TCY

Lo consider vitilizin your fum;1- f&,, supporiing srnial fuld mawj'iwr hvyl.oq,v s Chenies of less
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* The engineering and management capability to build a large project like Arun does not
exist in the country, which means that the entire scheme will be built by international
contractors.

Previous experience with large hydro projects in Nepal managed in this way (the Marsyangdi and
Kulekhani schemes) demonstrateg that such dependence on external technologies and expertise
does nothing to help local capability grow and mature - in fact, the reverse is often the reality.;
While there were token provisions made for local capability building in the two projects named
above, they never developed into genuine capability building. It is hard to see how Arun will
enhance the hydropower capability of Nepal.

The shortcomings of this approach are already clear. Japanese experts had to be brought in to
assess the damage on the Kulekhani penstock (washed away in the floods of 1993) and four years
after the completion of the plant, German technicians are still needed long term to run the
Marsyangdi power plant. The Japanese experts have pointed out the lack of routine maintenance
on the Kulekhani project and almost no record keeping of the maintenance that was done.

Local capability in hydropower has been growing and maturing rapidly over the last 10 years,
particularly in the private sector. Local companies are now taking on 50-60MW schemes, which
are plenty big enough to meet Nepal's relatively modest energy needs. However, local initiatives
require support rather than competition from schemes like Arun.

- Given Nepal's current development status andpriorities, Arun could do more to damage
than enhance the country's overall development prospects

Nepal is one of the 10 poorest countries in the world. Its most urgent needs are for the basic
services of clean water, sanitation, health and education. While electricity is high on the list of
priorities for Nepal's rural communities (which represent 90% of the population), they stand little
chance of gaining access to Grid electricity even in the long term. Stand-alone mini- and micro-
hydro schemes offer the only realistic option for many of these communities ever to benefit from
electricity.

Given the Bank's emphasis on 'poverty alleviation' strategies for development and the recent
concerns raised in the Wapenhans Report about the 'sustainable development impact' of its
projects, it is difficult to see how it justifies the construction of Arun, which will benefit so few,
generate no income for the country and increase its burden of debt.
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Arun scheme and is doubly unpopular because together with the tariff increase people can expectmore load-shedding for the foreseeable future. The further 50% tariff increase that is expectedto be needed to pay for the energy produced from Arun will mean that Nepal will have thehighest energy prices in South Asia and threatens to destabilize the country politically.

* There has not been enough preparation for detailed planning of the mitigation
measures needed lo counter the serious adverse environmental impacts of the access
road to the Arun Project.

The Arun Valley is a remote area of vast biological diversity and ecological fragility. The valley
is inhabited by 450,000 people comprising 10 ethnic groups. These people will be extremely
vulnerable during road and project construction. Over 1000 families will be affected by the loss
of their homes, lands and livelihoods. Pre-project mitigation activities to prepare the local peoplefor the effects of the construction of the road has not even begun and there are only a fewmonths left before the proposed beginning of construction. The Nepal Electricity Authority whichis in charge of co-ordinating the mitigation activities and has full responsibility over
environmental management during construction and after commissioning has no capability or
experience in this area. There are serious doubts that NEA can execute these functions effectively
in spite of the "unprecedented level of planning of mitigation for this project".

a Public participation both at a local level in the affected district and at a national level
has been insufficient in the development of the Arun project.

Serious questions that the people of Sankhuwa Sawa (the district where the project is to be sited)have regarding the alignment of the road, and benefits to the local population of jobs, training
and access to electricity have not been adequately answered. The one Public Hearing that was
held in the 'district was not publicly announced. When satisfactory answers to their questions
could not be provided during the Hearing, local leaders asked the organizers, more than once, toterminate the meeting and go back to Kathmandu. No documents regarding the project (including
the Environmental Impact Assessment in the local language) were available to local people before
the Hearing.

The project affects all the people of Nepal in different ways - as consumers of the produced
electricity or as those carrying the burden of the loan. Government officials boycotted a Public
Hearing in Kathmandu on the project organized by NGO's on February 11th, 1993 and have not
organized one of their own. A Public Hearing needs to be held in Kathmandu to discuss the risks
of the project to the national economy and the altematives to Arun that are available to Nepal.
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few. Large, centralized power schemes like Arun will not help the remaining 90% of the
population gain access to electricity.

Even to those who will benefit from Arun, the cost will be very high. Despite concessional
terms on the loans from the World Bank and Asian Development Bank to His Majesty's
Government of Nepal (HMG/N), the Nepal Electricity Authority will be required to make
payments to HMG/N for the loan at an interest rate of 10.25%. This cost will ultimately be
borne by the consumer, who will pay very high electricity tariffs.

* The scheme will cost $3,800 per installed kW. Private companies in Nepal can and are
building small and medium hydro schemes (up to 60MW) at half that rate.

In the light of the high cost of power production, it is surprising that Arun came out as the best
option for Nepal to pursue in the Least Cost Generation Expansion Plan (LCGEP). The LCGEP
did not consider all the possible options for hydropower development in Nepal, and largely
ignored the small/medium scale sector.

Local private sector initiatives are consistently building schemes for less than $2,000 per kW
installed in the small (1-15MW) and medium (15-1OOMW) hydro ranges, and $1,500 per kW in
the mini/micro-hydro range. The 20 to 25MW of annual incremental power needs of the national
grid can easily be met with a basket of l-1OOMW schemes coming on line one after the other.

* Investing in Arun means putting all Nepal's hydropower eggs in one basket. This
makes it a high-risk option and provides no answer to the current load shedding
problem.

Investing in more, smaller schemes would spread the risks of investment and energy provision.
If anything goes wrong with Arun, the country will have no alternatives to fall back on. The
start date for the construction of Arun has already been shifted and is likely to be further delayed.
Shorter-gestation projects will relieve load shedding much sooner.

Political stability in the country will be threatened if tariff has to be raised to the level
being insisted on by the World Bank for this project to go ahead.

Since the newly elected democratic government came to power, electricity tariff was raised 61%
in November 1991 and again 40% in February 1992. This has been followed with an increase
of 38% in early 1994. This increase of over 200% in the electricity tariff has led to political
protests in all the major cities in Nepal and petitions from the business community for tariff
reductions.

The high tariff is seen to be a direct consequence of the high cost of power generation from the
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[ 0DS n@3 ARUN CONCERNED GROUP
FOR ,. 2,/P.O. Box 2125

Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel: (977-1) 419610P.O. Box 2772, Baluwatar. Kathmandu', Ncp las: (977-1) 412538Fax: 977 1 72o161

Christian Sundgren
Director
FINNIDA
Katajanokan Laituri 3
SIN00160
Helsinki
Finland

12 July 1994 By Fax: 358-0-341-6375

Dear Mr. Sundgren,

We are writing to you regarding the Arun 111 hydroelectric project in Nepal which is being
considered for funding by FINNIDA. We believe that alternatives to the project have not beenadequately investigated or publicly debated. We also submit that the long term cumulative
environmental and social impact of development and road building in this remote and pristineenvironment have not been adequately addressed. Moreover, public consultation and access toinformation has been inadequate in the preparation of the project. Listed is an elaboration of ourmajor concems:

With a current price tag of $764 million, the Arun III hydropower scheme will cost as
much as the entire national budgetforoneyear. This is a major financial commitment
way beyond Nepal's limited resources.

Although much of the loan for the Arun project is being made available on concessional terms,it is still a huge burden for a country with such a limited budget. One third of the country'snational revenue already disappears into loan repayments. Since only 9% of the population hasaccess to electricity, the whole country will bear the debt burden for the benefits enjoyed by a
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FOR @) a .- P.O. Box 2125

Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel: (977-1) 419610

P.O. Box 2772, Baluwatar, Kathmandu, Nepal F&x: (977-1) 412538
Fax: 977 1 F2oI1 2

Philippe Jurgensen
Director General
Caisse Francaise de Developpement
35 rue Boissy
D'Anglas 75379
Paris
France

12 July 1994 By Fax: 33-1-4742 7514

Dear Mr. Jurgensen,

We are writing to you regarding the Arun III hydroelectric project in Nepal which is being
considered for funding by Caisse Francaise de Developpment. We believe that altematives to the

project have not been adequately investigated or publicly debated. We also submit that the long
term cumulative environmental and social impact of development and road building in this

remote and pristine envirornment have not been adequately addressed. Moreover, public

consultation and access to information has been inadequate in the preparation of the projecL
Listed is an elaboration of our major concems:

* With a current price tag of $764 million, the Arun III hydropower scheme wUl cost as
much as the entire natiohal budgetfor one year. This is a majorfinancial commitment
way beyond Nepal's limited resources.

Although much of the loan for the Arun project is being made available on concessional terns,

it is.still a huge burden for a country with such a limited budget. One third of the country's

national revenue already disappears into loan repayments. Since only 9% of the population has

access to electricity, the whole country will bear the debt burden for the benefits enjoyed by a



ARUN CONCERNED GROUP

FOR P.O. Box 2125
Kathmmndu, Nepal

P.O. Box 2772, Baluwatar, Ksthmandu, Nepal Tel: (977-1) 419610

Fax:+977 1 
Fax1277o)4253

Carl Thamn
Director General
SIDA
Birger Jarlsgatan #69
S-1L525
Stockholm
Sweden

July 12, 1994 By Fax 468-322-141

Dear Mr. Tham,

We are.writing to you regarding the Arun III hydroelectric project in Nepal which is being

considered for funding by SIDA. We believe that alternatives to the project have not been

adequately investigated or publicly debated. We also submit that the long term cumulative

environmental and social impact of development and road building in this remote and pristine

environment have not been adequately addressed. Moreover, public consultation and access to

information has been inadequate in the preparation of the project. Listed is an elaboration of our

major concems.

* With a current price tag of $764 millioA, the Arun III hydropower scheme will cost as

much as the entire national budgetfor one year. This is a majorfinancial commitment

way beyond Nepal's limited resources.

Although much of the loan for the Arun projeci is being made available on concessional terms,

it is still a huge burden for a country with such a limited budget. One third of the country's

*national revenue already disappears into loan repayments. Since only 9% of the population has

access to electricity, the whole country will bear the debt burden for the benefits enjoyed by a
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FOR P.O. Box 2125

Kathmandu, Nepal
Tel: (977-1) 419610

P.O. Box 2772, Baluwatar, Kathmandu, Nepal Fae: (977-1) 412538
Fax: 9771 J201o6f

Akira Nishigaki
President
Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund
Takebashi Godo Building, 4-1
Otemachi 1-chome
Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo, Japan

July 12, 1994 BY FAX 81-33-215-2897

Dear Mr. Nishigaki,

We are writing to you regarding the Arun III Hydroelectric project in Nepal which is under
consideration to receive funding by the OECF. We are also following up on a June 5th meeting
we had at OECF in Washington D:C. with Mr. Hasegawa, in which we discussed our concerns
about the project as currently designed.

We believe that altematives to"the project have not been adequately investigated or publicly
debated. We also submit that the long term cumulative environmental and social impact of
development and road building in this remote and pristine environment have not been adequately
addressed. Moreover, public consultation and access to information has been inadequate in the
preparation of the project. Listed is an elaboration of our major concerns:

* With a current price tag of $764 million, the Arun III hydropower scheme will cost as
much as the entire national budgetfor.one year. This is a majorfinancial commitment
way beyond Nepal's Limited resources.

Although much of the loan for the Arun project is being made available on concessional terms,
it is still a huge burden for a country with such a limited budget. One third of the country's
national revenue already disappears into loan repayments. Since only 9% of the population has
access to electricity, the whole country will bear the debt burden for the benefits enjoyed by a
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LIST OF KEY MEMBERS OF THE ARUN CONCERNED GROUP

International Institute for Human Rights, Environment and Development
(INHURED International), Secretariat

Alliance for Energy

Coalition Nepal (environmental NGO)

Rural Reconstruction Nepal (RRN)

Informal Sector Service Centre (INSEC)

Centre for the Vlctims of Torture (CVICT)

Forum for Protection of Human Rights (FOPBIR)

International Human Rights Lawyers' Society

Child Workers In Nepal Concerned Centre (CWIr

Women's International League for Peace and Freedom - Nepal Section (WILPF)

National Concerns Society

Child Watch

Nepal Ad Hoc Committee on the People-Centred Development in the South - Nepal
(Secretariat of the International Coordination Commlttee in South Africa)



6. take into account the detailed information to be provided by NGOs inNepal on various issues relating to Arun Ill, particularlyenvironmental impact assessments and mitigation measures aswell as alternatives to Arun I1; and

7. satisfy with other unresolved issues relating to the life andsustainability of the project, e.g. riparian issue with China, glacieroutburst, alternatives to energy development, adverse impacts insocial sectors.

Please do not hesitate to contact for further information or clarification.

Thank you.

Contact address in Washington, DC:
c/o International Rivers Network
1025 Vermont Avenue #300, NW
Washington, DC 20005 USA
Tel: (202) 879-4280
Fax: (202) 879-3186
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approval of agreement with China on riparian issue (since 86% of the waterflows from China): status of agreement with India on the sale of energy, ifit exists; approval of 10% Investment by Nepal of the $764 million projectand other questions relating to the cost, conditionalities of donors, andenvironmental and social impacts. So far the Parliament has not beenprovided this opportunity, and significant. pressure on the government forthe disclosure of project documents and a fruitful debate was expected inthe present session of the Parliament, including independent reports by theOpposition Party and the People's Commission on Arun III, which is not thecase anymore due to recent political developments In the country.
The dissolution of the Parliament this week, and the calling of mid-termelections on November 13, 1994 have created further uncertainty of ArunIII project if it Is not critically reviewed by the donors to win the consensusof the fragile political parties and the confidence of the Nepali people. Thefinal decision of the loans for the project will be viewed as undermining thedemocratic internal process in Nepal as well as seizing of "opportunity"during political turmoil. The status of the project will further degrade if theexisting members of the Cabinet and the ruling party get defeated in theNovember elections leading to new opening of debate on Arun lII.

WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE!

It will be essential for the borrower country, the people and the cionors topostpone the July 26th voting of the project by the Bank, and review thewhole project with careful attention during the period of electoralpreparation for November elections, particularly:

1. Investigate violations of the Bank's Information Policy andoperational procedures by the Bank Management;

2. study of issues and concerns raised by NGOs during the June 28thconsultation meeting held at the Bank;

3. review the compliance of the Bank's policy, procedures, guidelinesand standards relating to the project as the obligations of aborrower country, and access to basic project information by theaffected people and the citizens of Nepal;

4. ensure the debate of the project in the next elected Parliament(November 1994) and its approval:

5. respect the decisions of the Supreme Court of Nepal on access toinformation on Arun III as well as the internal democratic process:
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obligations by referring to some public meetings and the setting up of"library" after the case was filed in the Court.
Following the Court's verdict, the petitioners first demanded the list ofdocuments and information from NEA that only provided a list of 151reports in the second week of June in which many of the project documentsand basic information were missing. It was only after a threat of anotherlitigation and the contempt of the Court, the govermnent provided a copyof the Memorandum of Understanding of October 1993 on June 26, 1994at the outset of the Consultation with NGOs on June 28, 1994 by the WorldBank. It is found out that NEA has supplied the World Bank a list of 298reports which was not available in Nepal.

Efforts of seeking project documents and basic information are stillunderway and there are strong possibilities of the second round of legalsuits in the Court by challenging the complete or partial denial of basicproject documents by the government without valid legal justifications.Similar efforts are also being made at the World Bank office in Washington,DC for the disclosure of project documents and Information according tothe list of 298 reports that was made available by the Bank on June 15,1994.

In conclusion, the process of access to informnation on the Arun III projecthas just began and several obstacles are foreseen in future despite theCourt verdict for their release.

ABSENCE OF PARLLAMENTARY DISCUSSION AND APPROVAL
Another disturbing issue regarding Arun III has been the lack of fruitfuldebate In the Parliament and its approval. The government has neverpresented any documents and Information, other than policy statementsand general information about the construction of the project, in theParliament despite repeated efforts of Members of Parliament for thedisclosure of project documents for debate and approval. A group ofMembers of Parliament even issued a public statement on January 12,1994 with other public figures and demanded for the release of projectdocuments and review of the whole project by the Parliament. Around thesame time, the largest Opposition Party in the Parliament - CommunistParty of Nepal (UML) - issued an statement and said that It will neitherapprove project nor assume any responsibility in future if the matter is notdebated in the Parliament with the disclosure of project information.

There are several issues involved relating to the design, funding andimplementation of the project that need approval of the Parliament, e.g.
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people, political parties and NGOs in Nepal as the sympathy and support
of the Bank and other donors in stabilizing the hard-won democracy in
Nepal.

DENIAL OF ACCESS TO INFORMATION

Denial of basic information by the Nepali Government. particularly Nepal
Electricity Authority (NEA), about the Arun III Hydroelectric Project has
been one of the serious matter of concerns for the people and NGOs in
Nepal. A formal request was made by the Kathmandu-based International
Institute for Human Rights, Environment and Development (INHURED
Intemational), Secretariat of the Arun Concerned Group, on December 10,
1993 requesting for all information about the project, and copies of the
request letter was also sent to ministries of finance, and water resources as
well as to the donors.

As response to this letter, NEA provided the following documents on
December 16, 1993:

1. Environmental Assessment and Management, May 1993
2. Environmental Management and Sustainable Development in the

Arun Basin, October 1991

Since the above documents only give a general knowledge about the
environment aspect in the Arun Valley, and not the details of the project
and the environment impact assessment, a follow-up letter was sent for the
availability of complete set of documents and information on the project,
Including frequent visits to NEA officials but without a success. Formal and
informal requests were also made for the cooperation of the World Bank
office in Kathmandu about the availability of basic project documents and
information. It is now confirmed from the World Bank list of reports that
about 13 major environmental assessment-related documents were denied
by the government until very recently.

A public interest litigation was filed in the Supreme Court on December 31,
1993 under articles 16 (right to information) and 88.2 (right to public
interest litigation) of the Constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal. By
exercising its extra-ordinary jurisdiction, the Supreme Court delivered a
verdict on May 8, 1994 in favor of the petitioners and ordered the Nepali
Government to provide all documents and information about the project.
The Court decision went even further and stated that denial of information,
fully or partially on any grounds that there may be, can be challenged in
the Court within 7 days from the date of such denial. The Court did not
believe that the government has fulfilled its constitutional and legal
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MV *eINHURED INTERNATIONAI
IN1TERNATIONAL INSTITE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS, ENVIRONTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT

P.O. Box 2125, Putalisadak, Kalhmandu, Nepal * Tel: (0977-1)4-19610, Fax: (0977-1)4-12538.

MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED TO EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS AND
BILATERAL DONORS ON ARUN Ill HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT

IN NEPAL REGARDING ACCESS TO INFORMATION AND
PARLIAMENTARY DISCUSSION

Presented by
Gopal Siwakoti, Executive Director
Member, Arun Concerned Group

July 12, 1994
Washington, DC

First of all, I would like to express sincere thanks for meeting the members
of the Arun Concerned Group during the past two weeks and giving careful
attention to issues that were raised regarding the proposed Arun III
Hydroelectric Project in Nepal about access to information and public
participation, environmental and social impacts. alternatives for energy
development and the process of design and implementation of the project.
I hope the following information will assist you further in understanding the
critical issues and debates that are taking place in Nepal with regards to
the merits and demerits of Arun III if it is implemented in its present form.
shape and size as well as its possible adverse impacts in national economy
and development process.

It is our belief and understanding that the postponement of the Board date
of July 26th will provide all of us a unique opportunity in carefully looking
at all aspects of Arun III and take appropriate policy and implementation
measures in future. It is mainly because the information release process
has just began and it needs more time for their availability in local
language for public consultation with the local people as well as national
debate in the Parliament. Since a thorough discussion of the project in the
Parliament and its approval is highly significant for the better future of
Arun III as well as a secure investment of donors, it is important that this
opportunity is given to the forthcoming new Parliament to be elected on
November 13, 1994 as the existing Parliament has been dissolved on July
10, 1994 due to political inflghting in the ruling party. I would like to
assure you that the postponement of the Bank date will be viewed by the
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oirvr WJr~I51T1 ~ARUN CONCERNED GROUP
.Km r. k I .1 

P.O. Box 2125

,<g es, Il #qmi PutalLsadak. Katmniandu. Nepal

V~V -*7447o4 tvwsrfs r Y?T7r 7'el: (0977-1) 419610. Fax: (0977-1)472538

October 7. 19941

The Worldl Baiik
Resldei it OMce
Katlhiai ld u

Dear Sti- or Maladam:

I am writing to request you for a list of documents relatitig to the proposed Anin 1I

1lydroelectric Pro ect that are avallable for public Inv your omflee. Thle Arnti Concerned

Group would like to obtaini the copies of basic documents aiicl iniformationi about the

project for stucly and researchi upon thie availability of such list.

Thank vou very mutc lbr you co-operation.

Sineerely yours.

Gopal Shwakoti

cc: The lWorld Baiik Headquiarters. Il'ashiirrgtont. DC



A1TACHMENT-VIII

Under 7: Previous Complaints to the Bank

The claimants have been complaining the Bank of Issues and concerns relating to their rights and Interests that have been or will
be affected by the project. The following documents are some direct evidence of such efforts:

Corresponding Date Authority Concern Response

October 7. 1994 Bank's Residence Offlce, Kathmandu Project documents Incomplete list provided
July 12, 1994 Bank's Executive Directors Issues and concerns No response
July 7, 1994 Ann 0. Hamrlton, Director Project documents No response

Country Dept. 1, South Asia
July 6, 1994 Bank's Executive Directors Issues and concerns No response
June 28, 1994 Bank's consultation meeting with NGOs Three presentations on

alternatives, Information and
public participation, and
environmental & social Issues No adequate response

May 27. 1994 Bank's Executive Directors Issues and concerns No response
May 23, 1994 Bank's selected Executive Directors (Japan, Issues and concerns No response

Germany, Nepal, United Kingdom,
United Nations)

December 30, 1993 Ann 0. Hammllton, Director Alternatives and other Issues No adequate response
Country Dept. 1, South Asia

August 29, 1993 Ibid Ibid Ibid
May 16. 1993 Ibid Ibid Ibid

Bi-lateral meetings were also held with the Bank staff before, during and after the Bank's one-day consultation meeting on June
28, 1994 in Washington, DC as well as during Its annual meeting and the "50th anniversary" In Madrid In September/October
1994.
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In coniclusion. structural adlustienL programs and [lie conllit!nlfalilles tlhal are tied to
devcopnimcrt. lro ecLs such as Arin III have negative effects on these igilhts all over [llic world.
Suclh policies seriously iinlen-upt "lhe inilerent righL of all peoples to Celjoy and( utllize fully an.l
freely their natural wealth and resources" as provided for by arlicle 25 of the Covenant.

Finally, we would like to urge the Sub-Comnmission lo request:

1. that the InLernatlonal financial Institutions as part of lhc Unilled Naltlons systeni:

1. comply with all interniational humnan righits lnstrumiienits in desgtigning and flinancintgr of

any projecLs;
2. revIew all lendling condiLionalities and effects of structur-al ad jIstmnent programs In
order to comply with the InlemaUonal Covenant on Economic. Social and Cullural Rights
and Lhe DeclaraUon on Ute Right to Development;
3. provide all project documents and infomiation to NGOs. affected people anrd the public;
4. ensure Ulat thelir actions In relaUon to projects and finance schlenmes do not undermine
internal democratic processes:
5. allow Investigation by UN human rights bodies Into compliance of the policies.
procedures, guidellnes and standards relating to projects andl obligations of a lending
agency and a borrowing country; and
6. respecL the right of the peoples lo frcely enjoy and dispose of their national rcsources.

11. that Lthe Govemrment of Nepal:

1. coinply wtlh Its International human rights commtllLnients andl obligations In reacllilng
lending agreements witlh all bi-lateral and mulUlateral leinders and (lonors;
2. review existing economlic policies and development projccts. illcludnllg Arun III, to ensure
that:

a. the designi and financing of projects will not redluce currcitly avallable resources In
economiiic and social sectors and cullural activities; anid
b. thic benefts of suclh projects will be equally distributed to all the people of Nepal for
the effective realJzation of economic, social andl cultural riglhts and the righlt to
developmienit.

Finally, we would like to urge the Sub-Commission to undertake a follow-up study of ttie
ilpacts of policies and programs of the international financial institutionis based on counlry
cases and experiences and make recommendations for thei monitorinig of suclh matter-s by tIme
huuman rights bodies of the United Nations.

ORGANIZATI'IONS WITH CONSULTATIVE OR OB3SERVER STATUS TO TIIE ECONOMIC AND
SOCIAL COUNCIL OF THE UNITED NATIONS

Disabled Peoples' International
Consejo Indlo de Sud America
HabiLant lLtcrinaUoxial Coalition
Human iglits Advocates
Inteniational AssociaLlon of Democratic Lawyers
International EclucaUonal Development
International Indian Treaty Council
Intcrnatlonal Movement againsL All Forms of Discrlimination and Racism
Initeniational Movemenl for Fratemal Unlon aamong Races an(l Peoples
OMCT /SOS Torture
SERPAlJ-AL
Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom

Submitted on August 23, 1994



WVhilec tie govenintecil and local police have been ci fII !-dl Orf lhese tiirc'ns mid afkl'cks, no
aelioni was Laken (ILIC ot govenimexlt support of tle project.

On OnIC OCCaSIOn (ILIC tOdet naioal and In(et-nitional outcIry a rlriist trjiislir'cs ecnnitted by the
governnritent, tlie Primie Minlster of Nepal. whio was furioUs ividh tlic Woi Id Dank forI (dIctatlIg

Ncpal's electricity tariff rae-lincrcase and( cuts In oilier pLIWic services. sail: "I am a bit
disappolinted wlil the Woild Batic becatise somietimes Lhey say one thiing and soinctiies
anot.her. They say they prefer democracy to be maintained In (lie cotiriei iWs receiving telicr ald.
and yeL they inipose such conditions wlilclh put deimocracies like ours Ill trotuble. I feel they,are
themselves not sure of whiat they want." (Weekcend, May 28, 1993 Kathinandu). The Prime
NinisLer's slalemcnt is an example of how even a democratically electcd government, witlh its

coinmitmiielit to hunian rights. can fall in realizing the economic and social r ights.

'rhe experience of Nepal In the realization of economic, social and cullural rights is lhat the
currcnl development models being imposecl by tie international finanicial institutions and
industrialized countries are inappropriate, undemocratic, and are linconsistent witil
Inteniaatonal huniani righlis provisions. For example, LlhC proposed Arun Ill hydroelectric project
to be funided by tlic World Bank and other sources have raiscd scrious questions regarding
tlicir negaLive inipacts on economnic, social and culLural rights and the riglit to developnicnt due
to pre-conclitlons set by lhe Icnders for the project. The people ol Nepal hadi been denic(d
informiaLton abouL lhe project (until tie Supr-emiie Court of Nepal delivcred a landmark decision
against the govemmcnl on the question) and an opportunity for broader participatlon in lhe
process of design and implemnctatlon . The project, and time lendiers have bccii widelv criticiZed
for inorinig lhe adverse effects and lhe pre-condilLions that. will further reduce existinig and
fuLure resources and budgetary allocation in the economiiic andi social sectors, e.g. welfaric
prograins, liealtih, educationi, housiig. Furthieiniore, tlCre is lack ol accountability anid
transparency, and no definite plans exist for equitable distributioni of benefits to be generated
by tihe proposedl project.

According to information received from INI-IURED Internatlonal, whilchi has bccI raising issues
of the effeclive realization of economic, social and cullural riglhts under lhe International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rigilts undcr continuous p)hiysical threat andi
Iilintidation, the people of Nepal will never be able to realize tliese rights if the project Is

iiplemenLed in Its presenL shape, size, and lending conditlons. In July of this year, a regionial
mecting of NGOs in Kathmandu discussed the nimpact of structural adjustment progranis in
Soulh Asian countrles and concluded that the living standar(ds and healtih and educaionial
attainnients of tle world's largesL population are dramatically decreasingC. They found that the
Bank has been violaUng its own information and operational policies and procedures in
designing and financing projects, including the acquisition, compensaUon and rehabiliLationi of
tile affected people and the communities. For example, there hlas been a violation of the Bank's
Operational Di)rective 4.30 on Involuntary Resettlement regarding Arun Ill projecl whichi
outlines one of its primary aims as "providing people displayed by a project wilih the means to
improve, or at least restore, their former living standards, earning capacity, and production
levels" (art. 2). But, the affected people are being compensated at rates far bclow tile market
price of their land. Sinillarly, the Bank strongly advocates "land for land" compensation, whicih
is particularly importanl in the Arun Valley whiere people are not linkced In to the cash econonmy
and where serious problems have already been highilighited from cash comlncnsatlon nieasures.

As State Parties to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights,
govermients liave internaUonal obligations to ensure tihe full realization of economic, social
and cultural righits of thelir people by adopting policies and programs Lliat are consistent wiLh
the treaty provisions, including article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Hluman Rights, and
article 11 of the Covenant on lhe righit to an adequate standard of living: e.g. healith, housing,
food, and a safe environmeint for the continuous improvenient in living standards. Likewise, no
consideraUon has been given to the local culture of the people of thc Arun Valley, whicil is
largely composed of tradiLional etlinic groups, in tile proposed construction of tlhe project Ulat
will depend on foreign, ratlher than local labor, bringing a huge influx of outsiders Into an
isolated region of the country. The obligation of States Parties to take necessary steps for the
conservation and tile development of such culture is provided uider article 15(2) of lhe
Covenant.
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Agenda tciin 8
JO.NT' W'WlJTEN STATEM';IENT ON TIIE REALIZATION OF ECONOPM1!(C, SOCIAL AND)CULTI7UAL NGI ITS AND TliE RGflT TO DEVELOPMENT

First of all, wc would like to draw the attention of the Sub-Coilinilssioli to Llte deterioratingstatus of economiic, social and cultural righlts and the riglit to developuieiit on the countrles of
tire Third World, especially due to tle adverse Impact of the policies of intemational financial
insLititlons and the Industrialized countries. We also acknowledge tlie woric of lihe
Commission on Hlumian Rgigts and the Sub-Commission in Jldentilihig obstacles, difficulties,and measures tliat need to be undertaken at various levels - iiside and outlside lhe United
Nations svsLcm.
We are concerncd about the fact that countries that are SLates Parties to (lie internationalCovenant on Economic. Social and Cultural Righlts (ICESCR) and olher relevant Instrumiienishave nol beci able. despite their political wvill and lintercsL in manly cases. to undertalkedevclopmnenL policies and welfare programs for tlie ftill enjoynient of coinomic, social ancl
culltlral rrigiLs as provided for by tIre Covenant. Since maniy of Lltese counLtiles have beeni forecd
by Lhese institutions, particularly tle World Bank and lhe International Monetary Fund (lMF).
to adopt free-markeL economilc policics and( strucLural adjustimentL progranis, tie pcol)le In
these countiles liave been facing trcniendous cuts In social speiicirig. Priviatization. investnient
nin mega-devclopinent projects, anid debtl re-payment and servling [iiilich dIraiii resources

nee(ledl for developmnrt.

To understand tIre gravity and seriousness of the above-nieiLloined problems, we can finzd
several cases from (Ilfferenit counlries wlhere govemmeniLs have been forcecl to design and
ilicmentL development projects wiltiout. popular particlpation anid rieaningrul access to

Informat ion regarding decision-niaking processes. GovernmcnIs tlaL lhesiLate to JinplemenilsUicl World Bank-IMF dictated policies ancl programiis face the threats that developimentassistance and loans wlil be stuspended. This lead to isolaLton in lrafde and commercialtransactions as well as economic anid trade eimbargoes. lowever, It Is vidcly experienced lthal
no adcquLtc consiedratlon lias becn given to a counitry's internatiatJonl trcaly obiligationis and
bIIml.nl rigtils conllnliltiinelt ini designing anid implementing such proc'tLs and(I other prograslis
by the World Banik or the IMF. On the other hand, tlhese Insti1uLilolns act as Llie sister
organizations of the United Nations, but wlthout comlilying with Its goals and objectives.Il miay be relevant Lo take the example of Nepal for an in-depth study of tlins subject. Nepal, one
of hli least developed countries. establisihecd a multi-party systelmi in 1990. It became a State
Party to several major Internationial lhtuman rigliLs insi irinieiits. inchluirting tlie IiternationialCovenant on Economic, Social andl Cultural Riglits, and adopted policies of economic equalily
andJustice as well as social wclfare serviccs in ILs new Constitution. Ilowcivcr, certain econonimic
and(l development policies pursued by tic goverimenL lave restilted in criticisms in Llte
r'ar-laniient and public protcst. Tnlls lias somctimnes led to State-sponsored repressionl,in(discriiliinatc Ikillings in cdemonistrations and otlier violationis of civil and political rigits. For
examiple, last month, a grouIp of about stxty reportedly burst Inito the otTive of the Aruri Public
Coiimilisslon, an independetil non-govenmienLal body whiichi is concictimling hiearings on tlhc
controversial Arun Ill hydlroelectric project, and wrestlcd Llic Comimnzlssionr nicnibers. ITic group
Ilien anjiouriced plans to break iiito tlic office of Hatiniandl1u-bascd IntLcrnatlorial Institute for
Hluman 1lights. Environment andl DcvelopmenL (INIIURED InicrnaLlonal) to aLtackc Its officlals.Similar attacks have also been Lthreatened against menibers of tlhe Aruii Concerned Group. In
January, INIIURED's Executive Director and Program Diirector received death tlircats after
filing a petition at tire Supreme Court of Nepal for publlc disclosure of Arun III Infonination - a
righlt guaranteed under the Constiltulon and International huniari rights treaty provisions.



ATrACHMENT-VII

Under 6: Responsibility of the Bank

Martin Karcher, the Division Chief for Population and Human Resources, Country

Department I in the South Asia Region at the World Bank stated in an interview with

the Environmental Defense Fund after his resignation (see Attachment-IV.A above): "...1

don't think I am divulging any great secret by saying that poverty alleviation is the stated

overriding objective of the Bank's country assistance strategy for Nepal ........

We fully agree in what Mr. Karcher said, and we appreciate the Bank for formulating

such strategy as this would hit the nut-cell of Nepal's existing problems. But,

unfortunately, the Arun III project proposal does not fit into the above strategy. In

designing and implementing any economic and development plan for Nepal. The cycle of

extreme poverty and unemployment must be taken into primary consideration. In Nepal,

for example, more than 85% of the 20 million population live in the rural areas where

unemployment is very high. They are out of productive employment for about eight

months throughout the year except for the cultivation and harvesting periods. We claim

that projects like the Arun III in its present form do not create adequate employment

opportunity for the local people comparable to the size of investment. In addition, the

long-term benefits must be guaranteed from such projects to uplift their living standards

and fulilll their basic needs. But, the Bank has not considered such options which fit in

the stated objective of the Bank's country assistance strategy for investment that are

widely available in Nepal. even within the hydropower sub-sector. Even in case of the

Arun 111, the access road and various other elements could be proposed to be

constructed by broad-based labor intensive approach which would generate income

opportunitties for the local poor people. We strongly oppose the Bank's failure of

compliance with its own stated objective of country assistance strategy for Nepal by

ixnposing the Arun E1 project.

In addition, the claimants would also like to refer to the following documents as per

broadly understanding the goals. objectives and responsibilities of the United Nations

system in which the Bank is one of the sister organizations:

1. International Covenant on Economic. Social and Cultural Rights; adopted by the

UN General Assembly resolution 2200 A (MXl of 16 December 1966: entry Into

force on 3 January 1976; accession by the Kingdom of Nepal on 14 May 1991.

2. Permanent Sovereignty Over Natural Resources: General Assembly resolution

1803 (XVU) of 14 December 1962,

3. Declaration on the Right to Development: adopted by the UN General Assembly

resolution 41/128 of 4 December 1986.

4. Realization of Economic. Social and Cultural Rights; Preliminary report by

Danilo Turk, Special Rapporteur; E/CN. 4/Sub. 2/1989/19: progress report,

E/CN. 4/Sub. 2/1990/20 and Add. 1: and Second progress report, E/CN. 4/Su b.

2/1991/17.
5. Copy of the Joint Statement Submitted by 13 International Non-Governmental

Organizations at the 46th Session of the United Nations Sub-Commission on

the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities; Geneva. 1-26

August, 1994. (Attached)
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ATrIACHMENT-VI

Under 5.B: Threatened Adverse Direct Impacts on Claimants
in the Arun Valley

A. Increased Food Deficit, Loss of Income and Increased Unemployment

The EIA states that the road and its associated impacts are expected to lead to a loss of
Income of farm households of 20%. The project Is also expected to lead to an increase in
unemployment by 6%. The claimants believe that these factors directly and adversely
threaten and affect them. While the claimants are not opposed to the road per se. they
are opposed to the road being built rapidly before the consideration of the needs and
concerns of local people and before the environmental and social safeguards are in
place. Furthermore, the alignment of the road was changed from the Hill route to the
Valley route because of the shorter construction time period, and not because of
perceived benefit to the local people.

B. Food Availability, Prices and Nutrition

There is already a food defilcit in the Arun Valley. According to the EIA. increased
population among other things will affect the food balance situation negatively. Impacts
include a food deficit of up to 19.35 kg per capita during construction, higher food prices
and temporary food shortages. This will have an effect on food availability for poor
families. The EIA states "nutritional standards of those not able to access construction-
related cash stream are likely to fall further. The number of such families Is not known.
but one third of families in the MBEIS project area household survey have already
mortgaged their land to buy food."

C. Destruction of Forests

The claimants and local communities depend on the forests for fuel, fodder and hunting.
The Valley route will traverse forested areas for the major part of Its length (71 out of 124
kilometers). The total direct forest loss Is estinated at 205 hectares. Indirect impacts on
the forest resources are expected to be "highly significant" according to the EIA
(September 1992). These include increased pressure on forests and deforestation due to
accidental fires, demands for forest products from construction workers and their
families and demands created by additional cash.

D. Adverse Health Impacts

The EIA reports that the Influx of workers to the region will put increased pressure on
local health care facilities which do not have the capacity to deal wlth the increase.
Increase in Malaria and waterborne diseases are expected. The claimants believe these
Increased health risks will directly impact on the local people and their families.

E. Deterioration of Living Standards as a Result of Cash Compensation

Since Nepal Is largely an agricultural country, the people are not used to cash economy.
The cash compensation for their traditional lands might have seen attractive at the
beginning but the people are now complaining that their economic condition Is
deteriorating as the cash money has been used in paying debts or purchase of supplies
or entertainment. They further complain that the HMG/N did not Inform of any
provision for the land to land compensation before and during the compensation
process.
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Communist Party of Nepal
(Unifled Marxist & Leninist)

Central Office
Kathmandu

Ref: Date:

cc:

Ministry of Water Resources, HMG/N
Ministry of Finance, HMG/N
Nepal Electricity Authority, Kathmandu
Arun III Hydroelectric Project, Kathmandu
The World Bank, Residential Office, Kathmandu
Asian Development Bank, Philippines
Caisse Francaise de Development, France
Finish International Development Agency (FINNIDA), Finland
Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbauf (KfW), Germany
Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund (OECF), Japan
Sweden International Development Agency (SIDA),



Communist Party of Nepal
(Unified Marxist & Leninist)

Central Office
Kathmandu

Ref: (2) Date:

As you might be aware of, our Party has been expressing its serious reservationsabout the way the Project has been designed and proposed. The Party has made itscommitment absolutely clear in its election manifesto that in implementing megaprojects like the Arun III the national interest will be given highest priority. Weare also committed that if we are elected to form the government an evaluation ofinvestment versus the outcome as well as problems relating to environment,settlement, etc. will be made prior to any final decisions.

We are of the impression that the present caretaker government is keen to enterinto agreement with project lenders and contractors as soon as possible. As there isa lot of controversy about the project* inside and outside Nepal, we would notthink that such an action by the present government would be appreciable.

We also understand that, as a result of the on-going public debate and controversy
about the Project, the 'World Bank Board date has been postponed up to November
3, 1994 which is about just two weeks beforc the mid-term General Elections for theHouse of Representatives in the country. Thus, if the case of Arun III is decided by-the Bank earlier than the formation of the new Parliament and the government, wesuspect that 'this will be followed by consequential agreements by the presentgovernment with the lenders and the contractors. If this happens to be ihesituation, still bigger controversies will crop up leaving no room for debating theproject in the Parliament and for building necessary national consensus.

Finally, our party views that the proposed project must be reviewed by the newgovernment in light of the on-going controversies before Nepal makes anycommitment to such projects.

Thank you very much for your prompt attention to this serious matter. Pleasecontact for any further that you may need.

Sincerely yours,

Madhav Kumar Nepal
General Secretary, CPN (UML)



Communist Party of Nepal
(Unified Leninist)

/,deitral f$iSce.
- Kathm"L,d1r

Ref: _ _ 

Date: October 18, 1994
Mr. Lewis T. Preston
President,
The World Bank
1818 H St. NW
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Preston,

I am writing you to express our deep concerns over the proposed Arun III
Hydroelectric Project to which the World Bank is one of the lending agencies. As we
understand, the Project, largest ever built in Nepal, is going to generate serious and
long term consequences for Nepal. For a country which makes just over one
hundred million US dollars as its annual development invesment in one fiscalyear from its internal sources, the size of investment on the Arun III project is toobig to be decided during a politically unclear situation. We would like to drawyour attention to the fact that the present government is a caretaker governmentwith limited mandate. It does not have the right to undertake any negotiations or
reach into agreements that may have long-term consequences in the interest of
Nepal and the Nepali people. Furthermore, all the political parties have recentlyunanimously decided that the caretaker government should not take any actionshaving long-term implications as part of the Code of Conduct for the forthcomingelections. (Notice of the Election Commission, Gorakhapatra, October 12, 1994)
We certainly are more than willing to attract foreign investment in developing our
water resources. But at the same time, any large funding arrangement, we feel,should only be made after reaching into national consensus. There exists a greatpossibility of building national consensus among the major political parties in
Nepal, at least, in exploiting water resources. with a view to promote nationaldevelopment. It is also important that a formal and meaningful debate takesplace in the Parliament, and a national consensus is built therefrom before any
final decision is made about large projects like the Arun III. As far as the previousdiscussions of the project in the Parliament are concerned, they were basicallylimited to providing information by the concerned minister on questions raised bysome Members of Parliament during "zero hour sessions". And any formal and
meaningful discussion about the proposed project with the availability of basicproject documents and information in advance has not yet taken place in theParliament.



ATTACHMENT-V

Under 5.A.4: Undermining Democratic Process Inside Nepal

Hydropower investment and associated beneflts need to be distributed more equitably

across the country. Because of the long design and construction period and resource

drain from building a project like Arun III, other areas in Nepal will suffer a longer than

necessary period of unsupplied demand. Many pockets of small demand such as remote

rural areas which are far from centralized production facilities. could receive power for

their critical needs using micro and mini hydro projects. If resources were available,

these decentralized schemes could provide power to over 50% of the population. However

in the Fiscal Year 94/95 these type of schemes have only received $300,000 (0.3 million)

as compared to the $100 million from the national budget that is expected to be spent

on Arun III each year of its construction. This is a ratio of 300 times for one project

which will serve the needs of only 10% of the population.

The Bank's claim of discussion in the Parliament "on numerous occasions" is no more

than misrepresentation of facts to legitimize the public debate aspect of the Bank's own

policy. In fact, the project has not gone through formal process of meaningful debate in

the Parliament with the availability of basic project documents and information in

advance. The Bank's reliance on the pre-prepared set of answers provided by the Water

Resources Minister In March 1994 to question(s) raised by some Members of Parliament

during "Zero Hour Session" does not justify the public debate aspect of the project in the

Parliament. The Bank has already undermined democratic processes inside Nepal by

failing to release information about the project in a timely manner and failing to actively

promote true public involvement in the planning and design of the project. (See the

letter of the Communist Party of Nepal - Unified Marxist & Leninist. the main

opposition party in the previous Parliament and one of the main contenders in the

forthcoming November 15 elections, to the President of the World Bank dated October

18, 1994).

Currently, there is only a caretaker government in Nepal and the Parliament has been

disbanded. The government collapsed on July 10. 1994 as it was unable to get the

support that it needed in the Parliament to endorse its policy and programs for the fiscal

year. The aid consortium for Nepal which was originally scheduled for October 1994 has

even been postponed until next year in order to allow involvement by the new

government. Despite this, the Bank Management is pressing ahead to have the Arun Im

project approved on November 3. 1994 at the outset of the Nepal General Elections. This

further underscores the Bank's disregard for democratic processes involving public

debate, transparency, accountability and deliberation over its projects.

Additionally, an independent Public Commission on Arun Ill was set up in Nepal in

June 1994 to investigate the controversies about the project will be Issuing a report in

November after the conduct of the elections. The Commission, headed by the former

Acting Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of NepaL. is expected to release its findings

after the November 15 elections. It is reported that the Commission is conducting

research and interviewing experts and the concerned citizens on the project in spite of

the lack of cooperation from the concerned government officials for project information

and testimony. Once completed, the report wlll be publicly released and circulated widely

among press. parliamentarians, government officials. NGOs and the international

community to facilitate a broad public debate on the project, particularly inside Nepal.

Despite this, the Bank Is rushing for project approval before the release of the Public

Commission's report and the resulting public scrutiny.
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management support in our attempt to assist the government to formulate
a targeted poverty alleviation strategy and program directed at those people
who are too poor to participate in economic development. Whereas a
special Japanese grant of $800,000 was made available to prepare a project
that would be directly targeted at the poorest people in Nepal, the feeling
was that it would distract too much of the government's attention, and that
senior government officials should focus on macrn-economic management
issues. As division chief and a member of the Department's management
team, I felt I shared In the responsibility for the decisions taken in the
Department, particularly for such momentous decisions as the power sector
investment program. which can affect the fate of the whole country. And
since I had serious reservations and misgivings. I felt that one way of
ma:king that statement more effectively than through my previous memos,
would be to say I no longer want to be part of the decision-making process.

14



sufficient to invest in quality improvements in education but not in an
expansion of the primary education sector in line with the growth of the
school-age population. So it is still a fairly constrained budget. It doesn't
allow for major expansion of secondary education, which on the basis of a
report which the Bank has just completed, is another area where the needs '
are extremely large. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, in order to be able to
carve out the budgetary resources required to allow for an 8% yearly
expansion in social sector spending. the government would have to
implement and sustain a number of very difficult revenue mobilization and
expenditure prioritization and control measures. In other words, they
would need to achieve an unprecedented high level of economic
management and performance for Nepal. Is it realistic? Two years ago,
Bank management arrived at the opposite conclusion, even though, as I
now recall, the total power sector investment program was smaller than the
one proposed now.

EDF: Just one final question. Has your decision to retire from the Bank
had anything to do with how the Arun project was handled and managed at
the Bank.

Karcher: Yes it does. It was not an easy decision, after 29 years with an
institution that had provided me with tremendous opportunities for
professional growth. My feeling was that the project was not being handled
in an objective and even-handed manner. Since senior management
seemed to be committed to the project, a serious and open debate was no
longer possible, and even common sense questions were being dismissed.
All the avafilable energy went into building the case in favor of the project.
rather than examining alternatives. By contrast, we received very little

13



EDF: When you, over the past years or months, have had various

questions about the affordability of project -- has there been a response?

Have there been discussions about the concerns you were raising? Are

these problems actually being actually-being aired or are they being

suppressed?

Karcher. I think I got a hearing. I want to be fair. If you look at the most

recent Country Economic Report, basically what it is, it's a public

expenditure review for Nepal. tying to see if the government proceeds with

its full investment program in the power sector, including Arun, what is

likely to be the crowding out Inpact, and what measures the government

needs to take in order to accommodate such large investments. The bulk of

the report Is on that issue, and we were consulted, in the social sectors.

about what are the needs. Initially, we were given an envelope for social

sector investments which assumed a 5% real growth in social sector

investments. We said that that was absolutely insufficient, that If

investments in the social sector only grow by 5% a year, the government

would not even be able to meet its commitments under the basic and

primary education project that IDA is funding. and it would not be able to

invest as much in the health and population sector as they were about to

commit themselves. So that constraint was relaxed. It was decided that

the social sectors would get an 8% rate of increase.

EDF: Which is significant.

Karcher: Yes. In real terms that means something. But it doesn't allow for

a major expansion, say. in the number of teachers. It doesn't allow

catching up with the huge backlog of children who don't attend school. It is

12



more efficient than it is today. Given the past record of the NEA and given
the fact that there won't be too much leverage once the credit is signed, how
much incentive is there going to be for the NEA to implement major
reforms?

EDF: This is a generic question about capacity building. Obviously
requirements for consultants and procurement for this project are going to
be very large. What will happen to capacity building, for instance at NEA?

Karcher. According to my colleagues. the past record has not been very
good. NEA has not really been taling advantage of technical assistance that
they received in the past, and they have received quite a lot. How much
better they will do in the future, that is a big question.

EDF: One of the reasons why the Bank rejects Plan B or a senies of
smaller investments is that it claimn that this would provide too little
incentive to improve NEA's management and finance. You need the big
investment to provide the adequate incentives. From a common sense
perspective. it just doesn't add up. What do you think?

Karcher. Is the rationale that you need a bigger carrot? What's wrong with
starting with smaller-size projects and gradually developing the
institutional capacity? In fact those smaller projects are not that small
compared to the existing capacity of less than 300 MW. My sense has
always been that if you went with snmller projects. there would be more
work for Nepali engineers to develop their skills. to generate employment for
them. You wouldn't have to rely as much on large foreign consulting firms.
You may still need foreign contractors and all that. But there would be
more local capacity building. in a true sense.

11



trip in the country, while visitng some prirnaiy schools being constructedwith World Bank assistance. we found that on some stretches of the road itwas easier for us to drive alongside the road than on the road itself,basically because maintenance had not been adequate for several years, sothat the road had virtually collapsed. I am mentioning this simply toillustrate that the resource requirements just to preserve the existing stockof capital are enormous in Nepal. and we know from experience that theeconomic rates of return on road maintenance and rehabilitation programsare signiflcantly above 15 percent. Similarly, World Bank studies havefound that investments in human resource development yield even higherreturs, especially in low-income countries. Under those circumstances,how do we justify using an opportunity cost of capital as low as 10% ifthere are significant funding gaps and risks that such gaps will continue toexist? When I raised the question of using a higher opportunity cost ofcapital against which to assess the Arun project. I was told: 'We havealways used 10 percent; why change for tWs project?" I do not considerthis a satisfactory answer to my question. This is not just an esoteric,theoretical question. It has practical consequences regarding thecomposition of the government's investment program. The higher theopportunity cost of capital. the less attractive the large capital-intensivehydro-projects become.

EDF: Is the calculation of the benefits of the project based on the initial ca.400 megawatts project?

Karcher. Actually, it's based on much more than 400 megawatts. As Irecall, It's based on the government's entire power investment program from1994 through to maybe 2010 or 2015. So it doesn't isolate the Arun project

9



as such. but It takes into account the whole sectoral lnvestmient program.
The analysis doesn't disaggregate the rate of return on phase 1 of the
project. I understand from colleagues in the energy sector that that is the
way it's done. We use the least cost generation expansion plan
methodology to dedternine the most attractive investments and then we
compute the economic return on the total investment program rather than
on the individual projects. In light of the important up-front investmnents
required, however, my strong suspicion is that the rate of return on phase 1
of the Arun project would be significantly smaller. probably less than 10%.

EDF: If you had several discrete much smaller hydro power plants which
are much more flexible and decentmlized, then you would avoid putting all
your eggs in one basket.

Karcher. Right.

EDF: You could stop the project if at some point you see that curTent costs
are much more than you thought or if ...

Karcher: If consumption is less because of tariff increases or some other
reason, or if the government faces major budgetary resource shortfalls, then
you can still do something about It. You have to recognize that the
government of Nepal has already significantly increased tariffs over the past
3 years. How much more they will be able to increase them remains to be
seen. However, it's an important issue since the government's ability to
fund prioxity investments in the power and in the social sectors will now be
dependent on the capacity of the National Electricity Authority (NFA to
generate substantial financial surpluses. NEA would have to become much
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Karcher. I think that the economic rate of return came down from about18% to maybe 15%. Since the costs of the program haven't come down,there must have been some moderation of the imputed ecomomic value of akilowatt hour but it may stUll be unrealistically high. This is a question thatdeserves to be looked into.

EDF: If there is this eight-fold higher figure for the cost of a kilowatt hourIn Nepal as compared to Washington, obviously this strains anyone'scredibility ..... How can the task manager and the country manager proceedwith such a project?

Karcher. The economic analysis had to be redone. The problem. however,with waiting for such a late stage in the project processing cycle beforedoing a proper economic analysis is that ihe opportunity to use the resultsof the analysis to shape the design of the Investment program is then lost.The analysis merely serves to justify the project after the fact. Had theanalysis been done earlier, it would have been helpful to learn from thesensitivity analysis that plausible variations in the load forecast or in thediscount rate have a signficant impact on the timing of the project. Foristance, should electricity consumption grow at a rate which is only 75%of the base case, phase 1 of the Ann project would be neeeded 6 years laer(in 2009, rather than 2003). Similarly, should the opportunity cost ofcapital be 12% instead of ten percent. the commissioning of the projectwould be delayed by some 7 years to 2010. Now, besides electric power,there are other imlortant unmet needs in Nepal. The demand for clectrlcitycan be moderated simply by reducing the rate of new household
connections. This may allow for meeting other priority such as highwaymaintenance, for Instance. What Is stiking as you travel in Nepal, iS theenormous need for road maintenance and rehabilitation. On my last field
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service salaries. these are issues. A significant part of the energy goes tothe urban elites, including civil servants. The government may increaseelectricity tariffs, but then there may also be an induced effect on civilservice salaries. And the government will be collecting with one hand what jit may have Lo hand out with the other.

EDF: What do you think about this estimated economlc rate of return of15.4 percent?

Karcher: I have not seen the latest documents. As I was starting to say. Ihad major concerns about the economic analysis which was first sharedback in January. The methodology was based on the consumers'
willingness to pay for electric power. First of alL how does one estimatethat? What is the shape of the demand curve? When I looked at the theimputed economic value of a kilowatt hour in Nepal, I found that on averagethis was about 7 1/2 times what consumers were paying and I waswondering how Is it possible that you can assume that the average Nepaliconsumer would be willing to pay something like $0.53 per kilowatt hour,when we in Washington pay something like 7 or 8 cents? Obviously, if youuse these kinds of values, then any project becomes feasible and justified.My colleagues, in the department, also felt that the figures lackedcredibility, and that one needed to do something to improve the economicanalysis of the project I have seen a draft of the revised economic analysis,but I have not been able to figure out what is the revised imputed economicvalue of a kilowatt hour.

EDF: It is probably not too different because otherwise wouldn't there haveto be a revision of the economic rate of return?

7



Karcher. No. Because, to some extent in the social sectors in Nepal the
government is still in the process of developing the capacity to provide those
services, and it's not an easy task. Providing health services that reach into
every village in Nepal is not an easy task. You need trained personnel: you
need women with a certain level of education to provide those services. So
to some extent, the limiting factor in the social sectors is the
implementation capacity, but as I was saying earlier, this is a constraint
which Is being lifted, so that in the 'medium term--we are talling about
three to five years--you would be able to expand those services quite
rapidly. And It is at that point that the issue is going to come up: will there
be suffficient resources available?

EDF: It appears that the economic viability of the project depends to large
degree on the Nepalese Energy Authority (N&EA) increasing tariffs of
electricity.

Karcher: 1dght.

EDF: There have been huge tariff increases in the past and there have been
riots in the streets. How much over the current price do current energy
costs have to increase?

Karcher. As I recall, the average tariff had to increase by about 100%
between 1994 and the yea 2000. So you would have to continue
increastng these tariffs quite regularly and significantly over the next sbc
years or so. Whether that is feasible or not remains to be seen. Whether
electric power is going to be affordable and to whom, and what kind of
impact this is going to have on the cost of living and possibly on civil
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Nepal's bargaining position, because Nepal will already have invested its
own resources in those facilities, and India may simply offer to pay a tariff
covering the incremental costs of generation, such as additional turbines
and transmission lines. But let us take it that the power development
program was designed to meet domestic consumption. The question then
becomes what should be the priority given to meeting the local demand for
electricity in relation to other needs, and is the methodology for selecting
power projects adequate to answer that question? Starting out with a
demand forecast for electric power. the Least Cost Generation Expansion
Plan methodology seeks to find a sequence of investments that minimizes
the cost of meeting the projected demand. Now I think that klnd of
methodology is okay if the size of the investments is not too out of line with
the size of the countrys economy. I mean if you are talking about relatively
small increments to the power system and if you have a program that
doesn't really overwhelm the whole macroeconomic framework, then that
kind of methodology makes sense. But if the methodology throws up huge
investments which carry significant risks for the balanced development of
the country, then you have to ask yourself why is It that it is so important
to meet fully the projected consumers' needs for electricity? Why is it not
equally important. perhaps even more important. to meet the needs for
primary education, for water supply. or for family planning services? Why
is electricity consumption, a significant proportion of which goes to the
better-off urban dweUers, more important than the needs of the poor,
especially for an institution like the Bank which is primarily concemed
about poverty alleviation?

EDF: Are you saying, that for other sectors--health, education, and so on--
you don't find this analysis--an assumption--saying that education needs
have to be met completely or that health needs have to be met completely?
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project If poverty alleviation is the overriding objective, there must be
alternative ways of stimulating productive employment than by
concentrating so much of the available government and donor resources on
this one sector.

EDF: What do you think of the economic analysis of the project?

Karcher, I have some serious reservations about the economic analysis.
First of all it was difficult to get bold of the economic analysis until quite
late in the project processing cycle. Somehow that information wasn't being
shared very readily. Then in January 1994. when we finaly did get a copy
of the draft Staff Appraisal Report for the project, I found many problems
with the analyis. At the sectoral level, there was no clarity as to what the
composition of the government's overall investment program in power
actualy was and to what extent it was designed to serve export needs in
addition to domestic consumption. Part of the justification was that the
project was going to help Nepal exort electric power to India, but there was
no indication that Nepal could produce power at a cost and sell it at a price
which would yield an attractive return to Nepal. Although Nepal has major
hydro potential, the unit cost of installed hydro capacity is quite high.
Therefore I would have liked to see a demonstration that the electricity
generated by the project and the follow-on projects in the Arun Valley was
actually competitive and that those projects would constitute an attractive
investment for Nepal. This was missing. Moreover. if electricity exports
were an objective for the program, then it seemed to me that the Nepal
government should have entered into negotiations with India before going
ahead with the investment because of the major up-front investments
required for the access road to the dam site and the other faclities for the
first phase of the Arun project. To do otherwise may seriously weaken
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out Investments In the social sectors. It's possible to construct scenarioswhere that will not happen, but they usually rest on rather optirnistcassumptions. You may have access the latest country econoriicmemorandum of the World Bank on Nepal which was issued last Marchand is, I believe. a public document. It describes the set of measures thegovernment of Nepal would have to implement over the next 10 or 12 yearsin order to avoid the crowding-out impact. I personally fear that thosemeasures, which include revenue mobilization, strict recurrent expenditurecontrol. investment prioritization, and steep tariff increases, may be verydifficult to inplement and especialy to sustain over a long period of time.I'm not casting doubts on the good intentions of the government of Nepalbut if and when the crunch comes, then I think there is a significant riskthat the government will have to cut back on its prlority programs in thesocial sectors, as well as in some other important sectors. Prudence wouldargue in favor of less risky alternatives.

EDF: We have not been able to obtain a copy of the Country AssistanceStrategy, as it is not available to the public. How does the Arun project fitinto the overall strategy of sustainable growth and poverty aJlevation?

Karcher: I don't think that I am divulging any great secret by saying thatpoverty alleviation is the stated overriding objective of the Bank!s countryassistance strategy for Nepal. This requires broad-based, labor-intensivegrowth to generate income opportunities for the poor. and investments inbasic social services. In light of what I said earlier. obviously I have doubtsabout how the project fits Into such-a strategy. because It does not appearto be consistent with the goal of labor-intensive growth. and the Arunproject's benefits will not readily trickle down to the poor, the overwhelmingmajoiity of whom live in the rural areas that will not be served by the

3
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scale of the investments and the nature of the risks one is taking with sucha large project and perhaps even two of them (because I understand theplan is now to go ahead simultaneously with both the Arun and the KaliGandaki projects). A related concern has to do with the fact that, whereasthe World Development Report of 1990 calls for labor-intensive growth(labor often being the most plentiful resource in poor countries), I do notsee that such large investments in the power sector lead to labor-intensivegrowth, certainly not In the short to medium teruL lherefore, it seems tome that the goveniment and the donors need to consider alternativesinvestment programs and a more balanced pattern of development, whichwould generate more productive employment, particularly among the poor.

EDF: The question many people have raised is that with total project costsclose to $760 million, more than Nepal's entire annual budget, is this notlikely to crowd out many the social investments that your division isinterested In, such as expenditures for education. health. and humanresource development?

Karcher: Even though the costs of the Arun project will be spread over 8 or9 years, that has been a real concern of mine. In Nepal human resourcedevelopment is still at a very early stage. The levels of education and healthservices, family planning services are still so inadequate that majorinvestments are required. Nepal Is presently developing the potential toexpand those services quite rapidly. My main concem has been about whathappens in the medium term, when you have developed the capacity toprovide better prinary education, to improve secondazy and highereducation, and to provide health and family planning services at the villagelevel to reach very poor women. It is at that point that those largeinvestments in the power sector. once having started, are liable to crowd

2
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Transcript

NEPAL'S ARUN DAM
Environmental Defense Fund Interview with Martin Karcher. Division Chieffor Population and Human Resources, Country Department I in the South

Asia Region at the World Bank (September 9, 1994)

Karcher: Before we start. let me point out that, having left my offlce abouttwo months ago, I cannot claim to be fully up-to-date on what's happeningwith the A-uns Project.

EDF: The basic facts of the size of the project and costs involved probablyhave not changed. In view of the Bank's claim that poverty allevation, andspecifically your area. population and hurnan resouces development are itsfirst priority, what is the rationale of IDA funding for this mega-project?

Karcher: The Bank's rationale for the project is that it will generateeconomic growth. This is the first of the two-and-a-half prongs of thepoverty alleviation strategy outlined in the World Development Report of1990. Firstly, you need income growth in poor countries to alleviatepoverty. Secondly you need to invest in human resources, And thirdly. asyou stil have some people who are not going-to benefit directly fromeconomic growth, you may also need targeted poverty allevatlon programsto reach those people, particularly the absolute poor, including women. Sothe basic rationale for the Arun project is that It will help generateeconomic growth, because you need electricity In order to promoteindustrial growth, including smaUl scale industry, and tourism. Let memake clear at the outset that I am not against the development of power inNepal. The country needs power but what Is at issue, in my mind, is the



ATTACHMENT-IV.A

Under 5.A. 1: Project Cost -and Crowding Out of Social Sectors

Even bank staff have expressed the view that the size of the domestic investmerlt
requirement will crowd out the social sectors. In a recent public statement by Martin
Karcher, a Division Chief for Population and Human Resources, Country Department 1
in the South Asia Region at the World Bank stated in an interview with the
Environmental Defense Fund who resigned over Arun III controversy stated:

"Even though the costs of the Arun project will be spread over 8 or 9 years, that
[crowding out of investments in social sectors] has been a real concern of mine. In
Nepal human resource development is still at a very early stage. The levels of
education and health services, family planning services are still so inadequate that
major investments are required. Nepal is presently developing the potential to expand
those services quite rapidly. My main concern has been about what happens in the
medium term, when you have developed the capacity to provide better primary
education, to improve secondary and higher education, and to provide health and
family planning services at the village level to reach very poor women. It Js at this
point that those large investments in the power sector, once having started, are
liable to crowd out investments in the social sectors." (See intervlew wlth Mart1n
Karcher, September 9, 1994 attached).
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ATTACHMENT-lV

Under 4.E.4: Land-Based Resettlement

In the case of Arun m project, about 640 families reportedly are expected to be directly
affected by the Valley route, and about 1650 familIes from the previous Hill route. At filrst
glance, the Valley route seems to affect fewer families. However, one has to take Into
account what has already occurred In the area of the originally proposed Hill route.
Because, the HMG/N has already acquired the land of many families living on the
originally proposed Hill route which is now no longer needed. The Valley route
displacement should be viewed for what it is - additional displacement - above and
beyond what has already unnecessarily taken place. Given the timing of the Bank's
decision to rearrange the route (based solely upon financial objectives), what could have
been viewed as compliance with the objective of mninnimzing displacement now has to be
viewed as an aggregation of involuntary resettlement.

The RAP could be considered a development program though the executing agencies in
general, are not aware of their responsibilities to carry out this program (interview by
Janet Bell with the Chief District Officer of Sankhuwa-Sava District. April 1994). It is
also difficult to determine what is a recommendation and what is a mandated
responsibility as there is no clear-cut regional action plan. In the case of the Hill route
for the access road, displaced persons had not been given sufficient resources in order to
replace their lost resources.

A cash compensation is still the centerpiece of the Nepali government's Land Acquisition
Guidelines 2050. The EIA reports that "Access Road guidelines are based on the premise
that resettlement of affected families to new land is impractical, mainly because, firstly,
there is no new land available, and secondly, families do not wish to leave the area of
their ancestral homes. Therefore, compensation is cash-based." According to the same
EIA. it is expected that Valley route PAFs will have even less ability to be able to
comprehend cash compensation because they are already poorer than those affected on
the Hill route.

The updated Land Acquisition, Compensation and Rehabilitation Plan (ACRP) has
attempted to cope with these issues by insisting that project affected people be given the
option of receiving land Instead of cash. The burden of identifying this land, however,
has been placed upon the displaced themselves and they must further arrange for the
state to purchase the land. Those already displaced by the project do not have the
option of land, and it has been proven in earlier ElAs that the amount of compensation
has not been adequate.

Furthermore, no socio-economic survey has been carried out on the Valley route in order
to determine the value of the lands of the affected families. This violates section 1 1 of OD
4.30. In addition, no resettlement plan has been established for those who will lose their
households because of the power transmission lines. In fact, no environmental or social
and health plans have been developed for this portion of the project.

The indigenous peoples-component needs to include baseline data, protection of
communally held lands, a strategy for local participation, a strengthening of
institutional capacities for responsible organizations, a separate monitoring and
evaluation unit, an Implementation plan, etc. In the absence of the plan for indigenous
peoples, the components for the plan are missing as well.
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The cash compensation has been shown to fall in the case of those compensated for theno longer operational Hill route of the access road. According to the EIA. 'A majority ofAccess Road, Hill Route Project Affected Families (PAFs) and Seriously Project AffectedFamilies (SPAFs) have already spent their cash compensation on debt repayments,consumer purchases. or subsistence needs, and have been unable to reinvest In land orcapital assets. The same lack of ability to plan ahead is likely to happen to the presentValley route PAFs."

The HMG/N has given a 30-day notice of land acquisition of Manakamana Village in theproject area on October 5, 1994 asking the affected families to claim for compensation.According to the notice, acquisition of land for the access road is to take place under theNepal's Land Acquisition Act, 1979. Study of the Act and the procedures for landacquisition makes it explicitly clear that there is no sufficient provision for a land forland compensation. The sole use of the Act for the purpose of ACRP of the Arun 1IIcontradicts with the relevant Bank policies and procedures. Thus. the later Is violated bythe ACRP implementation process.
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in reality, to offset the extreme adverse environmental and social impacts. The claimantsbelieve the RAP is unlikely to be implemented by NEA since It Is the same agency whichis promoting the project by all means. Moreover. according to the EIA for the Valley route(September 1992), serving the needs of the local population is secondary to providingaccess to the project site (page 2-1). The route of the road was changed to the Valleypurely for expediency and on financial grounds, and not to help the local people forsustainable development.



ATTACHMENT-E

Under 4.C. 1: Environmental Inforznation

To our knowledge the project authority organized two meetings, one in Hile and the
other In Tumlingtar in which various aspects of the project were discussed to some
extent. (The first meeting was held in Hile only on December 2. 1993 with the
distribution of a booklet in a local language on compensation procedures, but no other
project documents and information were made available to the public at that time). Even
in the so called 23 public meetings too, except for distributing a leaflet with some project
data and compensation procedure, no information on the critical aspects of the project
were disclosed. However, there was an attempt to answer questions at the Tumlingtar
meeting by the NEA officials without the wider availability of basic project documents
and information. Regarding participantion in these meetings letters were sent only tothe elected representatives of the Village Development Committees. and the meeting was
neither announced over the radio nor publicized through leaflets or posters before the
meetings such as in Tumlingtar so that the concerned people could participate. There
was no mentioning of the likely adverse environmental impact during the meetings by
the project authorities. The carefully guarded meetings held in the Arun Valey were to
explain the affected people about the legal procedures on compensation as described
earlier. In some of these meetings, the claimants also made attempts to address the local
people or distribute some critical literature about the project, they were either prevented
to speak with the people or warned to limit their statements on the compensation alone.

There is no single occasion one recalls in which the likely adverse environmental
impacts were made public and the views of the local people were sought. It can be
believed that during the initial stage of the fleld work for the environmental impact
studies, the designated professionals interacted with the local people. But that was
primarily focused in obtaining information from the local people, but not to let them
know the likely adverse impacts and listen to their recommendations. The local people
were not offered choices.

The proposed road as the project documents claim is highly desired by the local people
which Is a fact. But this road will cause severe disruption in the economic, social and
cultural patterns of the lives of the Valley people which they are not properly informed
of. In the latest environmental mitigation plan prepared by the NEA, the introductory
chapter states "The Arun-lII project. particularly the road. wil bring major changes.
Without effective intervention, the impacts on the Valley could be severe particularly on
the poorest families." Whether the local people are adequately informed by the project
authorities about these severe impacts is the important question. The claimants
strongly feel that they have not. The local people are never asked about their choices
between a "road built with environmentally tolerable pace and with environmental
friendly approach and techniques" and 'the one being proposed". They are disguised by
creating dilemma of either the proposed road or the environment.

The Arun Valey is an area of immense biological diversity. It contains one of the few
Intact pristine forests left in the Himalayas. According to the EIA, the Arun m project,
122 kmn access road and transmission lines wil bring many irreversible and negative
changes to the Valley. Because of the expected negative impact to the region. the
HMG/N has prepared a "Regional Action Plan". However. the claimants have strong
reasons to believe that the RAP will not be properly implemented, and the construction
of the project wiD proceed before environmental and social safeguards are in place.

Although the RAP and the access road has been publicly promoted as an "area
development plan" for the people of the Arun Valey. the RAP is only a mitigation plan,
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ATrACHMENT-I

Under 4.C. 1: Arun III Project Information and Document

Throughout the project cycle, the claimants have been denied access to basic project

Information in a timely manner. This has violated the Bank's stated policy-commitment

of accountability and transparency, and the Bank has also failed to operatlonalize the

presumption in favor of disclosure of information. Tineliness is critical because failure to

release information to the claimants prevented local people and NGOs from challenging

the project or its various aspects and shielded the project from public debate and

scrutiny at critical junctures in project design and planning.

For example, the Allance for Energy, a local group and one of the founding members of

the Arun Concerned Group, the claimant, that had been promoting alternatives to the

Arun III project for two years was always at a disadvantage because they did not have

access to the Bank's analysis on alternatives. least cost analysis, cost/benefit analysis

or financial plan. It was only after pressure and involvement from international NGOs

based In the Bank's major donor countries that the Bank finally began to release this

information.

Information about the project that was actually available in he Arun Valley was mostly

on compensation procedures and compensation rates for land which is being acquired

for the project. The EIA documents and the Project Infornation Document (PID) were not

available in the Arun Valley or in the Nepali language.
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TO: Mr. Ernst-Gunther Broder, Chairman, The Inspe Panel NOV2 A, ; I E~~~J INSPECTION PANELFROM: Ernest Stern, Managing Director, EX

EXTENSION: 82004

SUBJECT: Reauest for Inspection - Nepal: Arun III Hydroelectric Prolect

1. Kindly find attached for your consideration the ManagementResponse to the above Request for Inspection.

2. We believe that the Response appropriately addresses thequestions raised in the Request, and demonstrates that the Bank hasfollowed its operational policies and procedures with respect to the designand appraisal of the proposed project.

3. The Response addresses the substance of the Request's complaints.It does not address the issue of the eligibility of the Request under theapplicable provisions of the Resolution establishing the Panel.
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CHAPTER 1: STRATEGIC CONTEXT AND PROJECT BACKGROUND

I. STRATEGIC CONTEXT

1. Nepal is the seventh poorest country in the world. Annual GDP per capita is
under $200. Its social indicators are on a par with the least developed countries in Africa.
Population is increasing rapidly; it is projected to double within 30 years. The absolute poor
constitute almost half the population.

2. The ranks of the poor have been increasing in Nepal. GDP has been rising by
3.5 percent per annum. But this is not fast enough to reduce the number of poor people,
when population itself is growing at 2.5 percent per annum. Economic growth would need
to accelerate for the number of poor people to begin to decline.

3. Nor can significant inroads into poverty be achieved through redistributional
policies. Since such a large percentage of the population is poor, there is simply too little to
redistribute for such policies to be an important part of the poverty reduction strategy. This
suggests that the core 1990 WDR strategy of efficient labor-intensive growth plus
investments in human capital is the right approach for Nepal.

4. The Government has been pursuing this approach. It has adopted a number of
policy reforms in recent years. Expenditures on basic social services have been increased and
are programmed to rise further - by over 5 percent per annum in real per capita terms over
the next 10 years.

5. While the results of these efforts have been positive, they have been
constrained by two major factors - implementation capacity to convert the higher social
sector spending into markedly improved literacy and health outcomes and power to fuel the
private sector supply response to the reforms.

6. The proposed Arun IlIl project addresses the second of these constraints. It will
help put an end to the load-shedding and power shortages that have kept the labor-intensive
micro-enterprise and tourist sectors from expanding and relieve existing pressures on
fuelwood and on forest resources. By providing the basis for sustained and efficient growth,
it is central to Nepal's - and IDA's - poverty reduction strategy.

7. The economic analysis of the proposed project suggests that the expected rate
of return is 13.5 percent. This is adequate by Bank standards, which typically uses a
minimum 10 percent benchmark for the opportunity cost of capital as a cutoff. Moreover, for
Nepal, the critical constraint is not the availability of donor financing - indeed, Nepal's
calculated "norm" IDA allocation is not being fully taken up for lack of good projects, and
donor-financed project disbursements are among the slowest in the world. Rather the key
constraint is absorptive capacity. Accordingly, the 10 percent opportunity cost benchmark
overstates the value that the Arun project funds could earn in alternative uses over the next
few years.
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8. In the circumstances, Bank strategy is to work with the Nepalese authoritiessimultaneously on three fronts:

First, we are helping Nepal to build institutional capacity on a broadfront. As noted, implementation capacity is the key developmentconstraint that Nepal faces. We are working with the authorities torelax that constraint and to increase the country's absorptive capacityfor donor and other inflows. We are doing it through projects, economicand sector work, and technical assistance. This is a staff-intensiveprocess, but essential for Nepal's development prospects.
* Second, we are continuing to work with the Nepalese authorities on thepolicy and public expenditure framework for sustained growth andpoverty reduction. Critical here is the continuation of the program forrevenue increases and expenditure prioritization - including theemphasis on increased spending for basic social services - set forth inthe Policy Framework Paper.'

* Third, within the broader context of support for efficient power sectordevelopment in Nepal, we are proposing to finance (with other donors)the Arun project. The primary objective of this project is to meetNepal's growing power requirements at least cost so that this constrainton growth and poverty reduction can be overcome.

1I. PROJECT BACKGROUND

9. Nepal's per capita commercial energy consumption is one of the lowest in theworld. Only 9 percent of the population has access to electricity. Fuelwood is the mostimportant energy source for cooking and heating. Indeed, the main energy sources arefuelwood (72 percent), agricultural residues (1 2 percent), dung (9 percent), and hydropower(1 percent); the remainder is imported (6 percent). Nepal's hydropower potential is estimatedat 25,000 megawatts (MW), of which only 241 MW has been developed to date. The least-cost generation expansion plan for the Nepal grid identifies the Arun IlIl hydropower projectas one of the core investments in meeting Nepal's medium-term energy needs.
10. The proposed project, given its situation in the Arun Valley, poses a unique andcomplex set of environmental and socio-economic issues. The Valley is now accessible onlyby foot. Its 450,000 inhabitants lead a harsh subsistence life, with limited access toeducation and health services. They have no access to electricity or safe drinking water.Rapid population growth contributes to pressure on food supplies, jobs, and natural resources,in particular forests. Against this background, the proposed project represents a majoropportunity - and poses major risks - for the future of the Valley. The access road requiredfor project development and maintenance will greatly reduce transport costs into and out ofthe Valley and facilitate tourism and labor market development. But these changes, coupled

1/ See Nepal: Policy Framework Paper, 1994-96; SecM94-324, March 30, 1994.
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with construction activities, could also have major effects on the fragile environment of the

area.

11. In recognition of the various development-related risks, a very detailed

environmental and socio-economic analysis was undertaken during project preparation. The

analysis, led to the formulation of an Environmental Action Plan, with three major

components: an Environmental Mitigation Plan, a Land Acquisition, Resettlement, and

Compensation Plan, and a Regional Action Plan. Taken together the planned mitigation

measures cover the full range of environmental and socio-economic risks. They aim to limit

negative direct impacts and to maximize the Valley's prospects for sustainable growth and

poverty reduction.



CHAPTER 2: REQUEST FOR INSPECTION

1. The Request for Inspection alleges violation of Bank operational policies and
procedures in six areas:

* economic analysis of projects: The allegations are that alternatives have not beenproperly considered and that the risk analysis is faulty. The latter is ascribed to thefailure to treat properly three issues - possible upstream developments in China;possible shortfalls in power exports to India; and the valuation of large-project risks.* energy policy: The allegation is the omission of demand side management measuresfrom the program.

* disclosure of information: The allegations are that the PID lacks required detail; thattechnical material was released too late to be useful; and that the EnvironmentalAssessment was not available in Nepali in a timely and convenient manner. There isalso a request to make public the SAR.
* environmental assessment: The allegations are that alternatives were not fullyconsidered; that there was insufficient material available before the public meetings;and that the cumulative impacts of Arun Valley development were not adequatelyanalyzed. The lack of an assessment of the transmission line is alleged, along with thelack of mitigation plans for fish, floods, and disposal of construction spoils.

* 4 involuntaryresettiement: The allegations are that there were insufficient compensationand failure to provide electricity to the Valley and permanent employment and land todisplaced families; that there was no socio-economic survey; and that resettlementplanning was not done in a timely manner.
* indigenous peoples: The allegations are that there are no local benefits for the Valley'sindigenous peoples, who will suffer only adverse impacts and that there is nomitigation or.indigenous peoples development plan; that the cadastral survey was late;and that the indigenous peoples were insufficiently consulted.

2. The Request for Inspection also alleges adverse effects on the Requesters'rights and interests, in terms of:

* crowding out of social sector spending;* too heavy reliance on foreigners for construction;* crowding out of small power projects;* undermining democratic processes; and* adverse effects in the Arun Valley, including income loss,unemployment, food deficit, deforestation, health problems, and loss oflivelihood from land.



CHAPTER 3: PROJECT-SPECIFIC ISSUES RAISED IN THE REQUEST FOR INSPECTION'

I. ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF INVESTMENT OPERATIONS

A. The studies of possible alternative investments and approaches to meetingNepal's power needs undertaken during project preparation meet therequirements of OP 10.04: the Economic Evaluation of Investment Operations.
1. ' According to OP 10.04, consideration of alternatives is one of the mostimportant features of proper project analysis throughout the project cycle. Bank proceduresfor the analysis of power projects involve the identification of the least-cost generationexpansion plan (LCGEP) for meeting the projected load growth. The resulting least-costinvestment program is then subjected to economic rate of return and risk analysis.
2. The analysis of Arun Ill followed this approach. The SAR summarizes theLCGEP analysis, for which many (some 3,000) alternative generation and expansion planswere initially considered. Underlying the LCGEP are 11 individual hydro investment projectcandidates of varying sizes, which had been examined to the pre-feasibility level or beyond.Thermal options were also considered, subject to technical feasibility constraints. The SARincludes a detailed description of the economic and risk analysis.'
3. In response to questions, additional alternative strategies were investigated inorder to check the robustness of the standard least-cost analysis. This involved theconsideration of project candidates that preliminary analysis had previously screened out.With the expanded project candidate set, the LCGEP model was constrained to not introduceArun before 2010. This constraint led to the inclusion of several "Plan B" projects in the2000-2009 period's LCGEP.3 Using the set of assumptions considered by the Bank'sappraisal team to be most likely, the cost of this alternative investment program was higherthan the cost of the HMG/N's proposed investment program.'

4. The Request for Inspection argues that the Bank violated its operational policiesand procedures by not ensuring that the Plan B project proposals were investigated to the pre-feasibility stage. This is an area where there are no hard-and-fast rules; professional judgment- about the likely costs and benefits of further study, and of the associated delay - is thedetermining factor. The appraisal team's assessment, endorsed by Management, was thatthe number of hydro candidates explored to the pre-feasibility level represented a veryrespectable effort for a country such as Nepal - especially in view of the time and expense

1/ Document numbers refer to the documents requested by the Panel in Mr. Br5der's November 4memorandum to Mr. Wood. See Annex B for the list of documents and the corresponding numbering.
2/ See Document #1: pp. 54-62; Annexes 5.4 and 5.7.
3/ Plan B is described in Document #1: Annex 5.4, para 41.
4/ See Document #5. See also Document #1: Annex 5.4. para 42.
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incurred by the authorities in investigating them.5 Hence the Bank's policy requirement was,in our view, met by the standard least-cost analysis. The reasonableness of this judgementis supported by the supplemental analysis done on the Plan B alternative. There is noevidence that further study of projects in the 30-80 MW range would displace Arun III from'Nepal's LCGEP. Meanwhile, analysis and refinement continues. Indeed, the project containsfunding for further pre-feasibility and feasibility work for small hydro projects. If attractiveprojects do emerge, they can be accommodated in the periodically-revised LCGEP.

B.' The analysis of project risks meets the requirements of OP 10. 04.
5. As summarized in OP 10.04, the Bank's approach to risk analysis is to identifythe costs and benefits of the various possible outcomes and to assign probabilities to them,as the basis for calculating the project's expected economic rate of return. This approach wascarefully followed in the economic analysis of Arun 111. The approach described in Annex 5.7of the SAR goes beyond standard Bank practice - in the transparency and explicitness of thedelineation of the assumptions underlying the analysis and the number (72) of possibleoutcomes considered.6

6. The breadth and depth of the risk analysis notwithstanding, it does not considerthe risks to project viability of the possible construction of the Changsuo Basin IrrigationProject referred to in the request for inspection. This is because the appraisal team judgedthese risks to be minimal. As noted in the SAR, the catchment area of the Changsuo Basinis about 230 km2, less than 1 percent of the Arun Basin catchment, so any diversion is likelyto be almost imperceptible at the project site.' Even if the flow in the tributary were totallycut off, the impact would not be significant. In the wet season, the Arun River flow wouldstill be more than 400 m3/second; in the dry season, the river is fed by aquifers throughoutthe basin as well as by glacier melt. The Chinese authorities have recently reconfirmed that,because of its small size, the Changsuo Basin Irrigation Project is likely to have no effect ondownstream water users.8

7. The Request for Inspection suggests that Arun IlI's viability depends on powersales to India; hence it argues that project approval must await a bilateral agreement. Theeconomic analysis assumes "committed" energy sales to India - but for only up to 50 MW;purchases from India up to the same level are also assumed. This modest assumption is fully

5/ At an estimated average cost of $1-1.3 million per pre-feasibility study and $2.5 million perfeasibility study, and with detailed engineering ranging up to approximately $7 million for Kali Gandakiand $1 5 million for Arun, the volume of engineering work carried out by Nepal represents considerableeffort and investment of resources, or an estimated $50 million since 1983.
6/ For a discussion of standard Bank practice, see Econ Report: Economic Analysis of Projects -Towards a Result-Oriented Approach to Evaluation: World Bank, 1992.
71 See Document #1: paras 3.15-3.16.

8/ See communications (October 24, 1994 and November 14, 1994) between Guangyao Zhu, Advisorto the World Bank Executive Director for China and Donal O'Leary, World Bank Senior SystemsPlanner/Engineer.
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in line with recent levels of power trade between Nepal and India. The absence of a formalagreement has not impeded this volume of sales, even during the 1 989-1 990 trade and transitdispute which disrupted other trade flows. Recognizing the greater uncertainty associatedwith "surplus" sales to India (above 50 MW), they are not included in the demand forecastwhich was used in the least-cost analysis, and the economic analysis both values them at halfthe price of current sales and tests the sensitivity of the project's viability to their realization.The result - if no surplus sales occur - is a one percentage point drop in the project'seconomic rate of return, which remains above the opportunity cost of capital.

8. The Request for Inspection suggests that the project's large size needs to befactored into the risk analysis. OP 10.04 does not mention the treatment of risks in largeprojects, and special analytic techniques are not required. Nor does the Bank have an explicitpolicy with respect to the valuation of risks - as distinguished from the analysis and/ormanagement of risks - associated with large projects. That said, the recognition of Arun'smagnitude and importance to the Nepalese economy was what led the Bank to undertakesuch comprehensive risk analysis of this project, which is now considered a. best-practiceexample of such analysis.

II. POWER AND ENERGY POLICY

A.. The design and appraisal of the project are/were consistent with Bank policieson the power sector and energy efficiency.
9. A central tenet of Bank power and energy policy is the focus on countries witha clear commitment to improving sector performance.9 Nepal has demonstrated the requisitecommitment through the framework it is introducing under Arun IlIl for the transparentregulation of the sector, the commercialization of the Nepalese Electricity Authority (NEA), andthe promotion of private sector provision of power."0 In addition, building on the IDA-financed FY92 Power Sector Efficiency Project, Arun IlIl provides a vehicle for integratingenergy efficiency issues into the policy dialogue - fully in line with Bank policy - for whichthe use of tariffs as an instrument of demand side management (DSM) is a critical issue.Following large increases in 1991 and 1993, electricity tariffs were raised by 38 percent inMarch 1994 - bringing them to about 70 percent of long-run marginal costs. Under theproject, NEA is committed to further increases in order to meet its financial requirements;"with base case assumptions, they would average 4 percent per annum in real terms duringthe 1996-2004 period. By the latter date, tariffs would equal long-run marginal costs.

10. NEA's DSM program also includes non-price measures such as equipment sizing,timing of plant operation, power factor correction, and energy efficient lighting, as well as

9/ See World Bank, The World Bank's Role in the Electric Power Sector and Energy Efficiency andConservation in the Development World, 1992.

101 See Document #1: paras 1.23-1.27.

1 1/ See Document #1: paras 1.18, 4.23, and 4.27.
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efficiency improvement of non-electrical loads such as industrial steam cycle systems."2 Acentral outreach facility to institutionalize these activities with the involvement of the privatesector is also planned. Meanwhile, NEA has been carrying out a program to identify andsystematically reduce network losses. NEA staff are trained in repairing defective meters,rehabilitating service connections and deteriorated lines, and related tasks. Equipment hasbeen introduced to monitor losses, meter testing facilities have been improved, and exemptconsumers (such as temples and NEA's own consumption) have been brought within thebilling system. Non-technical losses are being addressed by improved meter reading andbilling pr6cedures, as well as by field inspections and correction of irregular connections. Theresulting improvements in energy efficiency have been built into the Arun IlIl load forecast andLCGEP.

Ill. DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION

A. The content and dissemination of the Arun Project Information Document weresubstantially in line with Bank policy and procedures.
11. This is an area where Bank policy and procedures have been evolving rapidlyalongside project developments.. Indeed, BP 17.50: Disclosure of Operational Informationwas issued in September 1 993 - at the same time that the project was being appraised. TheArun Project Information Document IPID) was prepared on January 24, 1994, and madeavailable to the Public Information Center (PIC) in March 1994. That the PID was notsubsequently revised is fully consistent with BP 17.50. The latter requires revision of theinitial PID before appraisal; revision after appraisal is called for only if there are major changesin the project. However, Arun Ill had been appraised by the time the initial PID was issued,and, in any case, appraisal did not result in major changes.

12. The PID provides the information required by BP 17.50. However, the PID doesnot discuss some issues required by BP 10.00, Annex A, Outline for an Investment ProjectInformation Document. The latter was issued in June 1994; hence it does not apply to theArun Ill PID. By that time, the availability of project information to the public in both Nepaland Washington already far exceeded the expanded requirements of the PID.
B. Bank policies and procedures on the release of factual technical informationhave been complied with.

13. Notwithstanding initial delays in implementing the new disclosure policy, theprovisions of BP 17.50 on the release of factual technical documents have been adhered to.A number of factual technical documents13 were cleared for public release and madeavailable at the PIC during June/July 1 994. More recently, sections of the SAR that deal withfactual technical matters have been printed separately; they have been available at the PICsince September 1994.

12/ Ibid: paras 1.28-1.29.

131 See May 31, 1994 letter from Ms. Garcia-Zamor to Government of Nepal.



C. The dissemination of the results of the Environmental Assessment wassubstantially in line with Bank policies and procedures.
14. The Environmental Assessment Summary was published in Kathmandu in May1993; it was made available in the Arun Project Information Center in Kathmandu, whichopened in October 1993. The results of the assessment were made available in Nepali in theArun Valley in June 1993.14 An oral presentation in the Valley was also arranged; a videotape of this meeting is available for the Panel's review. With respect to the EnvironmentalAssessment for the Valley alignment of the access road, the key questions requiring feedbackconcern the compensation arrangements and appeal mechanisms for land acquisition. Thesehave been summarized in Nepali and distributed widely along the proposed route."5

IV. ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

A. The Environmental Assessment complies with Bank policies and proceduresgoveming the environmental analysis of altemative investment possibilities, asreflected in OD 4.01: Environmental Assessment. 6

15. The Environmental Assessment Executive Summary'7 meets the requirementsof OD 4.01 with respect to the treatment of alternatives. Chapter 6 of the summaryaddresses alternative technologies, three dam sites in the Arun Valley, and two differentaccess road alignments. It clearly states that identification of Arun ll was based on least coststudies undertaken up to 1990; these studies addressed environmental/social issues at thereconnaissance level for all feasible sites.

16. The access road has the most significant environmental impact of all thecomponents of the Arun IlIl development program. Full Environmental Assessments wereconducted for both the Hill and Valley alignments - the two alternative access road routes

14/ See Document #1: para 3.37. See also November 11, 1994 communication from J.L.Karmacharya, Director-in-Chief to Donal O'Leary.

15/ See para 31 below.

16/ OD 4.01 is not applicable to this project since the IEPS for the Project was issued on February 5,1987. Nevertheless, Management proceeded as if it were applicable. OD 4.01 is applicable to allprojects for which IEPSs are issued after October 1, 1991. Projects for which IEPSs were issuedearlier are subject to OD 4.00, Annex A, issued on October 31, 1989; for these projects, OD 4.01 isto be applied "where appropriate and feasible". OD 4.00, Annex A is, however, applicable to projectswhich reached the IEPS stage after October 1 5, 1989. For other projects past the IEPS stage, therequirement was to review "how to achieve the objectives' of OD 4.00, Annex A within the existingtime and resources constraints. See also Annex A.
171 See NEA, Nepal Arun /ll Hydroelectric Project: Environmental Assessment Summary; SecM93-460, May 12, 1993.
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considered."8 The impacts are compared in the Environmental Assessment Summary. Theselected Valley route is significantly shorter and affects less people, as illustrated in detail inthe Environmental Assessment Summary. In addition, the construction period planned for theroad (3-4 years) was carefully designed to allow for full implementation of all mitigationmeasures.19

B. The basin-wide environmental sustainability study meets the Bank'srequirements with respect to the analysis of possible cumulative impacts of thedevelopment of the Arun Valley's hydropower resources.

17. OD 4.01 states that a regional Environmental Assessment may be used wherea number of similar but significant projects are planned with potentially cumulative impacts.With this as one of its objectives, a basin-wide study was prepared by the King MahendraTrust for Nature Conservation.20 This study, which is described in a 13 volume reportentitled Environmental Management and Sustainable Development in the Arun Basin,investigated "ways in which management of the resources, economy and environment of theArun Basin as a region might best respond to the processes of change brought by thehydroelectric development program".2" In addition, project-specific EnvironmentalAssessments covered Arun Ill, the alternative access roads, and the transmission line; theyare discussed in the Environmental Assessment Summary. The effects of Upper Arun, whichare likely to be environmentally more sensitive than Arun IlIl, were studied separately.22Lower Arun, essentially a downstream powerhouse, is generally recognized to have lesssignificant impacts.

C. The project's environmental studies and mitigation plans in respect of thetransmission lines, risks to fish, and disposal of construction spoil are inconformity with Bank policies and procedures.

1 8/ See Joint Venture Arun IlIl Consulting Services, Addendum to the June 1990 Environmental andSocial Impact Study Report: Volume 2: Arun Access Road, January 1992; and Environmental ImpactAssessment for Arun Access Road - Valley Route, September 1992.

19/ Ibid.

20/ The King Mahendra Trust, which is a Nepalese environmental NGO, was chosen to carry out thework because of its internationally-recognized work in nature conservation in the Chitwan National Parkand in setting up the Annapurna Conservation Area, where it has worked closely with indigenouspeoples in income generation schemes and in promoting nature conservation and eco-tourism. See alsoparas 21, 31 and 35 below.

21/ King Mahendra Trust for Nature Conservation, Environmental Management and SustainableDevelopment in the Arun Basin, Volume 1: Summary and Synthesis, October 1991: p. 1.
22/ Morris and Knudsen Engineers, et al, Upper Arun Hydroelectric Project - Feasibility Study, PhaseIl: Final Report, December, 1991: Chapter 11.
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18. The Request for Inspection's allegation notwithstanding, a full Environmental
Assessment for the transmission line was conducted.23

19. Under the project, the risk from. floods including glacier like outburst floods(GLOFs) and the effects and method of spoil disposal and appropriate mitigation measureswere carefully studied.24 The results were reviewed and approved by the Project's Panel of
Experts. 2 5

20. Fisheries studies conducted as part of the Environmental Assessment
determined the effects of the project to be not significant. Critical spawning periods areduring the monsoon season when adequate discharge is available from the (run-of-the-river)
project; nevertheless, further work will be undertaken in the first year of the project to verify
that potential impacts are minimal and identify mitigation measures, as necessary.26

D. The preparation of the EnvironmentalAssessments tookinto account the views
of affected groups and local NGOs, in line with Bank policies and procedures.

21. Extensive public consultations took place in Nepal during - and in the wake of
- the project's environmental studies. Numerous consultations were held in 1990 and 1991
in the course of the King Mahendra Trust basin-wide study. More recently - in 1993 and
1 994 - there have been a series of public consultations on the project in the Arun Valley.
These have drawn on various project-related documents - in Nepali - including the above-
mentioned environmental summary.2' Reflecting the consultations,. changes were made inthe project to accommodate the views of affected people - including the provision of priority
training and jobs with project contractors, and changes in the placement of the access road.
The Government has responded to the disappointment expressed by some communities onthe changes in the access road alignment by making a commitment to build spur roads to link
these communities with the access road. The Regional Action Plan (RAP) also was designed
with the direct participation of those to be affected; recognizing that indigenous people havetraditionally managed their forests on a community basis, the RAP includes a program for
forestry user groups.28

23/ See Joint Venture Arun IlIl Consulting Services, Addendum to the June 1990 Environmental andSocio-Economic Impact Study Report: Volume 3 - EIA of the Transmission Line System, January1992.

24/ See Environmental Assessment Summary: pp. 39 and 60.

25/ See Document #1: paras 3.23 and 3.44(b) for a discussion of the Panel of Experts. See alsoCompendium of Panel Reports.

26/ See Environmental Assessment Summary: p. 78.

27/ See para 14 above. See also November 11, 1994 communication from J.L. Karmacharya,
Director-in-Chief, NEA to Donal O'Leary.

28/ See also paras 33, 35, and 36 below.
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V. INVOLUNTARY RESETTLEMENT

A. The compensation provided for under the Acquisition, Compensation, and
Rehabilitation Plan (A CAP) is fully consistent with the requirements of OD 4.30:Involuntary Resettlement.

22. Arun IlIl does not involve the resettlement of communities or of very large
numbers of people. A total of 1,097 project affected families (PAFs) have been identified in
the project area. Of these, 140 have been identified as seriously project-affected families
(SPAFs).29 The Acquisition, Compensation, and Rehabilitation Plan (ACRP) developed under
the project is consistent with OD 4.30.3° The ACRP addresses the compensation of families
affected by land acquisition and provides - in addition to normal compensation under Nepal's
Land Acquisition Act - rehabilitation grants to help both PAFs and SPAFs during the period
of transition after their land is acquired by the projeCt.3' Based on comments provided by
the Bank, ACRP implementation arrangements were agreed at negotiations.32

B. While land-based resettlement strategies are preferable according to OD 4.30,they are not required, and may not be appropriate, for projects with the scaleof displacement of Arun 111. Nonetheless, seriously affected families are beinggiven the option of land compensation, and all PAFs are being offered full cashcompensation for their land.
23. Despite efforts to minimize land acquisition, some families face permanent loss
of land. The type of compensation provided - cash versus land - depends on the
significance of land in the affected family's income-earning activities. However, the actual
value of compensation paid will be same whether it is paid in cash or in kind (land); all
valuations are done according to standards laid out in the ACRP. SPAFs facing significant loss
of land-based income under the project have been offered the option of receiving land instead
of cash as compensation. Because there is no issue of large-scale community resettlement
and family land-holdings are often fragmented and widely distributed within the community,
SPAFs are being given the flexibility of identifying their preferred replacement holdings. NEA,
not the Government, will purchase any replacement land chosen by SPAFs.33
24. All other affected families are to be provided cash compensation for their land.
The ACRP provides for compensation for land, buildings, and immovable assets on acquired
29/ A household is classified as an SPAF if it (1) loses its dwelling unit or (2) if its main source of
income is from land and at least half of total income will be lost due to project-related land acquisition.
See Document #1: Annex 3.3, para 2.
30/ Joint Venture Arun IlIl Consulting Services, Acquisition, Compensation, and Rehabilitation (ACRP):
Action Plan, Initial Report, April 1993; Final Update, June 21, 1994.
311 Ibid: Sections 3.3 and 3.4 and Appendix A.
32/ See Arun 1/1 Agreed Minutes of Negotiations: para 9 and Annex 5, Attachment 2.33/ Ibid: Section 3.8. See also Document #1: Annex 3.3
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land at market values, based on detailed cadastral surveys of the entire access road area.34
SPAFs who opt for cash compensation and PAFs will receive sufficient funds to purchase land
of similar size and quality. Grievance procedures are included explicitly in the ACRP.35

25. A cadastral survey of all areas expected to be affected by the project was
completed prior to land acquisition.36 Compensation arrangements are covered under the
ACRP for all land so surveyed, which includes land held under sole proprietorship formal and
informal tenancies, and land owned by a group or community. In addition to compensation
provided to landholders, the ACRP provides for land compensation and rehabilitation grants
for tenants. Where clear ownership of land or property affected by the project by a group of
people or a community can be established, then the group or community is to be treated as
a PAF for compensation purposes.37

C. The objective of the Bank's resettlement policy is to ensure that the population
displaced by a project are provided opportunities to share in project benefits.
It contains no requirements as to how project benefits should be shared, nor
does it require that pernanent employment be provided to displaced persons.

26. The project has been designed to ensure that residents of the Arun Valley
receive a range of benefits from the project. From the point of view of valley residents, the
main direct benefit derives from the access road, which will reduce transportation costs into
and out of the Valley dramatically. In addition, construction of the access road and other
infrastructure will create substantial project-related employment in the Valley, and local
residents are being given priority in filling these jobs.33 The RAP provides for rural
electrification of the Valley through micro-power stations; contract documents contain
provisions for turning project power sources over to local communities on completion of
construction. This will allow electrification of most of the major villages in the valley
downstream of the project site.39 Electric power is another direct benefit of the Arun Ill
project.

27. OD 4.30 does not require SPAFs to be compensated through permanent
employment. It does require that displaced persons be no worse off, if not better off, than
before displacement. To this end, on top of compensation for loss of land, at least one person
in each SPAF household is to be offered employment by NEA under the ACRP. A special

34/ See ACRPAction Plan: Appendix A.

35/ Ibid: Section 3.9.

36/ Ibid: Section 3.1.

37/ ACRP Action Plan: Section 11.2.

38/ See Document #1: Annex 3.2, para 25.

39/ See Document #1: Annex 3.2, paras 12-15.
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training program is being set up to impart job skills to those participating in this program,4owhich is intended to help increase SPAFs' earnings capacity on a permanent basis.

D. Detailed socioeconomic surveys were carried out during project preparation, asrequired by OD 4.30.

28. Full socioeconomic surveys, covering all PAFs, were carried out in 1990 for theHill (road) alignment, and in 1993 for the Valley itself. Detailed cadastral surveys have alsobeen undertaken.41 42 A Management Information System (MIS), integrated a GeographicInformation System (GIS), and a project management subsystem have been developed forplanning and monitoring the ACRP, and information from the cadastral and socioeconomicsurveys are currently being entered into the system. This is the first time that an integratedMIS/GIS has been developed to manage land acquisition programs for a Bank-financed projectprior to project implementation. The integrated MIS/GIS will provide a unique opportunity forBank and ACRP staff to closely monitor the impacts of the project on affected familiesthroughout the implementation phase."3

E. The timeliness of resettlement planning under the project meets therequirements of OD 4.30.

29. In line with OD 4.30, the draft ACRP was prepared prior to project appraisal,including all necessary surveys of affected families and properties." All families to beaffected by construction of the access road or the hydropower site have been identified. Aninitial identification has been made of families potentially affected by construction of thetransmission lines and the principles for their compensation arrangements have been agreed.(Definitive identification is pending decisions on the final alignment of the lines, which will beconstructed five years after the start of the project.) Permanent displacement of families dueto construction of transmission lines will be minimal; at most only eight households areexpected to be permanently displaced." Much of the land affected by the transmission lineswill require only way-leave and building height restrictions. Arrangements have been madeunder the ACRP to compensate affected families for any such restrictions."6
30. Thus the vast majority of affected families know already that they will bedisplaced by the project and what form of compensation they will receive. However, they do

40/ See ACRP Action Plan: Section 3.8.

41/ See Document #1: para 3.32 and Annex 3.3, para 11.
42/ See also paras 25 and 34.

43/ See Document #1: Annex 3.3, para 21.
44/ See footnote 30 above.

45/ See Document #1: Annex 3.3, Table 1.

46/ See Document #1: Annex 3.3.
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not know the precise date of displacement. Given the complexity and duration of the project,the timetable of land acquisition, compensation, and rehabilitation activities is to be finalizedon a two-year rolling basis. The implementation timetable for ACRP activities in the first twoyears of the project (primarily construction of the road) will be finalized within three monthsof the time that a decision is taken to begin construction. The ACRP timetable for successiveyears will be prepared annually, covering at least the following two years."

31. To make clear the policies and procedures being followed, NEA has prepareda Due Process Manual in Nepali." The Manual describes the ACRP, compensationprocedures, land acquisition procedures, payment of compensation and rehabilitation grants,provision for special treatment of SPAFs, compensation of public properties and facilities,consideration of informal tenant rights, grievance procedures, and monitoring and evaluationof the ACRP. Over 3,000 copies of the Nepali version of the Manual have been distributedto PAFs and to other concerned persons, and it has been discussed extensively in publicmeetings in the project area.'9

VI. INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

A. Mitigation efforts proposed under the project and included in the RegionalAction Plan are consistent with OD 4.20: Indigenous Peoples.

32. OD 4.20 requires the preparation of a culturally appropriate development plan,based on full consideration of the options preferred by the indigenous people affected by theproject. To this end - and at the request of Government, the World Bank, and the UNDP -the basin-wide study prepared by the King Mahendra Trust for Nature Conservation examinedhow changes induced by the project would impact various social and ethnic groups30 in theValley and designed the RAP accordingly. The study's summary report51 and Action

47/ See Document #1: Annex 3.3, para 18.

48/ N EA, Arun I IHydroelectric Project - Due Process Manual, November 1993. See also Document#1: Annex 3.3, para 18.

49/ See November 11, 1994 communication from J.L. Karmacharya, Director-in-Chief, NEA toDonal O'Leary.

50/ The basin is culturally and ethnically diverse. Rai, Limbu, Gurung and Magar taken together makeup 53 percent of the total population in the Sankhuwasabha District. This is followed by 27 percentBrahmans/Chhetris, 7 percent for occupational caste groups and Tamang, Sherpa and Tibetan, 5percent for Newar and 1 percent for others. However, the sample population from the potentialgrowth centers close to the proposed road alignment and dam site give a different picture to that ofthe district in general. They are dominated by Brahmans/Chhetris and Newars, the trading castes,while Rai, Limbu and other castes of Mongol origin account for about one-third of the total.Occupational caste groups and Kumhals, both regarded as underprivileged, are estimated at about 10percent.

51/ King Mahendra Trust for Nature Conservation, Environmental Management and SustainableDevelopment in the Arun Basin, Volume 1, October 1991.
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Programs52 form the basis for the RAP. The RAP fulfills the objectives of OD 4.20 by
including a range of actions to address the diverse development needs of all groups in the
Valley, including both the very poor and those who have strong ethnic or cultural affiliations,as well as other Valley residents. Actions proposed under the RAP are designed to be
sensitive to the cultural diversity in the Arun Valley and to take full account of the different
groups' relationship to land, natural resources, and their cultural heritage.
33. The RAP includes actions in six broad areas, as follows: conservation; income
generatiorl; institutional strengthening; extension and training; infrastructure and energy;
research, monitoring and information. In terms of scheduling, five sectoral programs are
regarded as priorities for implementation. These relate to: strengthening local forest
management; helping local communities service construction- related demands; strengtheninggovernment institutions to cope with impacts; training and education for local human resource
development; and environmental monitoring. The tentative cost of the RAP is estimated at
$14.6 million (excluding contingencies).5

B. The recommendations of OD 4.20 with respect to the sequencing of (first)establishing legal recognition of indigenous peoples' land rghts - throughcadastral surveys and other means - and (then) acquirng the land have beenfollowed.

34. A key objective of OD 4.20 is that indigenous peoples not become worse off
through a loss of land rights as a result of project-related activities. As noted earlier, during
project preparation a cadastral survey of all land in the area of influence of the access road
- including the road right-of-way itself and land within one day's walk of the planned right-of-
way - and other components of the project was completed prior to land acquisition; this
provided for legal recognition of use rights in the surveyed area.
35. A substantial portion of land required by the project is owned by the
Government, particularly forest land. By tradition, local communities use these areas for
grazing, collection of fodder, firewood, and so on. Arrangements have been made in the
ACRP to compensate any community or users group who is looking after the forest and
dependent on it for timber and fodder for the loss of these commodities.54 In addition, to
mitigate deforestation pressures, the RAP will support the continuation of the ongoing process
of forming pasture and forest-user groups; to date, 34 forest user groups have already been
formed along the road right-of-way; 27 additional groups are to be formed.
36. Meanwhile, the national cadastral survey that is underway has been completed
in Bhojpur and is nearing completion in Sankhuwasabha.5 s Actions taken under the project
to regularize land tenure, to recognize use rights on public lands, and to set up pasture and
forest-users groups to manage community resources are all efforts to protect the land-use

52/ King Mahendra Trust for Nature Conservation, Action Program, Volume 2, October 1991.53/ See Document #1: Annex 3.13, para 7.
54/ Ibid: Section 3.6.1.

55/ See November 21, 1994 facsimile from Joe Manickavasagam, World Bank Resident
Representative in Nepal, to Donal O'Leary.
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rights of the people of the Arun Valley. These precautions notwithstanding, a close watchwill be necessary throughout project implementation to ensure that the objectives of OD 4.20are met. To this end, the project supervision plan involves careful monitoring and evaluationof the impact of project-related activities on vulnerable groups in the Valley.
C. Project preparation has met the requirements of OD 4.20, in terms of theinformed participation of the affected indigenous peoples in the design of theRAP.

37. The preparation of the RAP was highly participatory. The King Mahendra Truststudy team was made up largely of Nepalese experts. There was close and continuousinteraction among study team members and the people of the Arun Basin. A wide-ranginghousehold survey was undertaken to learn from local residents their expectations as well asto tap their knowledge and experience. Over 70 man-months were devoted to studies in theArun Basin itself. The study began and ended with two major workshops in the basin atwhich representatives from local HMG/N offices, local NGOs, village leaders and the publicgave their opinions and ideas on how the study should best proceed and, later, feedback onthe RAP's proposals for action programs.56

56/ See King Mahendra Trust for Nature Conservation, Volumes I and 2.



CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSION

1. We believe that Chapter 3 appropriately addresses the questions raised in the
Request for Inspection and clearly demonstrates that the Bank has followed its operational
policies and procedures with respect to the design and appraisal of the proposed project. Of
critical importance for quality at entry, we have assessed the various technical, economic,
financial, environmental, and sociological risks carefully, devoting considerable attention to
alternative scenarios. With a view towards managing project risks, we have provided for
remedial actions where appropriate. In addition, we have built into our supervision plan
mechanisms for periodic monitoring and evaluation - the results of which can be addressed
during implementation - in order to safeguard the project's development impact in the face
of unanticipated developments.



ANNEX A

SELECTED BANK OPERATIONAL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Point in Project Date of Polcy
Cycle to Which Applicability

Policy Guideine Date of Policy Policy Applies for Arun lIl Comments
OD 4.00. Annex A: Environmental Oct. 31,1989 * applicable to * for projects not in advancedAssessment projects with IEPS stage of preparation, the Task

issued after Manager & Regional Environment
October 15, 1989 Division should review status &

recommend how to achieve
objectives within existing time
and resource constraints

00 4.00, Annex B: Environmental Policy April 28, 1989 * not said to befor Dam and Reservoir Projects retroactive

OD 4.01: Environmental Assessment Oct. 3, 1991 * IEPS issued * not applicable OD 4.01 applicable 'where
after October 1, since IEPS was appropriate and feasible to
1991 issued on projects with IEPS before October

February 5, 1, 1991 and are subject to OD
1987 4.00, Annex A.

OD 4.20: Indigenous Peoples Sept. 17, 1991 * at IEPS stage * not applicable I at IEPS stage, the applicable
* at preparation at IEPS stage policy was OMS 2.34: Tribaland appraisal * applicable at People in Bank-financed Proiects

stages appraisal stage issued February 1982. which
was superseded by 00 4.20

OD 4.30: Involuntary Resettlement June 29, 1990 * at IEPS stage * not applicable at the IEPS stage, the
* during appraisal at IEPS stage applicable policy was OD 2.33:
and negotiation * applicable at Social Issues Associated with

appraisal and Involuntary Resertlment in Bank.
negotiation Financed Projects issued in
stages February 1980, which wasI _________________________________ _______________ ________________ superseded by OD 4.30

3P 17.50: Disclosure of Operational Sept. 1993 * at IEPS stage * not applicable * pursuant to (para. 151 andInformation for PID at IEPS stage (Annex D, para. 1 (a) of BP
I PID to be * applicable on 17.50, for projects that were
updated before January 1, past the IEPS stage but not yet
appraisal 1994 (i.e., presented to the Board, a PID* PID to be after appraisal was to be produced by January
updated after for both PID 1994.
appraisal if major and FTD) I disclosure of FTD on request
changes to but only at Country Director'sproject made by discretion Ipara. 12 of the Policyprevious project on Disclosure of Information)
preparation for
Factual Technical
Document IFTD)
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I | Point in Project Date of Policy |
l Cycle to Which Applicability| Policy Guideline Date of Policy Policy Applies for Arun IlIl Comments

Investment Project Information stage: draft Initial January 1994 and made availableDocument 
PID when project at the PIC in March 1994enters 5-yearl
lending programl
I at preparation
and pre-appraisal:
discuss PID with
borrower/stake-
holders. Update
PtO

OP 10.04: Economic Evaluation of * OP: April * at identification * not applicable * at IEPS and appraisal stages,Investment Operations 1994 and Sept. stage given advanced the applicable policies were: OMSBP 10.04 (Supplement to OP 10.04) 1994 * at appraisal stage of 2.21 Economic Analysis ofBP: April stage preparation Projects issued May 1980. and1994 except where Central Projects Note (CPN) 2.01
identical to Investment Criteria in Economic
previously Analysis of ProJects issued in
applicable June 1977, both of which were
instructions superseded by OP 10.04

Note: Arun Ill- IEPS: February 5. 1987
Appraisal: May and September 1993
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ANNEX B

DOCUMENTS REQUESTED IN MR. BRODER'S
NOVEMBER 4, 1994 MEMORANDUM TO MR. WOOD

(1) The Memorandum and Recommendation of the President (MOP), the Staff
Appraisal Report (SAR) and the legal documents for the proposed project;

(2) Environmental Management Plan;

(3) Regional Action Plan;

(4) The Least Cost Generation and Expansion Plan (LCGEP) of 1987 and 1990;

(5) 1993/94 Argonne National Laboratories (ANL) Study: Analyses of Options
for the Nepal Electrical Generating System, May 1994;

(6) Feasibility Studies of alternative project designs;

(7) Available documents on a proposed Changsuo Basin Irrigation Project in
China;

(8) Arun IlIl HEP: Environmental Impact Assessment for Arun Access Road -
Valley Route Report, September 1992; and

(9) Nepal's Land Acquisition Act, 1979.
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ANNEX C

PREVIOUS REQUESTS TO THE BANK

Attachment Vill of the Request for Inspection lists ten previous complaints to the
World Bank.

* Four of the items refer to correspondence with the Executive Directors and
are not the responsibility of Bank Management.

.0 One letter from the Requester dated July 7, 1 994 requested documentation.
The response, dated July 18, 1994, referred the Requester to the Project
Information Center in Kathmandu, which houses all the requested
documentation. We also enclosed a list of the documentation available at
the World Bank's Public Information Center (PIC) in Washington.

-- A second letter from the Requester dated October 7, 1994 requested a list
of documents relating to the Arun III project. The World Bank Resident
Mission in Nepal responded on October 7, 1994, providing a list of
documents available at the Resident Mission and a list of documents
available at the Project Information Center in Kathmandu. In addition, the
Requester was referred to the PIC in Washington.

* We have checked our correspondence files in relation to the other dates
cited. All such correspondence came from the Alliance for Energy and was
fully responded to by the World Bank. Supporting documentation is
available.
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EXTENSION: 82617

SUBJECT: Request for Inspection
Nepal: Arun III Hydroelectric Project

Attached for distribution to the Executive Directors of IDA please find aMemorandum from the Chairmnan and members of The Inspection Panel entitled "Requestfor Inspection - Nepal: Arun III Hydroelectric Project" dated January 20, 1995.



THE INSPECTION PANEL
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 1818 H Steet, N.W. Telephone: (202) 458-5200INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION Washington, D.C. 20433 Fax: (202) 522-0916

U.S.A. Cable Address: INTBAFRAD

Ernst-GOnther Br6der, Chairman
Richard E. Bissell
Alvaro Umafla

January 20, 1995

MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

SUBJECT: Request for Inspection
Nepal: Arun III Hydroelectric Project

1. The Inspection Panel, on December 16, 1994, submitted to the Executive Directors itsrecommendations on a Request for Inspection of alleged violations of IDA policies in the design andappraisal of the above referenced project; and further to this, on January 9, 1995, provided an informal
note summarizing the recommendations.

2. On January 9, 1995, the Panel met informally with the Executive Directors to discuss the
recommendations. At this meeting the Panel was advised that Management had offered to providedetails not included in its November 22, 1994 Response. It was agreed that Management would
furnish the Panel with more information on IDA's actions with regard to the alleged violations of IDApolicies claimed in the Request, and following a review by the Panel, that the Board would act on thePanel's recommendation by the end of January.

3. The Panel had meetings with Regional and ENV staff and received a number of documentsdeemed by Management to be further evidence of compliance with IDA policies or of its currentefforts to take remedial action in order to comply fully with such policies.

4. After thorough consideration of the documents received, and in light of the discussions withManagement, the Panel has decided to reiterate its original recommendation for an investigation onpossible violations of IDA policies relating to Environmental Assessment, Involuntary Resettlement
and Indigenous Peoples, as set forth in its Report (paras 45, 51, 52, 84, 85, 89, 90) and the informalnote referred to above (para 6).

5. With regard to Economic Analysis, the application of relevant policies by IDA to Arun IIIgenerates continued concern on the part of the Panel, particularly in the light of additional informationprovided by Management. The Panel nevertheless confirms the scope of the investigation asoriginally recommended. It also believes that an investigation of Environmental Risks-Environmental Assessment, Involuntary Resettlement and Indigenous Peoples issues--would sheduseful light on the overall Economic Analysis, as called for in operational policies on the latter.

6. It is estimated that an investigation as proposed by the Panel would require approximately
three months. The exact length would be subject to inter alia the extent of cooperation the Panelreceives from Management and the proposed borrower. Other factors include actual progress in thecurrent efforts being made by the Government and IDA to update the Regional Action and Indigenous
Peoples Plans, and the time required to reach an agreement on the now abandoned Hill Route landtenure situation. The Panel feels that such efforts by the Government and IDA should be pursued
concurrently with the proposed investigation.


